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ABSTRACT
ROLE OF ANISOMETRIC PARTICLES IN ICE-TEMPLATED POROUS CERAMIC
STRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Mahesh Banda
Old Dominion University, 2020
Director: Dr. Dipankar Ghosh

Open-cell macroporous ceramics have a significant impact on advancing various
engineering endeavors such as bone-tissue engineering, lithium-ion batteries, filtration, thermal
insulation, impact protection, etc. While pore orientation in conventional open-cell foams is
random, in recent years, significant interest has grown in utilizing directionally porous ceramics
in these applications to enhance performance. Ice-templating has emerged as a versatile technique
that can synthesize directionally macroporous ceramics with low pore tortuosity. Although the
fabrication is relatively straightforward, the challenge is that there are numerous variables
associated with this technique, which can have significant effects on the final structure and
macroscopic properties. As a result, understanding structure-property relationships in these
materials is of continuing interest for the envisioned endeavors.
The central motivation of this dissertation is driven by understanding the role of particle
size in tailoring ice-templated structure and compressive mechanical properties and address the
underlying structure-mechanical property relationships. The notion for investigating particle size
effects is that an increase in particle size can increase lamellar bridge density but without causing
a considerable change in porosity. The proposed concept is that replacing a small volume fraction
of fine particles with large particles provides a novel approach to tailor lamellar bridge density in
ice-templated porous ceramics.

The results revealed that by inducing anisometric particles (ceramic platelets) within the
equiaxed particles suspension led to dendritic microstructural development with increased lamellar
bridging in ice-templated porous materials and thereby marked increase in the compressive
mechanical properties. These platelet bridges offered resistance to the sideways deflection of the
walls and contributed to the strength enhancement. Further, fine-equiaxed particles in the matrix
phase packed more efficiently and offered better sinterability in the platelets-induced ice-templated
porous ceramics; and showed enhanced mechanical properties than coarse-equiaxed matrix
particles. Also, the mechanical properties of ice-templated porous ceramics are enhanced at highstrain rate regimes of loading. Finally, the porous ceramics containing platelets exhibited improved
stability to structural deformation at higher temperatures compared to the materials without
platelets. Thus, the findings of this dissertation can be helpful in tailoring the microstructure and
mechanical properties of the ice-templated porous ceramics for structural and functional
applications.
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CHAPTER 1
ICE-TEMPLATED POROUS CERAMICS
1.1 Directionally porous materials
Ice-templated porous ceramics, as shown in Fig. 1, are a class of novel materials that exhibit
unidirectional pore architecture [1-9]. Figure 1 (middle image) shows a schematic of an icetemplated ceramic sample and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of vertical (left) and
horizontal (right) cross-sections of the sample. In the SEM image of vertical cross-section, we can
observe characteristic directional pores that run from bottom to top. Whereas, the SEM image of
horizontal cross-section reveals parallel ceramic lamella walls, directional pores present between
the walls, and lamellar bridges that connect the walls. Thus, ice-templated ceramics possess easily
accessible pores with low tortuosity and exhibit high surface area [10]. The compressive strength
of ice-templated ceramics along the ice-growth direction (described in the next section) is
significantly higher compared to that of typical open-cell porous ceramics, which is another vital
aspect of these materials [8].
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Figure 1: SEM images reveal vertical (left) and horizontal (right) cross-sections of an icetemplated sintered porous ceramic sample [8,9]. The middle picture is a schematic of an icetemplated porous sample.

Directional pore architecture offers several advantages in tissue engineering applications, such as
slowing down the proliferation of cells due to the absence of pore interconnectivity and superior
strength than their isotropic counterparts [11-17]. Filtration applications use porous materials;
however, pore directionality can greatly enhance the performance of membranes by providing a
combination of pressure drop and minimum resistance to fluid diffusion [18-21]. Anisotropic
porous materials can also be advantageous for adsorption and depollution applications because
they provide a combination of directional material properties, easily accessible pores, and high
surface area [22-26]. Directionally porous solids can be infiltrated with a second phase to fabricate
multilayered composites [7,27-29], which exhibit improved fracture resistance [7]. They are also
potential candidate materials for applications such as electrochemical cells, batteries, capacitors,
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supercapacitors, and solar cells [30-44]. Due to the strength and functional advantages, there has
been a major interest in the development of directionally porous ice-templated ceramics and
understanding structure-property relationships in these materials.

1.2 Growth velocity of ice crystals and particle rejection vs. entrapment
Freeze-casting is a novel technique to develop directional porous ceramics [10,45,46]. Initially,
the freeze casting technique gained interest in fabricating complex-shaped ceramic components by
freezing ceramic suspensions containing fine particles [47-50]. However, the interest in freezecasting to develop directionally porous ceramic materials grew significantly after the work of
Fukasawa et al. [1-4]. They showed the fabrication of ceramics with oriented pores by controlling
the growth direction of ice crystals in a water-based ceramic suspension. Apart from water, other
commonly used freezing vehicles to develop directionally porous materials are tetra-butyl alcohol
(TBA) [51-54], camphene [55-60], and dioxane [61-65]. Thus, a fascinating aspect of freezecasting is that variations in the shape and growth kinetics of different solvent crystals allow
developing directionally porous freeze-cast ceramics with different pore morphologies (Fig. 2).
For example, the growth of lamella ice crystals at moderate freezing rates results in lamellar pore
morphology in the final sample, Fig. 2a [67]. On the other hand, TBA crystals grow in a hexagonal
prismatic shape and result in hexagonal pore architecture in the final material, Fig. 2b [66].
Whereas camphene solvent results in interconnected circular pores and the impressions of
overgrown solid camphene dendrites in the final ice-templated structure as shown in Fig. 2c.
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Figure 2: SEM images of freeze-cast ceramics showing (a) lamellar pore structure by using water
as a solvent, (b) approximately hexagonal pore structure by using tetra-butyl alcohol (TBA) as a
solvent [66], and (c) isotropic pore morphology by using camphene as a solvent [67].

Figure 3: Schematics showing the variation of shape of ice crystals with growth velocity and the
effects of the velocity of solidification front on particle rejection vs. particle entrapment by solvent
crystals [68].
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Water, however, remains as the predominantly employed freezing vehicle because of the
abundance and being environment-friendly [10,69]. We commonly refer to freeze-casting as icetemplating when water is the freezing vehicle [10,45,46]. The unique ability of the freeze-casting
technique to produce both dense and porous ceramics is inherently rooted in the velocity and
stability of advancing freezing front. Figure 3 shows several schematics that depict the variation
of shape of ice crystals with growth velocity and the effects of the velocity of freezing-front on
particle rejection vs. particle entrapment by solvent crystals. At very low velocity (< 1 μm/s), the
ice front moves as a planar front. The planar growth of solvent crystals pushes the particles ahead
of the freezing front where the particles accumulate [10]. We can utilize this mechanism of ice
growth for the fabrication of dense (non-porous) ceramic materials [70]. As the growth velocity of
ice crystals increases (intermediate-range, 10 – 80 μm/s), the thermodynamic equilibrium of a
suspension is perturbed. That is, a phenomenon called constitutional supercooling (explained in a
later section) of the liquid occurs in front of the freezing front. This phenomenon destabilizes the
planar freezing front that finally leads to columnar growth of freezing front [10,68]. As this process
continues, it forms alternate layers of ice crystals and ceramics particles. Removal of the solvent
crystals later creates a directional porous ceramic structure [10,46,68]. At the very high ice growth
velocities, due to the less time available for rejection, the particles are engulfed more in the ice
crystals [10,68].
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1.3 Ice-templating technique
Figure 4 shows the four principal steps of the ice-templating technique. In this technique, the first
step is to prepare a stable aqueous ceramic suspension. Typically, the use of dispersant increases
repulsive forces between particles and prevents the settling of particles during the templating
process [10]. The use of water-soluble additive enhances the strength of green samples (before
sintering) and enables safe handling. The next and most critical step is templating that occurs
during unidirectional solidification of suspension. During this stage, the ice crystals grow in the
direction of the applied unidirectional temperature gradient. Ceramic particles rejected by the
moving ice crystals (also referred to as solidification front) accumulate between growing crystals
[68,71]. At the end of the unidirectional freezing process, we obtain a solidified suspension which
contains alternate layers of ice crystals and ceramic particles with both oriented in the direction of
the applied temperature gradient. In the next step, ice removal from the frozen samples through
sublimation (freeze-drying at low pressure and temperature) results in a macroporous green
sample. The final porous structure is a replica of ice crystals [10,68,71]. The last step is the
sintering of freeze-dried green bodies that imparts strength to the structure but retains pore
morphology.
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Figure 4: A schematic representation of four principal stages in the ice-templating technique [71].

Here, we briefly discuss the growth characteristics of ice crystals and the origin of the lamellar
morphology that typically develops in ice-templated porous ceramics. Figure 5a is a schematic
representation of a hexagonal ice crystal and shows the preferred growth direction (along a-axis)
and limited growth direction (along the c-axis). The growth of ice crystals is approximately 102 to
103 times faster along the crystallographic a-axis compared to that along c-axis [71,72]. For the
growth of ice crystals along the c-axis, it requires four molecules from the liquid phase to form six
bonds to the growing ice layer along the c-axis. On the other hand, it requires only two molecules
to form the same bond ratio and attach to the growing ice front along the a-axes. Since the
probability of the formation of a two-molecular group is energetically more favorable compared
to a four-molecular group, the growth rates of ice crystals along the a-axes are markedly higher
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than along the c-axis [72]. As a result, the growth of ice crystals is highly anisotropic, and ice
crystals grow in lamellar fashion. By applying a unidirectional temperature gradient, it is possible
to align the lamellar ice crystals in the direction of the applied gradient. The preferred growth
characteristics of ice crystals and their alignment along an applied temperature gradient form the
basis of lamellar morphology that develops in ice-templated porous materials. During
unidirectional freezing of aqueous ceramic suspensions, ceramic particles accumulate in between
the growing ice lamellae and develop ceramic lamellae. Upon freeze-drying, the spaces occupied
by the ice lamellae turn into directional pores and porous ceramic with lamellar morphology
results. Figure 5b shows highly lamellar morphology in ice-templated sintered porous Al2O3
ceramic in which elongated pores formed due to the rapid growth of ice crystals along the basal
plane (a-axes). However, with the increase in ice crystal growth velocity, the propensity of
entrapment of ceramic particles within the growing ice-crystals also increases. Followed by the
sublimation and sintering, the entrapped particles can develop lamellar bridges that connect the
adjacent lamella walls in the direction transverse to the growth direction of ice crystals, Fig. 5c
[10].
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Figure 5: (a) A schematic of a hexagonal ice crystal that shows both preferred growth direction
(along a-axis) and limited growth direction (along c-axis) [71]; (b) A representative SEM image
of the vertical cross-section of an ice-templated ceramic revealing highly lamellar morphology in
ice-templated sintered porous Al2O3 ceramic; (c) A representative SEM micrograph of the
horizontal cross-section in an ice-templated sintered porous Al2O3 ceramic revealing various
microstructural features.

1.4 The physics of ice-templating
As it is discussed in the previous sections, the ice front velocity and the interactions between
particle-ice front play a crucial role in the microstructure evolution in ice-templated ceramics.
Thus, it is imperative to study the interaction between particle-ice front to understand the role of
various parameters to fine-tune the microstructure of these porous materials. The schematic in Fig.
6 shows two spherical particles of radius R suspended in water, and an ice front (also referred to
as freezing front or solidification front) that moves at a velocity 𝑣 (also referred to as freezing front
velocity, FFV) from bottom to top (the direction of applied unidirectional temperature gradient).
Particle A is far away from the moving ice front to have any interaction with the ice front. Whereas,
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particle B is at a distance 𝑑 (of the order of average intermolecular distance in the liquid film
present between the solidification front and particle) to the solidification front that is close enough
to have interactions with the solvent crystals [73,74]. For solidification of a liquid containing
insoluble foreign particles (such as ceramic particles in water), the interaction between the
solidification front and particles can occur in one of three distinct modes: (i) the front may push
the particle indefinitely and segregate it in the last-freezing liquid, (ii) the front may engulf a
particle instantaneously upon contact, or (iii) the front may engulf the particle after pushing it over
some distance. The first scenario corresponds to a very slow freezing front velocity and is useful
in the fabrication of dense materials employing the freeze-casting technique [47,68,73]. On the
other hand, rejection of particles is desirable in the ice-templating technique to achieve the
characteristic directional pore architecture [10,68,73]. However, some level of particle engulfment
is necessary as well to allow the formation of lamellar bridges, which aid to enhance the strength
of templated porous materials [10,68,69,73]. Therefore, the ice-templating technique encounters
both particle rejection and particle entrapment phenomena, and several factors contribute to the
underlying mechanisms. Also, note that these are mutually competitive mechanisms since a
particle will either be rejected or engulfed. In the following, we will discuss two approaches to
understand particle rejection vs. particle entrapment.
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of various interactions that possibly occur between solid-liquid
interface and material particle in a suspension during the ice-templating process [74].

First, we try to comprehend the process of particle rejection vs. particle entrapment from a
thermodynamic viewpoint (i.e., based on energy balance). As shown in Fig. 6, there are three
surface free energy terms (𝜎pl , 𝜎sl , and 𝜎ps ) associated with three interfaces, which are critical in
particle-solidification front interactions [68,73,74]. 𝜎pl corresponds to surface energy due to
particle-liquid interface in a liquid medium containing particles. 𝜎sl is the surface free energy
associated with the solid (ice)-liquid interface that originates during solidification of liquid. The
third surface free energy term 𝜎ps is due to the solid (ice)-particle interface and will result only
from the engulfment of the particle by the ice crystal. To encapsulate the particle, the solidification
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front must bend and create a solid-particle interface at the expense of other interfaces [10,73,74].
Thus, the engulfment of a particle suspended in a liquid by a freezing front requires replacement
of two interfaces (particle-liquid and liquid-solid) by a single interface (solid-particle). However,
the process of interface substitution must be energetically favorable for the engulfment of particles
to be spontaneous [10,68,73,74]. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the anticipated variation in total
surface free energy (∆𝜎) with particle-solid separation distance (𝑑). We can express the variation
using a power law form as [73-81]:
𝑎

𝑧

∆𝜎 = ∆𝜎0 ( 𝑑0 ) .

(1)

Here, 𝑎0 is the minimum possible separation between particle and solid (average intermolecular
distance in the liquid film between the solidification front and particle) and ∆𝜎0 is surface free
energy at this minimum distance, also referred to as the free energy of adhesion [73]. 𝑧 is a constant
and typically can range between 4-5 [74]. It is understandable from equation (1) that change in ∆𝜎
is insignificant at a very large value of 𝑑 (≫ 𝑎0 , i.e., no interaction between solidification front
and particle). As 𝑑 decreases ∆𝜎 becomes appreciable and approaches ∆𝜎0 . For the solidification
front to push the particle ahead (i.e., particle rejection), a layer of liquid of thickness at least 𝑎0
must always be present between the particle and the advancing ice front [73,74].
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Figure 7: Schematic showing the variation in surface energy with respect to particle-solid
separation [73,80].

At any instant, away from the solidification front (𝑑 ≫ 𝑎0 ,), (𝜎pl + 𝜎sl ) represents the total surface
free energy (∆𝜎) of a liquid medium that contains an insoluble particle (Fig. 7). As we mentioned
before, engulfment of a particle by the solidification front (for which particle is at a distance 𝑑 ≤
𝑎0 ) will result in the formation of a new interface (solid-particle) at the expense of two interfaces
(particle-liquid and liquid-solid). However, particle engulfment can only occur if the process is
energetically favorable and we can write the necessary thermodynamic condition for engulfment
as [73,74,78,79]:
∆𝜎0 = 𝜎ps − (𝜎pl + 𝜎sl ) < 0.

(2)

Here, we replaced ∆𝜎 by ∆𝜎0 which is the surface free energy at 𝑑 ~𝑎0 . Whereas, for ∆𝜎0 > 0,
the solidification front will reject the particle. This thermodynamic model is reasonable for the
prediction of critical particle size for rejection vs. entrapment at very low freezing velocities and
in the absence of any force being applied to the particle [68]. However, the main shortcoming of
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this oversimplified thermodynamic model is the lack of consideration of the forces that act on a
particle in liquid during the solidification process [10,73].
Here, we discuss a force criteria-based approach for particle rejection and engulfment, which
considers all the forces that act on a particle facing a solidification front. In a simplified approach,
there are three forces that act on a particle in front of an advancing solid-liquid interface:
thermomolecular force, cryosuction (or drag) force, and gravity force [10]. The thermomolecular
force (𝐹t or 𝐹r ) considers all the potential electromagnetic forces that govern the interactions
between the interface and the particle and includes Van der Waals forces as well [73]. 𝐹r is
generally a repulsive force and, therefore, repels the particle from the solidification front and
decreases very rapidly as 𝑑 increases. The pushing of a particle away from the solidification front
by 𝐹r arises from the need to maintain a stable liquid film between the particle and solidification
front, which will prevent contact with the front and particle engulfment. We can express the
repulsive force as [74,75,78,79]:
𝑎

𝑧

𝐹r = 2𝜋𝑅∆𝜎0 ( 𝑑0) .

(3)

For crystal growth, a constant flux of liquid is necessary to supply solvent molecules from the
suspension toward the solid-liquid interface and, particularly, between the particle and the
interface [74]. This flux of liquid attracts the particle by generating a viscous drag toward the
interface. Thus, the viscous drag by the fluid on a particle during solidification front-particle
interactions is an attractive force (𝐹η ) that compresses the particle toward the front during growth
and favors engulfment [10,73]. Larger particles will experience a greater viscous drag compared
to finer particles and hence the propensity for engulfment will increase as particle size increases
[73]. Also, with increasing viscosity, viscous drag forces on particles increase [76,78]. For a
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particle moving very close to a solidification front, the standard Stokes’ equation for the drag force
is no longer valid as the solidification front perturbs the flow of liquid [78]. According to Carrier
[77], we can express the drag force for the case of a flat interface as:
𝐹η =

6𝜋𝜂𝜈𝑅 2
𝑑

,

(4)

where 𝜂 denotes the viscosity of the suspension. Another force is gravity force (𝐹g ); however, 𝐹g
is negligible with particles in the colloidal size range [10]. Therefore, during the solidification of
a liquid containing insoluble particles, the repulsive forces accelerate a particle ahead of the
advancing solidification front when the width of the gap between the two becomes comparable to
the size of the zone of strong interactions [73]. However, the viscous drag on the particle balances
this repulsive interaction. From the balance of the attractive force (𝐹η ) and repulsive force (𝐹r ), and
by neglecting 𝐹g , we can derive a critical freezing front velocity (𝜈cr ) above which solidification
front will completely engulf particles as [74,75,78]:
∆𝜎 𝑑 𝑎

𝑧

0
𝜈cr = 3𝜂𝑅
( 𝑑0) .

(5)

According to equation (5), 𝜈cr is inversely proportional to particle radius. The main problem with
equation (5) is the determination of correct values for 𝑑 and 𝜂 and the uncertainty of experimental
values for ∆𝜎0 [10]. However, we can use equation (5) to qualitatively describe the role of particle
size in particle rejection vs. entrapment. According to equation (5), solvent crystals will completely
engulf particles for FFV greater than 𝜈cr . We can also state that as FFV increases and approaches
𝜈cr of a system, the propensity of particle engulfment will also increase. Whereas, solidification
velocity well below of 𝜈cr will promote particle rejection. These statements are in excellent
agreement with the observation that for an aqueous ceramic suspension of given suspension, ice-
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templating at low FFVs results in the formation of a lamellar structure due to favorable conditions
for particle rejection [68,82]. Whereas an increase in FFV leads to the development of dendritic
structure due to the increased propensity for particle engulfment [68,82]. Rejected particles
accumulate between the growing ice crystals and form lamella walls, whereas entrapped particles
lead to the formation of lamellar bridges (Fig. 8). Thus, FFV has a dominant role in the evolution
of ice-templated microstructure.

Figure 8: Schematic representation of particle rejection or entrapment within the ice crystals with
variation in FFV.

From the above discussion, we can now form a fundamental basis to test particle size effects in the
development of ice-templated microstructure, which is the crux of this dissertation. According to
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equation (5), 𝑣cr is inversely related to 𝑅. Thus, the presence of large particles (i.e., large 𝑅) in an
aqueous ceramic suspension will lower 𝑣cr of the system and vice-versa. We can interpret that for
the same unidirectional solidification condition applied to ceramic suspensions of different particle
size but same concentration, as particle size increases the same FFV will get closer to the 𝑣cr of
the system. As a result, we can use particle size as a critical tool to tune microstructure,
morphology, and macroscopic mechanical properties of ice-templated porous materials. For the
same solid loading of ceramic suspensions and applied unidirectional temperature gradient, a
decrease and increase in particle size will promote lamellar structure (favorable condition for
particle rejection and lamella wall formation) and dendritic structure (favorable condition for
particle engulfment and lamellar bridge formation), respectively. In other words, we can utilize
particle size effects to tailor lamellar bridge density in ice-templated ceramics. However, it is also
important to consider that increase in particle size will reduce particle packing within lamella walls
during the templating stage and sinterability, which will have detrimental effects on strength. It is
of note that there are studies on the influence of several parameters such as freezing agent,
suspension additives, FFV and solids loading on ice-templated microstructure and mechanical
properties [10,82,83]. However, the effects of particle size on processing-structure-property
relationships are less emphasized.

1.5 Use of ceramic platelets (anisotropic particles) in the development of ice-templated
ceramics
Ice-templated ceramics are typically fabricated from aqueous suspensions of fine, equiaxed
particles (~ 1 m) [74]. One advantage of using fine ceramic particles is that they improve the
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sinterability of resultant materials [68,82]. We propose a novel approach in which we will replace
a small volume fraction of fine, equiaxed ceramic particles in aqueous suspension with large
particles. The rationale is that the solidification front will reject small particles and the rejected
particles will develop lamella walls. Whereas, larger particles will preferentially be engulfed by
the solidification front and result in the formation of lamellar bridges. By varying the ratio of small
to large particles, we can further tailor lamellar bridge density in ice-templated ceramics. Another
significant advantage is that the preferential presence of finer particles within lamella walls will
facilitate sintering in the walls and with the large particles and can offset the potential detrimental
effects of large particles on sintering. Before proceeding further with the research hypothesis, in
the following paragraph, we discuss the selection of morphology of large ceramic particles.
Ceramic particles are available in various morphologies such as equiaxed (most common), flakes,
whiskers, and platelets [10]. Among those, platelets are of a class of anisometric particles which
have been extensively used in ceramic processing [84-90]. Figure 9 shows an SEM image,
revealing the morphology of Al2O3 platelets. Typically, the diameter (or width) of platelets is much
greater than the thickness. Production and processing of ceramic platelet particles are relatively
simple compared to other types of particle morphologies [91]. Ceramic platelets are crystalline,
oxidation resistant, and can be mass-produced with consistent morphologies [91]. Also, the
flexural strength of a single platelet particle is substantially greater than the particles of other
morphologies such as fibers and whiskers [91]. Platelets have been intensively used for templated
grain growth (TGG) in a fine-grain ceramic matrix for texture development and enhancement of
stiffness and strength [92-98]. Studies have also shown sintering compatibility between fine
ceramic particles and large ceramic platelets [87]. There are few studies that have utilized ceramic
platelets in the development of ice-templated porous materials [99-101]. These studies suggest that
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during the freezing process platelets can self-assemble within lamella walls [99-101]. However,
there is no study on ice-templated ceramics that are processed from the combination of equiaxed
and platelet-shaped particles. Therefore, to take advantage of the above-mentioned characteristics
and ease of commercial availability, this dissertation selects Al2O3 platelets (anisometric particles)
as large particles and seeks to understand their role in the synthesis of ice-templated porous
ceramics.

Figure 9: An SEM micrograph revealing the morphology of Al2O3 platelets.
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of the role of platelets in microstructural evolution during the
ice-templating process.

Figure 10 schematically illustrates the research hypothesis, based on the development of icetemplated porous ceramics using fine ceramic particles and ceramic platelets. This dissertation
uses fine, equiaxed Al2O3 particles and large Al2O3 platelets as model materials; however, the
proposed research concept is readily available to other oxide and non-oxide ceramics. Let us
consider ice-templating of an aqueous ceramic suspension that contains mainly fine, equiaxed
particles and a small volume fraction of platelets (particles. Recall from equation (5) that larger
diameter particles are more prone to entrapped by the growing ice crystals. Therefore, based on
the previous discussion, during ice-templating, equiaxed particles will exhibit a greater propensity
for rejection by the solidification front, whereas ceramic platelets will have a greater propensity
for engulfment by the growing ice crystals. Due to the superior mechanical properties of platelets,
we anticipate that the trapped platelets can lead to the formation of strong lamellar bridges between
the adjacent ceramic walls and enable significant strength enhancement. As mentioned before, the
development of ice-templated ceramics from aqueous suspensions containing only platelets
revealed that platelet particles self-assemble within lamella walls [99-102]. Therefore, we suggest
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that two competing mechanisms can be operative during the ice-templating process: one is the
engulfment of platelets by ice crystals that lead to lamellar bridge formation and the other is the
self-assembly of platelets within the ceramic matrix of lamella walls. The presence of platelets in
the matrix of fine ceramic particles of lamella walls can also enhance the strength of walls and
thus of ice-templated ceramics. We hypothesize that by varying the ratio of small particles to
platelets and other variables such as FFV and concentration of ceramic suspension, we can control
the underlying effects of these two mechanisms on the development of ice-templated ceramics and
their macroscopic mechanical properties.

1.6 Research objectives
In this dissertation, we will address the following research questions.
As discussed in the above section, it is important to explore which factor, between platelets selfassembly and entrapment, does dominate during the ice-templating process and how the
microstructure develops. It is also known that the FFV significantly influences microstructural
evolution in ice-templated ceramics. Therefore, it can be interesting to understand the combined
effects of platelets and FFV on the microstructure development and mechanical property
relationships in these porous ceramics. A few works of the literature showed that using a larger
size, equiaxed ceramic particles in the suspension promotes more particle entrapment that results
in dendritic morphology, but micropores also appear in lamella walls due to the poor packing
efficiency of larger size particles. Whereas the fine, equiaxed particles are easy to be rejected by
growing ice crystals that result in lamellar pore structure with dense lamella walls. Adding platelets
to these two ceramic suspensions systems may affect the particle packing during ice-templating
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and the densification during sintering. Thus, it can be exciting to study how microstructural
development occurs by varying the matrix particle size in the suspension. Another important
consideration is that the interactions of these matrix particles with platelets at different sintering
temperatures. Since the lamella walls of ice-templated porous ceramics are at micrometer length
scales, it is crucial to understand how the temperature effects the lamella wall microstructure,
compressive strength and structural stability of these pore architectures. The compressive response
of porous materials majorly depends on total porosity, constituent material, pore architecture, and
strain rate. Studies revealed that closed-cell aluminum porous materials show strain rate sensitivity
but contrastingly, the open cell porous aluminum materials show no rate sensitivity. However,
there is no study available on the strain rate sensitivity on porous ceramics. Since ice-templated
ceramics can potentially be used in impact protection applications, it is important to study their
compressive mechanical behavior at high-strain rate loading regimes and their rate sensitivity.
Thus, the research objectives of this dissertation are as follows:
1. Explore the effects of platelets’ content and FFV on the microstructural evolution.
2. Investigate the effects of matrix material particle size along with the variation of platelets’
content and FFV on the microstructural evolution.
3. Characterize the uniaxial compressive response of these novel porous ceramics both in the
quasistatic and dynamic regime of loading conditions.
4. Probe the damage evolution and fracture characteristics in these porous ceramics both in
quasistatic and high-strain rate loading regimes of loading.
5. Investigate the effects of temperature on matrix-platelets interactions and the structural
stability of these platelets induced porous ceramic materials.
6. Develop structure-property (mechanical) relationships.
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The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, investigation of the effects
of replacing a small fraction of equiaxed particles with the platelet-shaped particles in the
aqueous ceramic suspension and FFV on the microstructural evolution and mechanical
properties in ice-templated porous ceramics are presented. Next, the role of the size of equiaxed
particles (matrix particles) in the aqueous suspensions containing a mixture of equiaxed
particles and platelets are discussed in Chapter 3. Fracture mechanisms within the lamella walls
of platelets-induced ice-templated ceramic materials under quasistatic uniaxial compressive
loading conditions are discussed in Chapter 4. Then, the effects of strain rate on the uniaxial
compressive response of ice-templated porous ceramics containing no platelets and containing
platelets are discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively. Later, the effects of
temperature and platelets on the microstructural development and structural stability of icetemplated porous ceramics are discussed in Chapter 7. Finally, in Chapter 8 conclusions and
directions for future research are outlined.
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CHAPTER 2
INFLUENCE OF ANISOMETRIC PARTICLES (PLATELETS) ON THE
MICROSTRUCTURE AND UNIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE RESPONSE OF
ICE-TEMPLATED SINTERED ALUMINA CERAMICS
Note: The contents of this chapter have been published in Acta Materialia.
D. Ghosh. H. Kang, M. Banda, V. Kamaha, Influence of anisotropic grains (platelets) on the
microstructure and uniaxial compressive response of ice-templated sintered alumina scaffolds,
Acta Mater., 125 (2017) 1 – 14.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2016.11.047

Abstract:
Ice-templated ceramics have unique lamellar pore morphology that offers better compressive
mechanical properties in comparison to the typical ceramic foams with isotropic pore morphology.
However, for very high-level porosity (>65 vol.%) strength difference diminishes. This
investigation reveals that by inducing anisotropic grains within the matrix of a fine-grained
ceramic, uniaxial compressive response of the ice-templated sintered scaffolds can be markedly
enhanced without causing any considerable modification of the total porosity. To address this
innovative materials design strategy, we synthesized a series of microstructures by systematically
varying the anisotropic grains content in an aqueous suspension and the freezing kinetics to
investigate the process-microstructure correlations and understand the structure-property
relationships. Microstructural investigations revealed the unique arrangements of the platelets
within and out of the lamella walls, where the upward moving ice fronts aligned the platelets’ inplane direction to the ice-growth direction. In the low freezing front velocity regime, platelets were
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observed to be mainly within the lamella walls, whereas platelets started to develop lamellar
bridges with the increasing velocity. As a result, a transition of the pore morphology occurred with
the increasing platelets content and the freezing front velocity. A novel method based on the
rigorous microstructural analysis is developed to estimate the distribution of the platelets within
and out of the walls and the variation of the platelets distribution with the composition and freezing
front velocity. A drastic improvement of the compressive mechanical properties (stiffness,
strength, energy absorption capacity) response was measured due to the platelets’ addition, which
has been related to the platelets’ distribution within and out of the walls and the pore morphology
modifications. Results are rationalized based on the role of the platelets during the compressive
deformation. © 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ice-templating, Grain-level anisotropy, Intralamella and interlamellar platelets, Pore
morphology, Lamellar bridging, Compressive response, Energy absorption.

2.1 Introduction
Macroporous ceramic scaffolds with an oriented pore morphology and low pore tortuosity are an
emerging class of materials that are promising for bone-tissue engineering, solid-state battery
electrodes, solid oxide fuel cells, and impact energy-absorption. While the conventional ceramic
foaming techniques yield isotropic pore morphology, freeze casting (also called ice-templating) is
one technique that can synthesize ceramic scaffolds with oriented pores [7,8,83,102-105].
Structure-property (mechanical in particular) relationships of the ice-templated ceramics are not
well understood, however, a limited number of studies suggest that relative density, lamellar bridge
density, pore size, and lamella wall thickness are influencing factors to the uniaxial compressive
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response [7,8,102,83,104-106]. Relative density (thus total porosity) depends on the solids loading
of a suspension, whereas the bridge density, pore size and wall thickness can be manipulated by
exploiting the solids loading and the unidirectional freezing kinetics. Very little, however, is
known about the influence of the anisotropic grains (e.g., ceramic platelets) on the compressive
response of the ice-templated sintered ceramic scaffolds. Hunger et al. [99,107] showed that
presence of large spherical or platelet Al2O3 particles in chitosan-alumina (Al2O3) freeze-cast
porous composites reduced the lamella wall porosity and thereby improved the overall mechanical
performance. However, there is no study that addresses the grain anisotropy effects on the
mechanical response of the ice-templated sintered scaffolds containing only the ceramic phase. To
that end, the authors recently reported that Al2O3 platelets (diameter ~8 μm thickness ~400 nm)
drastically improved compressive stiffness and fracture strength of the ice-templated highly porous
(~80 vol.%) sintered Al2O3 scaffolds that were mainly comprised of the equiaxed fine grains (1-3
μm) [108]. However, to develop the process-structure-property (mechanical) correlations of the
newly developed novel platelets-reinforced ice-templated sintered porous scaffolds, it is
imperative to conduct a study that systematically investigates the combined effects of the platelets
content and the freezing kinetics, and addresses the interlinks in between the microstructural
parameters and the mechanical response.
During an ice-templating process, particles are ejected by the upward moving ice fronts (under the
influence of a unidirectional temperature gradient) and accumulate in between the growing ice
lamellae [8]. Presence of large anisotropic platelets in an aqueous suspension containing mainly
equiaxed fine particles and variation of the platelets fraction are expected to affect the particle
packing during the freeze casting and the densification during sintering. This is because while a
small amount of platelets in a matrix of equiaxed fine particles can improve the packing fraction
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and densification, both may deteriorate with the increasing platelets concentration. It is thus
possible that strength of the sintered scaffolds may go through a maximum. Another consideration
is that pore morphology of the ice-templated scaffolds gradually transitions from lamellar to
dendritic to isotropic structure with the increasing particle size [68,82]. Since, lamellar bridge
density and pore size increases and decreases, respectively, with the transition of the pore
architecture from lamellar to dendritic to isotropic, strength of the scaffolds is expected to increase
with the increasing particle size [82]. Therefore, increasing the fraction of the large platelets in a
suspension containing fine equiaxed particles may cause a pore morphology transition from
lamellar to dendritic/isotropic, resulting in a strength improvement. Moreover, freezing kinetics
significantly influence the microstructure and mechanical response of the ice-templated scaffolds.
Therefore, there could be competing factors that evolve with the change of the anisotropic grains
(platelets) concentration and freezing kinetics and can influence the compressive response.
Therefore, this work synthesized ice-templated sintered porous Al2O3 scaffolds from the equiaxed
fine particles as well as from the mixtures of the equiaxed fine and large platelet particles.
Microstructural evolution was characterized as a function of the anisotropic grains content and the
freezing front velocity (FFV). And the observed changes of the relative density and microstructure
were linked to the measured uniaxial compressive mechanical response to understand the effects
of the grain-level anisotropy on the structure-property (mechanical) relationships.

2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Materials and aqueous ceramic suspension preparation
Ice-templated scaffolds were processed from the commercially available fine equiaxed Al2O3
powder (~0.9 μm, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) and large Al2O3 platelets (diameter ~8 μm and
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thickness ~400 nm, AlusionTM, Antaria Ltd., Bentley, Western Australia); referred to here as SA
and PA, respectively. All the scaffolds were processed from aqueous suspensions with 15 vol.%
Al2O3 content. However, within the 15 vol.% of total Al2O3 content, proportion of the SA and PA
was varied and scaffolds were synthesized from five different compositions: (i) SA (0 vol.% PA),
(ii) SA-2.5PA (2.5 vol.% PA), (iii) SA-5PA (5 vol.% PA), (iv) SA-10PA (10 vol.% PA), and (v)
SA-20PA (20 vol.% PA). Here, PA content is presented with respect to the total Al2O3 content.

2.2.2 Unidirectional freeze casting and sintering
A custom-made device was employed to conduct the unidirectional ice-templating experiments
[82]. In this device, by adjusting the gap in between the cold-finger and the liquid N2 (L-N2) surface
unidirectional thermal gradient and thus the FFV are controlled, where the FFV increases with the
decreasing gap. Distance in between the cold finger and the L-N2 surface was kept fixed during a
freeze casting experiment. However, the gap was varied from scaffold to scaffold to change the
average FFV. Minimum and maximum gaps used were 1 mm and 30 mm, respectively. Icetemplated Al2O3 scaffolds were processed within an FFV (average) range of ~10-35 μm/s. For
each experiment, an average FFV is estimated by dividing the height of a frozen sample with the
time required for completion of solidification of the suspension. Samples were next freeze-dried
at a low pressure 0.014 mbar and temperature -50°C for 96 hours and sintered at 1550°C for 4 h.

2.2.3 Microstructure characterization, density measurements and uniaxial compression
testing
Although the sintered scaffolds were about 16.5 mm in diameter and of 39 mm height, a small
sample was extracted from each scaffold (Fig. S1) for the microstructural characterization, density
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measurement, and compression test. For the microstructural characterization, a transverse plane
(top plane) of each specimen was utilized (Fig. S1). Sintered density of each specimen (𝜌∗ ) was
determined from the mass and dimensions. Relative density (𝜌r ) was estimated using 𝜌r = 𝜌∗ ⁄𝜌s ,
where 𝜌s is the bulk density of α-Al2O3 (3.96 g/cm3). Total porosity was estimated using 𝑝t =
(1 − 𝜌r ) × 100. A Tinius Olsen (model 10ST) mechanical testing machine equipped with a 5 kN
load cell was employed to conduct the uniaxial compression experiments using a displacement
rate of 0.5 mm/min. More details of the experiments are available in the Supplementary material.

Figure 1: SEM micrographs revealing microstructures of the ice-templated sintered Al2O3
scaffolds without (SA) and with (SA-2.5PA, SA-5PA, SA-10PA, SA-20PA) platelets at relatively
low FFV (a through e) and relatively high FFV (f through j). Length of the scale bar is 50 μm and
ice growth direction is out of the page.
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Figure 2: Progressive microstructure evolution with the increasing FFV of the SA (top SEM
micrographs) and SA-20PA scaffolds (bottom SEM micrographs). Length of the scale bar is 50
μm and ice growth direction is out of the page.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Microstructure evolution with platelets content and freezing front velocity
Figure 1 shows the representative microstructures of all the sintered porous scaffolds at relatively
low and high FFVs, where each SEM micrograph corresponds to the transverse plane (top plane)
located at a height of 9 mm from the bottom of a sintered cylindrical scaffold (Fig. S1). Figure S2a
and S2b reveal microstructures of the top plane (located at 9 mm from the bottom) and bottom
plane (located at 5 mm from the bottom), respectively, of a specimen extracted from the sintered
SA scaffold processed at a relatively low FFV (16.9 μm/s). Both planes exhibit comparable
microstructures, suggesting negligible microstructural variations within a distance of 4 mm along
the ice-growth direction. Therefore, the SEM micrographs corresponding to the top planes (Fig. 1)
can be considered as the representative of the overall microstructures of the small rectangular
specimens, utilized for the density measurements and uniaxial compression tests. For all the
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compositions, pore morphology of the sintered scaffolds at low FFVs could be considered as
lamellar. However, at high FFVs pore morphology of the scaffolds appears to be dendritic due to
the increased lamellar bridges. Moreover, extent of the lamellar bridging at high FFVs also appears
to increase with the PA content. Figures 2a and 2b show the microstructural variations of the SA
and SA-20PA, respectively, with the FFV. Progressive increase of the lamellar bridging with the
increasing FFV can be observed. Furthermore, Fig. 2 reveals that at a comparable FFV pore
morphology of the SA-20PA appears to be less lamellar in comparison to the SA. Figure 2 thus
supports that with the increasing FFV, pore morphology transitions from lamellar to dendritic and
lamellar bridging is enhanced to a greater extent due to the platelets. Similar changes with the FFV
are also observed for other scaffolds compositions (not shown here).
High magnification SEM micrographs (Fig. 3) reveal several interesting microstructural features
that are observed only for the scaffolds containing the platelets. For the SA-2.5PA (Figs. 3a and
3b) processed at a relatively high FFV (27.2 μm/s), platelets are distinctly visible in between the
lamellae (i.e., interlamella platelets shown by the orange arrows) forming the lamellar bridges.
Platelets within lamellae (i.e., intralamella platelets shown by the green arrows) can also be
observed for both the SA-2.5PA (Figs. 3a and 3b) and SA-10PA scaffolds (Fig. 3c, 17.5 μm/s).
Therefore, lamellar bridges of the SA scaffolds developed through the equiaxed grains, whereas
for the other scaffolds (SA-2.5PA, SA-5PA, SA-10PA and SA-20PA) a fraction of the bridges
formed through the large anisotropic grains (i.e., interlamella platelets) and usually a single platelet
connected the adjacent lamellae. In the relatively low FFV regime platelets are observed to be
located primarily within the lamellae (Fig. 3c). While the majority of the intralamella platelets and
interlamella platelets are observed to be mutually perpendicular, overall platelets’ in-plane
direction is observed to be orientated parallel to the ice-growth direction. It is known that
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unidirectional ice-templating process can self-assemble large anisotropic particles and orient those
particles along the crystal growth direction [99,100]. Therefore, during ice-templating Al2O3
platelets ejected by the advancing ice fronts accumulated in between the ice (lamellae) crystals
and were aligned by the growing ice crystals, resulting in intralamella platelets’ in-plane direction
almost parallel to the walls. Whereas, some platelets probably were trapped within the ice crystals,
where the mechanism of ice tip-splitting and subsequent tip-healing [7] resulted in the bridge
formation through the interlamella platelets. More specifically, an upward moving ice front can
come across a platelet in the suspension and the platelet can get trapped, rather than being ejected,
within the ice crystal by an ice-tip splitting process [7]. Moreover, splitted ice fronts continue to
grow upward on both sides of the entrapped platelet and can orient the platelet’s in-plane direction
to the ice-growth direction. The splitted ice-fronts eventually cross the length of the platelet and
combine together to a single ice front, which is referred here as the ice-tip healing. As a result, the
interlamella platelets’ in-plane direction became almost vertical with respect to the adjacent
lamellae. As the freezing kinetics slowed down, frequency of platelets ejection by the ice fronts
increases and more platelets accumulated in between the growing ice (lamellae) crystals.
Moreover, with the decreasing FFV lamellae spacing became greater that the platelet diameter and
thus at lower FFVs bridge formation through the platelets was negligible.
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Figure 3: Microstructure investigation at higher magnification reveals (a – b) interlamella platelets
(indicated by orange arrows) in a SA-2.5PA scaffold processed at a relatively high FFV (27.2
μm/s) and (c) intralamella platelets (indicated by green arrows) in a SA-10PA scaffold processed
at a relatively low FFV (18.4 μm/s). Ice growth direction is out of the page. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

2.3.2 Variation of relative density and lamella thickness and interlamellae spacing
Figure 4a shows variation of the 𝜌r of the sintered scaffolds with the FFV. Dotted lines in Fig. 4a
and in all other plots only represent the apparent trends, but not the actual trend lines. Due to a
significant scatter of the 𝜌r values of the SA scaffolds it is difficult to predict a trend, although the
𝜌r values are observed to be higher in the high FFV regime relative to the low FFV regime.
Interestingly, for the other compositions scatter of the 𝜌r is marginal and trends are relatively
apparent, however, a caution is to be made due to the limited number of the data. Both the SA2.5PA and SA-5PA exhibit an approximate linear increase of the 𝜌r with the increasing FFV,
whereas 𝜌r of the SA-10PA and SA-20PA remains almost unchanged. Figure 4a also indicates that
𝜌r of the scaffolds increases with the PA content up to 5 vol.%, but further increase of the platelets
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causes a decrease of the 𝜌r . To better reveal the composition dependence of 𝜌r , Fig. 4b presents
variation of the average relative density (𝜌r(avg) ) and average total porosity (𝑝t(avg) ) with the PA
content. Here, 𝜌r(avg) and 𝑝t(avg) of each composition were estimated from all the 𝜌r and 𝑝t values,
respectively, over the entire range of the FFV of that specific composition. For the SA scaffolds,
the 𝜌r(avg) and 𝑝t(avg) are approximately 0.19 and 81 vol.%, respectively. Interestingly, 𝜌r(avg) and
𝑝t(avg) increase and decrease, respectively, with the increasing PA content and reach a maximum
and minimum, respectively, at 5 vol.% PA. With a further increase of the PA content, 𝜌r(avg) and
𝑝t(avg) start to decrease and increase, respectively. For the SA-20PA, 𝜌r(avg) and 𝑝t(avg) are
observed to be slightly lower and higher in comparison to that of the SA scaffolds. Nevertheless,
variation of both the 𝜌r(avg) and 𝑝t(avg) as a function of the platelets concentration is not drastic,
and 𝑝t(avg) values of the sintered scaffolds are observed to be within a narrow range of ~79-82
vol.%.
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Figure 4: Variation of (a) relative density (𝜌r ) with FFV and (b) average relative density (𝜌r(avg) )
and average total porosity (𝑝t(avg) ) with platelets (PA) content.

In general, increase of the 𝜌r with the FFV of the SA, SA-2.5PA and SA-5PA scaffolds can be
attributed to the increase of the lamellar bridges with the FFV [82,103]. Mass transport during
sintering is influenced by the radius of curvature of the solid-vapor interface and density of the
sintered porous scaffolds increases with a decrease of the pore radius of curvature [103,109]. As
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mentioned previously, pore morphology tends to transition from lamellar to dendritic with the
increasing FFV. Since, dendritic pores have a relatively smaller radius of curvature in comparison
to the lamellar pores, density of the sintered SA, SA-2.5PA and SA-5PA scaffolds increases with
the increasing FFV. As will be shown latter (Fig. 6), at comparable FFVs bridge density increases
from SA to SA-2.5PA to SA-5. Due to the increasing bridging, pore morphology becomes
increasingly less lamellar, which can cause an increase of the 𝜌r and 𝜌r(avg) from SA to SA-2.5PA
to SA-5PA. Interestingly, for the SA-10PA and SA-20PA scaffolds 𝜌r remains almost unchanged
over the entire range of the FFV (Fig. 4a), although microstructural observations indicate
significant transition of the pore morphology. Also, as mentioned previously, both the 𝜌r and
𝜌r(avg) values are observed to decrease from SA-5PA to SA-10PA to SA-20PA. It is possible that
there are competing factors that govern the 𝜌r , particularly at higher FFV. With a continuing
increase of the extent of the lamellar bridging with the increasing PA content and FFV, pore
morphology becomes progressively more dendritic from SA-5PA to SA-10PA to SA-20PA. While
this would tend to increase the 𝜌r with the FFV and PA content, particle packing fraction can
deteriorate due to the increasing platelets content, which would tend to decrease the 𝜌r . It is,
therefore, possible that due to these competing factors 𝜌r probably did not change with FFV for
the SA-10PA and SA-20PA. Observed decrease of 𝜌r and 𝜌r(avg) from SA-10PA to SA-20PA
could be due to the continued deterioration of the particle packing fraction with the increasing PA
content.
Figures 5a and 5b show variation of the 𝑡 and 𝜆 with the FFV (for clarity error bars are not shown),
whereas Fig. 5c shows variation of the 𝑡avg and 𝜆avg (for each composition averaged over the
entire range of the FFV) with the PA content. Both the 𝑡 and 𝜇 decrease with the increasing FFV.
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However, for a given FFV 𝑡 and 𝜆 values are observed to be comparable for all the compositions.
Figure 5c also shows that the 𝑡avg and 𝜆avg values of all the compositions are comparable.

Figure 5: Variation of the (a) wavelength (𝜆) with FFV, (b) lamella thickness (𝑡) with FFV, and
(c) average wavelength (𝜆avg ) and average thickness (𝑡avg ) with platelets (PA) content of the icetemplated Al2O3 scaffolds.

2.3.3 Estimation of bridge density and ratio of interlamella vs. intralamella platelets
Bridge density (𝜌b ) is defined as the number of bridges present in between the adjacent lamellae
walls per unit area [5,14]. Since, lamellar spacing is inversely related to the FFV, number of the
bridges within a given area will inevitably increase with the increasing FFV and may cause an
overestimation of the 𝜌b . Naglieri et al. [103] defined a dimensionless morphological parameter
(𝑚)

𝑚=

1
𝜌b 𝜆2

(1)
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to describe the pore morphology of the freeze-cast sintered silicon carbide (SiC) ceramic scaffolds,
where 𝑚 gradually decreases with a pore morphology transition from lamellar to dendritic to
isotropic structures. Due to normalized by 𝜆2, variation of 𝑚 may be considered as a better
representative of the structural modifications. Nevertheless, we have utilized here both 𝜌b and 𝑚
to characterize the microstructural evolution. For all the compositions 𝜌b increases exponentially
with the FFV (Fig. 6a). It can be observed that within a comparable range of FFV, both the SA
and SA-2.5PA scaffolds exhibit similar 𝜌b values as a function of the FFV. 𝜌b of the SA-5PA and
SA-10PA scaffolds as a function of the FFV is also observed to be comparable, however,
moderately greater relative to that of the SA and SA-2.5PA. With a further increase of the PA
content to 20 vol.%, 𝜌b of the SA-20PA scaffolds exhibits a considerable increase in the low FFV
regime, however, in the high FFV regime 𝜌b approaches that of the SA-5PA and SA-10PA.
Overall, 𝜌b increased exponentially from low FFV regime to high FFV regime by about 5 times
or higher depending on the composition and also increased with the increasing PA content.
Figure 6b reveals that the morphological parameter 𝑚 decreases gradually with both the FFV and
PA content. However, 𝑚 values for all the compositions tend to converge in the high FFV regime.
Moreover, except SA-20PA, all other compositions exhibit a significant decrease of the 𝑚 with
the increasing FFV. Naglieri et al. [103] suggested that for freeze-cast sintered SiC scaffolds pore
morphology is lamellar for 𝑚 >5, dendritic for 1< 𝑚 <5, and isotropic for 𝑚 <1. Ice-templating
is a physical process and variation of the ceramic systems (e.g., SiC vs. Al2O3) is expected to have
limited impact on the overall pore morphology. Therefore, Fig. 6b supports the microstructural
observations that with the increasing FFV and PA content pore morphology progressively
transitions from lamellar to dendritic structure. Also, at comparable FFVs pore morphology
becomes progressively less lamellar with the increasing PA content. As a result, extent of the
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structural modifications, in terms of the pore morphology transition, becomes less drastic as the
PA content increased. For example, for the SA scaffolds 𝑚 decreased from about 13 to 4, which
suggests pore morphology transitioned from highly lamellar in the low FFV regime to dendritic
structure in the high FFV regime. In contrast, a decrease of the 𝑚 from 5 to 3 for the SA-20PA
scaffolds indicates that pore architecture remained primarily dendritic over the entire FFV range,
however, dendritic nature perhaps increased to some extent with the increasing FFV.
FFV is one factor that influences the lamellar bridge formation phenomenon, because increase of
the FFV promotes particles entrapment within the ice crystals and thus lamellar bridging
[82,83,103,105]. As a result, 𝜌b and 𝑚 typically increases and decreases, respectively, with the
increasing FFV, which is also observed in Fig. 6. However, gradual increase and decrease of the
𝜌b and 𝑚, respectively, with the increasing PA content also suggest a governing role of the
platelets in the bridge development. Recall that Fig. 3 provides an evidence of the lamellar bridging
through the platelets and a possible mechanism is discussed in Section 3.1. Governing role of the
platelets in the bridge formation can be addressed based on the particle size effects. There exists a
critical FFV (𝑣c ) above which particles get engulfed by the ice crystals and is expressed as [74,103]

𝑣c =

∆𝜎𝑑 𝑎Ο 𝑧
( ) ,
3𝜂𝑅 𝑑

(2)

where Δ𝜎 is the mean free energy of a particle, 𝑎Ο is the average intermolecular distance in the
liquid film between the particle and the solid front, 𝑑 is the overall thickness of this film, 𝜂 is the
slurry viscosity, 𝑅 is the particle radius, and 𝑧 is an exponent that can vary from 1 to 5. Since,
magnitude of 𝑣c decreases with an increasing 𝑅, at comparable FFVs increase of the particle size
promotes particle engulfment and lamellar bridging. As a result, for a comparable suspension
concentration and FFV, 𝜌b and 𝑚 are expected to gradually increase and decrease, respectively,
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with the increasing particle size and/or with the increasing fraction of the large particles in a
suspension [82], which is also observed in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Variation of (a) lamellar bridge density (𝜌b ) and (b) morphological parameter (𝑚) of
the ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds with FFV.
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Figure 7: Variation of (a) 𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt with FFV and (b) (𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt )avg with platelets (PA) content.

To further understand the role of the platelets in the lamellar bridge formation, we next delve into
the microstructural characteristics of the bridges. Lamellar bridges of the SA scaffolds developed
solely through the equiaxed SA grains, whereas for the other compositions both the anisotropic
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grains (platelets) and equiaxed fine grains participated in the bridge formation. Since, in the SEM
micrographs platelets are usually visible within the bridges, we made an attempt to approximately
estimate the ratio of the number of lamellar bridges containing platelets (𝑛bp ) to the total number
bridges (𝑛bt ) as a function of the FFV and PA content. Figure 7a shows variation of the 𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt
as a function of the FFV, whereas variation of the (𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt )avg (for each composition averaged
over the entire range of the FFV) is shown in Fig. 7b. In spite of the considerable scatter of the
data, Fig. 7 sheds some light into the microstructural characteristics of the bridges. Figure 7a does
not indicate any considerable variation of the 𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt with FFV. Recall from Fig. 6a that for a
given composition 𝜌b increases with the increasing FFV. Therefore, one rationalization is that both
𝑛bp and 𝑛bt for a given composition possibly increase almost in same proportion with the
increasing FFV and as result, the 𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt remains comparable over the entire range of the FFV.
In contrast, within the entire range of the FFV Fig. 7a suggests a moderate increase of the 𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt
as the PA content increased from 2.5 to 20 vol.%. In other words, increase of the PA concentration
increases the fraction of bridges that contains anisotropic grains. For example, for the SA-2.5PA
scaffolds 𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt is observed to be below 0.3, whereas almost about 0.6 for the SA-20PA
scaffolds. This is also supported by Fig. 7b, which reveals a considerable increase of (𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt )avg
with the increasing PA content. Based on these observations, it can be stated that increase of the
𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt with the PA content perhaps also contributed to the observed increase of the 𝜌b from SA
to SA-20PA and to the corresponding microstructural modifications.
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Figure 8: (a) A schematic of a representative volume element (RVE) that is used to estimate the
distribution of the intralamella and interlamellar platelets. Changes of (b) 𝑛p(inter) and (c)
𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) with FFV of the ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds.

Finally, in this section, we describe a method that is developed to determine the approximate ratio
of the number of the intralamella platelets (𝑛p(intra)) and interlamella platelets (𝑛p(inter) ) to
understand the distribution of the anisotropic grains within and in between the lamella walls as a
function of the FFV and PA content. Figure 8a shows a simplified schematic of a representative
volume element (RVE, 𝑎 × 𝑎 × ℎ) illustrating locations of the intralamella and interlamella
platelets, depicted using two different colors to distinguish in between them. Red dotted lines are
drawn to simply show the boundary of the RVE. Although locations of the majority of the platelets
are similar to those shown in Fig. 8a, microstructural investigations also revealed platelets
protruding out of the lamellae walls that did not completely develop the bridges. For the simplicity
of the calculations, platelets protruding out of the lamellae walls were also considered as the
interlamella platelets. Dimensions of the representative volume element (RVE) were chosen based
on the SEM micrographs and observations made from therein. Details on the dimensions of the
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RVE, and estimation of total number platelets within a RVE as well as 𝑛p(intra) and 𝑛p(inter) are
provided in the supplementary material. Figure 8b shows that 𝑛p(inter) of the SA-2.5PA, SA-5PA,
SA-10PA and SA-20PA increases gradually with the FFV. While the differences are not
significant, Fig. 8b also indicates that at a comparable FFV 𝑛p(inter) exhibits an increasing trend
with the PA content and 𝑛p(inter) of SA-20PA is observed to be considerably greater relative to
the other compositions. Figure 8b thus suggests an increase of the number of the platelets within
the bridges with the increasing FFV and PA content. Based on the dimensions of the RVE and
suspension composition, total number of the platelets within the RVE is estimated to be
approximately 75 for SA-2.5PA, 150 for SA-5PA, 300 for SA-10PA, and 600 for SA-20PA.
Therefore, it can be stated that magnitude of the 𝑛p(inter) increases with the FFV and PA content,
but a large fraction of the platelets still remains within the walls as the intralamella platelets. It is
of note that estimation of the 𝑛p(inter) becomes relatively difficult in the higher FFV regime and
an underestimation is possible particularly for the SA-10PA and SA-20PA scaffolds. Finally, Fig.
8c reveals the variation of the 𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) with the FFV. For each of the four compositions,
𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) remains very small (~0.05) at lower FFVs and gradually reaches to about 0.2 or
even greater in the high FFV regime. This further supports that in spite of an increase of the
𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) with the FFV, majority of the platelets remain within the walls as intralamella
platelets. It is also interesting to note that in spite of a variation of the PA content from 2.5 to 20
vol.% in the aqueous suspensions, 𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) of all the compositions remains almost
comparable as a function of the FFV. Figure 8c further suggests an abrupt increase of the
𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) at higher FFVs, however, more data are required to establish the trend for the
high FFV regime. Some differences of the 𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) among the four compositions can be
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observed above 27 μm/s. This is perhaps related to the increasing difficulty of counting 𝑛p(inter)
for the compositions with the higher PA content at high FFVs. Nevertheless, the proposed method
is able to approximately estimate the distribution of the intralamella and interlamella platelets, and
provides insights into the variation of the distribution of the anisotropic grains as a function of the
FFV and PA content. Therefore, microstructural investigations revealed the unique arrangements
of the platelets within the scaffolds, whereas the proposed innovative method is utilized to quantify
the platelets-induced microstructural modifications over multiple length-scales, critical to address
the structure-property relationships in this class of novel ceramics.

2.3.4 Effects of platelets on uniaxial compressive response and energy absorption
Figures 9a and 9b show the representative uniaxial compressive stress-strain response of the icetemplated sintered scaffolds at relatively low and high FFVs, respectively. In each stress-strain
curve, three distinct zones can be noticed: (i) an elastic regime where stress increases almost
linearly with strain to a maximum (peak stress, 𝜎p ), (ii) a stress plateau regime where stress exhibits
a gradual decrease with increasing strain over a large range of strain, and (iii) finally a densification
stage where steep rise of stress is observed with small increase of strain. In cellular ceramics, peak
stress (i.e., compressive strength) is a measure of the resistance to inelastic deformation and
corresponds to a stress level where brittle failure initiates [110]. In the plateau regime stress
decreases gradually due to the continuous brittle crushing of the cell walls, which results in the
energy-absorption [110]. At both low and high FFVs, compressive strength of the SA scaffolds is
observed to be lower relative to the other scaffold compositions. However, SA scaffolds exhibit a
substantial increase of compressive strength from low FFV to high FFV. It is interesting that in
the low FFV regime, strength increases significantly with the increasing PA content. Whereas in
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the high FFV regime, strength increases significantly up to 5 vol.% PA, but further increase of the
PA concentration leads to a decrease of the strength. Also, for each composition strength is
observed to be greater at high FFV in comparison to low FFV. Figure 9 thus reveals a marked
improvement of the uniaxial compressive response of the ice-templated sintered scaffolds in
presence of the platelets.

Figure 9: Representative uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves of the ice-templated Al2O3
scaffolds at relatively (a) low and (b) high FFVs.
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Figure 10: Changes of (a) stiffness, (b) peak stress (𝜎p ) and (c) plateau stress (𝜎pl ) with FFV and
(d) average stiffness, (e) average peak stress (𝜎p(avg) ) and (f) average plateau stress (𝜎pl(avg) ) with
platelets (PA) content of the ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds.

Figure 10 shows variation of the stiffness (Fig. 10a), 𝜎p (Fig. 10b), and plateau stress (𝜎pl , Fig.
10c) with the FFV as well as variation of the average stiffness (Fig. 10d), average 𝜎p (𝜎p(avg), Fig.
10e) and average 𝜎pl (𝜎pl(avg) , Fig. 10f) with the PA vol.%. Variation of the 𝜌r(avg) with the PA
content is also shown in Figs. 10d-f. For each composition, average values were determined over
the entire range of the FFV. Stiffness values were estimated from the slope of the linear part of the
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uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves. Due to a gradual decrease of the stress with the
increasing strain in the plateau regime, 𝜎pl was determined as follows [111,112]:
𝜎pl =

𝜀
a

∫𝜀 cd 𝜎𝑑𝜀
𝜀cd −𝜀a

,

(3)

where 𝜀a is the strain at the initial fracture point corresponding to the first peak of the crushing
stress and 𝜀cd is the onset densification strain that is correlated to the initiation of cell wall
interactions [111]. From a plot of the energy absorption efficiency parameter (𝑒) vs. strain, 𝜀cd is
determined as the strain level where e reaches a global maximum [111,112]. An example plot is
shown in Fig. S3. 𝑒 is defined as the ratio of the energy absorption up to a strain level 𝜀 divided
by the 𝜎 at that strain level as follows [111,112]:
1

𝜀

𝑒 = 𝜎 ∫0 𝜎𝑑𝜀 .

(4)

Due to the scatter of the data exact trends of the stiffness vs. FFV (Fig. 10a) is not discernable.
However, platelets considerably reinforced the sintered scaffolds and the effects become more
prominent at higher PA vol.%. Average stiffness values of the platelets-reinforced scaffolds are
about 2-4 times greater in comparison to that of the SA scaffolds. In spite of some scatter of the
data, trends of the 𝜎p vs. FFV (Fig. 10b) and 𝜎p(avg) vs. PA vol.% (Fig. 10e) are rather apparent
and a significant improvement due to the platelets addition is evident, further supporting the
platelets-induced reinforcement of the scaffolds. In general, 𝜎p exhibits an approximate linear
increase with the FFV for all the compositions, except the SA-20PA for which 𝜎p seems to remain
comparable over the entire FFV range. However, Fig. 10b also indicates that in the high FFV
regime 𝜎p probably starts to decrease slightly with the increasing FFV particularly for the high PA
vol.%. Nevertheless, a drastic improvement of 𝜎p of the scaffolds due to platelets addition is
distinctly evident. 𝜎p(avg) of the SA scaffolds is 5±1.8 MPa and increases markedly to 16.5±5.1
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MPa at 5 vol.% PA. With a further increase of PA content 𝜎p(avg) remains almost unchanged;
15±2.9 MPa and 16.5±1.6 MPa for the SA-10PA and SA-20PA, respectively. Similar trend is
also observed for the plateau stress that increases with both the FFV (Fig. 10c) and PA vol.% (Fig.
10f), except for the SA-20PA composition that exhibits an almost unchanged 𝜎pl over the entire
FFV range. 𝜎pl(avg) of the SA scaffolds is observed to be 3.3±1.2 MPa, but increased to 11.5±3.4
MPa at 5 vol.% PA. Similar to the peak stress, in the high FFV regimes a decrease of the 𝜎pl with
the FFV is observed and higher PA content does not seem to modify the plateau stress any further.
SA-10PA and SA-20PA scaffolds exhibit 𝜎pl(avg) of 10.4±2.6 MPa and 10.6±1.7 MPa,
respectively (Fig. 10f).
Total energy absorption per unit volume (𝑈v ) is estimated from the area under the stress-strain (σε) curve up to the 𝜀cd and is expressed as [110-112]
𝜀

𝑈v = ∫0 cd 𝜎 𝑑𝜀.

(5)

Whereas the energy absorption per unit mass i.e., specific energy absorption capacity (𝑈m ) is
calculated as
𝑈m = 𝑈v ⁄𝜌∗ ,

(6)

where 𝜌∗ is the density of the foam. Figure 11 shows variation of the 𝜀cd (Fig. 11a), 𝑈v (Fig. 11b)
and 𝑈m (Fig. 11c) with the FFV as well as variation of the average 𝜀cd (𝜀cd(avg) , Fig. 10d), average
𝑈v (𝑈v(avg) , Fig. 11e) and average 𝑈m (𝑈m(avg) , Fig. 11f) with the PA vol.%. Additionally,
variation of the 𝜌r(avg) with the PA content is shown in Figs. 11d-f. For each composition, 𝜀cd(avg) ,
𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) values were determined over the entire range of the FFV. Although a
significant scatter of the 𝜀cd values is observed, 𝜀cd exhibits an increasing trend with both the FFV
and PA vol.%. It is observed that 𝜀cd(avg) of the SA scaffolds is 0.5±0.03 and increases to a
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maximum of 0.58±0.02 for the SA-5PA scaffolds. With a further increase of the PA content,
𝜀cd(avg) values remain comparable; 0.56±0.05 and 0.55±0.04 for the SA-10PA and SA-20PA,
respectively. Similar trends are also observed for the 𝑈v and 𝑈m , where both are observed to
increase significantly with the FFV and PA vol.%, however, SA-20PA exhibits less variation of
the energy absorption capacity with FFV. Similar to 𝜎p and 𝜎pl , energy absorption capacity in the
high FFV regime (>24 μm/s) also seems to decrease with the increasing FFV. 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg)
of the SA scaffolds are observed to be 1.7±0.7 MJ/m3 and 2.2±0.9 kJ/kg, respectively, and
increase to 6.5±2.0 MJ/m3 and 8.0±2.3 kJ/kg, respectively, for the SA-5PA scaffolds. For the SA10PA scaffolds 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) are observed to be 5.9±1.7 MJ/m3 and 7.7±2.3 kJ/kg,
respectively, whereas 6.0±1.2 MJ/m3 and 8.2±1.6 kJ/kg, respectively, for the SA-20PA.
Therefore, influence of the Al2O3 platelets on the uniaxial compressive response of the icetemplated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds is observed to be significant. Figure 12 summarizes percent
changes of the 𝜎p(avg) , 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) of the platelets-reinforced scaffolds relative
to those of the SA scaffolds. It can be observed that for the SA-2.5PA scaffolds average increase
of the 𝜎p(avg), 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) is about 100%, whereas 𝜌r(avg) changes by only 3%.
With the increase of the PA content to 5 vol.%, 𝜎p(avg), 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) of the SA5PA scaffolds exhibit an average increase of about 200-250%, but 𝜌r(avg) changes by only 8%.
For the SA-10PA and SA-20PA scaffolds changes of the 𝜎p(avg) , 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) are
observed to be comparable to that of the SA-5PA, whereas percent change of the 𝜌r(avg) gradually
decreases with the increasing PA content from 5 to 20 vol.% and 𝜌r(avg) approaches to that of the
SA scaffolds. Overall, this investigation reveals that presence of the large anisotropic grains can
markedly improve the uniaxial compressive mechanical properties of the ice-templated sintered
Al2O3 scaffolds, however, without significantly altering the total porosity.
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Figure 11: Changes of (a) densification strain (𝜀cd ), (b) volume based total energy absorption
capacity (𝑈v ) and (c) mass based total energy absorption (𝑈m ) with FFV and (d) average
densification strain (𝜀cd(avg) ), (e) volume based average total energy absorption capacity (𝑈v(avg) )
and (f) mass based average total energy absorption capacity (𝑈m(avg) ) with platelets (PA) content
of the ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds.
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Figure 12: Percent changes of the 𝜎p(avg) , 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) and 𝑈m(avg) of the platelets-reinforced
scaffolds relative to those of the SA scaffolds.

2.4 Structure-property (mechanical) relationships
𝜌r is one prime factor that influences the mechanical properties of the cellular solids. Figures 1012, however, suggest that variation of the strength and the energy absorption capacity with the PA
content do not completely follow the trend observed for the 𝜌r(avg) . This is because 𝜌r(avg) initially
increased with the increasing PA content up to 5 vol.%. However, a decrease is observed with the
further increase of the PA content to 20 vol.% and 𝜌r(avg) values of the SA and SA-20PA are
observed to be comparable. 𝜎p(avg) , 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) , and 𝑈m(avg) also increased up to 5 vol.% PA
content, but unlike 𝜌r(avg) do not exhibit any considerable decrease in the range of 5-20 vol.% PA.
𝜌r(avg) of the SA-5PA is only about 8% greater relative to the SA, whereas 𝜎p(avg), 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg)
and 𝑈m(avg) of the former are enhanced by more than 200% relative to those of the latter. Also, in
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the range of 5-20 vol.% PA, 𝜎p(avg) , 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) , and 𝑈m(avg) of the SA-10PA and SA-20PA
scaffolds remain comparable to those of the SA-5PA scaffolds and thus significantly greater in
comparison to those of the SA scaffolds. According to Gibson and Ashby models [110],
compressive strength (𝜎) of brittle cellular solids is related to 𝜌r as
𝜎
𝜎s
𝜎
𝜎s

∝ 𝜌r (for closed-cell),

(7)

∝ (𝜌r )1.5 (for open-cell),

(8)

and
𝜎
𝐸s

∝ (𝜌r )3 (honeycomb, out-of-plane),

(9)

where 𝜎s and 𝐸s are compressive fracture strength and Young’s modulus, respectively, of the cell
wall bulk material. Both 𝜎p(avg) and 𝜎pl(avg) are observed to be maximum and minimum for the
SA-5PA and SA scaffolds, respectively. Utilizing equations (7)-(9), ratio of the compressive
strength of the SA-5PA (𝜎SA−5PA ) to that of the SA (𝜎SA ) can be expressed as
𝜎SA−5PA
𝜎SA

𝜎SA−5PA
𝜎SA

𝜌r(SA−5PA)

=(

𝜌r(SA)

𝜌r(SA−5PA)

=(

𝜌r(SA)

𝜎SA−5PA

)(

𝜎SA

1.5

𝜎SA−5PA

) = 1.08 (

𝜎SA−5PA

)

(

𝜎SA

𝜎SA

) (for closed-cell),

𝜎SA−5PA

) = 1.12 (

𝜎SA

) (for open-cell),

(10)

(11)

and
𝜎SA−5PA
𝜎SA

𝜌r(SA−5PA)

=(

𝜌r(SA)

3

𝐸SA−5PA

) (

𝐸SA

𝐸SA−5PA

) = 1.3 (

𝐸SA

) (honeycomb, out-of-plane),

(12)

where 𝜌r(SA−5PA)⁄𝜌r(SA) is 1.08 (utilizing the 𝜌r(avg) values). Therefore, equations (10)-(12)
further support that moderate increase of the 𝜌r from SA to SA-5PA alone may not attribute to the
observed strength improvement of the SA-5PA scaffolds by more than 3 times relative to the SA
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scaffolds. Elastic and fracture properties of cell wall material also significantly influence
mechanical response of cellular solids, which is evident from equations (10)-(12). An increase of
about 25% of the Young’s modulus and fracture strength has been reported for sintered fine-grain
dense Al2O3 ceramics reinforced with platelets [113]. Therefore, in addition to the 𝜌r , we need to
consider the influence of the grain-level anisotropy on the cell wall material properties and the
corresponding effects on the macroscopic response of the scaffolds. Moreover, the microstructural
modifications and changes of the 𝜌b and bridge characteristics due to the anisotropic grains might
have also contributed to the measured property improvement.
For this purpose, we first address the microstructural differences of the SA-5PA and SA scaffolds,
because measured properties maximize at 5 vol.% PA. Both the 𝑡 and 𝜆 of the SA-5PA and SA are
observed to be comparable (Fig. 5), whereas 𝜌b of the former is moderately greater than the later
(Fig. 6a). As a result, except in the high FFV regime, at all other FFVs pore morphology of the
SA-5PA scaffolds is less lamellar relative to that of the SA scaffolds (Fig. 6b). Although not
measured, evolution of the dendritic morphology is known to reduce the pore size [82,83,103].
Therefore, we suggest that increase of the 𝜌b and the corresponding decrease of the pore size due
to the anisotropic grains-induced microstructural modifications contributed to the strength
enhancement of the SA-5PA scaffolds in comparison to the SA scaffolds. This is because increase
of lamellar bridging and decrease of pore size enhance the resistance of the lamellae walls of the
ice-templated ceramics to compressive deformation [82,83]. However, it is interesting to observe
that 𝑚 values of the SA-5PA and SA scaffolds converge with the increasing FFV, whereas
throughout the FFV range both the strength (Fig. 10) and the energy absorption capacity (Fig. 11)
of the former remain significantly greater than the latter. Moreover, gap of the strength (or energy
absorption capacity) values in between the SA-5PA and SA scaffolds remains comparable
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throughout the FFV range. Also, while the 𝜌b of the SA scaffolds in the high FFV regime is
observed to be greater than that of the SA-5PA scaffolds in the low FFV regime, strength of the
former at high FFVs still remains significantly lower in comparison to that of the latter at low
FFVs. Thus, there are possibly other factors also that contributed to the measured property
enhancement.

Figure 13: Schematic representation of the possible fracture modes of the lamella walls and
lamellar bridges under compressive loading at a (a) low FFV of scaffolds without platelets, (b)
high FFV of scaffolds without platelets, (c) low FFV of scaffolds with platelets, and (d) high FFV
of scaffolds with platelets. Due to the fine-grained microstructures of the processed scaffolds (Fig.
3), crack propagation mechanism is considered as intergranular (grain-boundary), which is shown
by the red lines.
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One key difference in between the SA-5PA scaffolds and SA scaffolds is the presence of the large
anisotropic grains (i.e., platelets) within the lamellae walls and bridges of the former. In Fig. 13,
we present schematics of four different scenarios to understand the possible response of the cell
walls and bridges with and without the anisotropic grains (platelets) to compressive deformation.
For each case, we have shown only two ceramic walls and illustrated crack propagation within the
wall as well as within the bridge. At a low FFV ceramic lamellae are relatively thicker and lamellar
bridging is assumed to be negligible (no bridges are shown), whereas at a high FFV lamellae are
relatively thinner and connected through the bridges. A generalized failure scenario is that under
uniaxial compressive loading along the ice-growth direction (i.e., parallel to lamellae)
polycrystalline ceramic walls are subjected to bending forces [83]. This will lead to separation of
the lamellae causing crack propagation through the walls and brittle fracture of individual lamella.
Due to the fine-grain microstructure (1-2 μm) of the lamellae walls (Fig. 3), intergranular (grainboundary) crack propagation is expected to be the dominant fracture mechanism that is commonly
observed in the fine-grain (few μm) Al2O3 ceramics [114]. At a low FFV and without the PA (Fig.
13a), resistance to compressive loading of the highly porous (~80 vol.%) ice-templated Al2O3 is
not expected to be significant and is supported by the measured low strength values (Fig. 10). In
presence of the platelets and at a low FFV (Fig. 13c), magnitude of the 𝜌𝑏 is not affected
considerably. However, microstructure of the lamellae is modified due to the presence of the
anisotropic grains (i.e., intralamella platelets) within the matrix of the fine Al2O3 grains. Young’s
modulus of Al2O3 single crystals (425-460 GPa) [115] is greater than that of the fine-grained Al2O3
ceramics (393 GPa) [116]. Therefore, during the compressive loading relatively stiffer
(intralamella) platelets can enhance the bending/buckling resistance of the walls and, thereby,
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improve the stiffness of the scaffolds. This is supported by the measured results. Similarly,
intralamella platelets are also expected to influence the strength and fracture characteristics of the
lamellae walls. Microstructural investigation (not shown here) of the deformed scaffolds did not
reveal fracture of the individual platelets, which can be attributed to the significantly high strength
(~2 GPa) of the Al2O3 platelets [117]. Flexural strength of the fine-grained polycrystalline Al2O3
ceramics is about 500 MPa [118]. Therefore, high-strength intralamella platelets is expected to
enhance the compressive fracture strength of the lamellae walls and, thereby, overall strength of
the scaffolds. While the individual lamella will fracture through intergranular crack propagation,
large anisotropic grains (intralamella platelets) can result in crack deflection (Fig. 13c) and
extrinsically toughen the walls [119]. This may attribute to additional fracture resistance to the cell
walls and further improve the compressive response of the scaffolds. Overall, in the low FFV
regime, grain-level anisotropy within the lamellae walls of the SA-5PA scaffolds in the form of
the intralamella platelets is a possible governing factor that improves the compressive mechanical
properties in comparison to those of the SA scaffolds.
In the high FFV regime, increase of the 𝜌b enhances the stiffness, strength, and energy absorption
capacity of the SA scaffolds. Both the ceramic walls and bridges will exhibit intergranular fracture
(Fig. 13b). As mentioned earlier, in spite of the comparable pore morphology at high FFVs
mechanical properties of the SA-5PA scaffolds remain superior in comparison to those of the SA
scaffolds. For the SA-5PA scaffolds at a high FFV platelets are present both in the walls and in
the bridges, and the interlamella platelets evolve at the expense of the intralamella platelets. Figure
8c shows that 𝑛p(inter)⁄𝑛p(intra) is about 0.05 in the low FFV regime and increases to above 0.2
in the high FFV regime. Decrease of the fraction of the intralamella platelets with the increasing
FFV may cause weakening of the walls, however, is probably compensated by other strength
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enhancing factor(s). One possibility is the presence of the interlamella platelets. Under the
compressive loading, ceramic walls will exhibit intergranular fracture and the platelets-induced
crack deflection (extrinsic toughening) could be operative (Fig. 13d). However, for the bridges
with interlamella platelets, platelet fracture is highly unlikely due to the high fracture strength.
Microstructural investigations of the deformed scaffolds also did not reveal any evidence of
interlamella platelets fracture. Figure 14 shows representative SEM micrographs of a partially
deformed (~10% engineering strain) SA-20PA scaffold that was processed in the high FFV regime
(25.1 μm/s). Limited separation of the lamellae walls can be observed (Fig. 14a). It can also be
observed that a lamellar bridge without interlamella platelet exhibited intergranular fracture (Fig.
14b), whereas a lamellar bridge containing an interlamella platelet does not exhibit any evidence
of platelet fracture (Fig. 14c). Therefore, bridges with the interlamella platelets can enhance the
fracture resistance of the scaffolds. Bridge fracture can occur at the platelet-interlamella interfaces
(Fig. 13d). Fine Al2O3 grains are observed to be well bonded to the Al2O3 platelet (Fig. 3b) and
such interfaces may also contribute to enhance the resistance of the SA-5PA scaffolds under the
compressive loading conditions. It is of note that for the SA-5PA composition, at any FFV almost
30% of the bridges contain interlamella platelets (Fig. 7). However, 𝑛p(inter) is negligible at a low
FFV (Fig. 8b) due to very low 𝜌b . With the increasing FFV, 𝑛p(inter) also increased and thus their
contribution to the properties. Overall, in the high FFV regime, greater 𝜌b and grain-level
anisotropy present both within the lamellae walls in the form of the intralamella platelets and in
the lamellar bridges in the form of interlamella platelets in the SA-5PA scaffolds are the critical
factors that improved the compressive response relative to the SA scaffolds. Above discussion thus
sheds light into the origin of the superior properties of the scaffolds containing platelets in terms
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of the role of the intralamella and interlamella platelets. Measured results well support the
rationalization presented here.
Finally, we briefly address the origin of the observed compressive response characteristics of the
SA-5PA, SA-10PA, and SA-20PA scaffolds. Increase of the average stiffness with the increasing
PA content can be attributed to the increasing 𝜌b as well as to the increasing fraction of the stiffer
anisotropic grains within the lamellae walls and in the bridges. Note that both the (𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt )avg
and 𝑛p(intra) increase with the increasing PA content. Stiffer Al2O3 platelets would exhibit a
greater resistance to elastic deformation and, therefore, increase of the fraction of the platelets
within a matrix of the fine-grain Al2O3 could enhance the overall stiffness of the matrix. Similar
behavior has been observed for ceramics reinforced with Al2O3 platelets [120]. On the other hand,
it is interesting that 𝜎p(avg), 𝜎pl(avg) , 𝑈v(avg) , and 𝑈m(avg) of the SA-5PA, SA-10PA and SA-20PA
scaffolds remain comparable. We argue that decrease of the 𝜌r(avg) in the 5-20 vol.% range of the
anisotropic grains will tend to reduce the strength and thus energy absorption capacity. This is
probably compensated by the increase of the (𝑛bp ⁄𝑛bt )avg and 𝑛p(inter) with the increasing PA
content, as both are considered as the strength enhancing factors. However, it is possible that with
a significant increase of the PA content in the matrix, properties of the scaffolds can start to
deteriorate. This is because for a significantly higher PA content platelets will start to come in
direct contact to each other, which will considerably lower the particle packing fraction and
densification. Although outside the scope of this study, our preliminary work showed that icetemplated scaffolds processed primarily from the Al2O3 platelets have significantly lower strength
in comparison to the platelets containing scaffolds investigated here.
While the scaffolds were tested under the compressive loading conditions, results can also be
applicable to the other loading conditions. This is because irrespective of the loading type
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(compression, tension or bending) and associated the stress field, lamellae walls and bridges will
ultimately fracture through the brittle crack propagation. Moreover, even under uniaxial
compressive loading the lamellae walls are subjected to bending forces prior to fracture. Therefore,
all the length-scale features of the hierarchical microstructures and the mechanisms that resist the
deformation and failure of the platelets-reinforced scaffolds under the compressive loading
conditions may also contribute to enhance the mechanical properties under other loading
conditions.

Figure 14: SEM micrographs of a partially deformed (~10% engineering strain) SA-20PA
scaffold that was processed in the high FFV regime. (a) Loading surface of the specimen revealing
limited separation of the lamellae walls. (b) Intergranular fracture of a lamellar bridge without an
interlamella platelet. (c) Intact interlamella platelet on the deformed scaffold surface.

Ice-templated multilayered porous ceramic scaffolds are an emerging class of bioinspired
materials, which can be employed directly or can be infiltrated with a polymer/metal to develop
hybrid composites. Therefore, compressive strength of the ice-templated sintered porous ceramic
structures is critical for the end applications. For a given aqueous ceramic suspension
concentration, increase of the unidirectional freezing kinetics increases the 𝜌b and decreases the
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pore size, which can improve the compressive response of the scaffolds. However, our
investigation reveals that in the high porosity regime (~80 vol.%), increase of the FFV did not
cause adequate strength enhancement of the SA scaffolds. Moreover, a drastic increase of the FFV
can result in a loss of the characteristic multilayered anisotropic pore morphology of the icetemplated ceramics, which may not be desirable. Utilizing Al2O3 as a model material system, here
we have demonstrated that grain-level anisotropy is one key length-scale parameter that can be
uniquely employed to markedly enhance the compressive response of the highly porous icetemplated sintered ceramics scaffolds without decreasing the porosity. Our investigation revealed
that moderate vol.% of the large anisotropic grains present in the lamella walls (intralamella
platelets) and lamellar bridges (interlamella platelets) is critical to drastically improve the
compressive response of the scaffolds. Therefore, anisotropic grain content and FFV can be
coupled uniquely to systematically modify the grain-level microstructure and pore morphology to
tailor the scaffolds properties, however, without causing considerable variation of the porosity.
Platelets-reinforced scaffolds can be infiltrated with another phase to develop novel hybrid
materials with the improved mechanical properties. We believe that this investigation provides
significant insights into an innovative strategy that can be implemented to the bioinspired materials
design and development. Currently, high-strain rate characterization of the uniaxial compressive
response of the scaffolds is in progress.

2.5 Conclusions
1) Highly porous (~80 vol.%) ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds were processed from the fine
equiaxed (~0.9 μm) particles and from the mixtures of the fine equiaxed and platelet particles
(diameter ~8 μm and thickness ~400 nm). A series of microstructures were synthesized to
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investigate the combined effects of the anisotropic grains (platelets) content and freezing front
velocity (FFV) on the microstructure and uniaxial compressive mechanical properties, and
develop the structure-property relationships.
2) It is observed that in the low FFV regime, platelets are mainly present within the lamella walls
(intralamella platelets), whereas with the increasing FFV more platelets can be found in
between the walls (interlamella platelets) that developed lamellar bridges.
3) This investigation reveals that for a given suspension concentration, not only the FFV but also
the platelets content can induce significant microstructural modifications, which can be
systematically controlled. Under the comparable ice-templating conditions, pore morphology
of the scaffolds gradually transitioned from lamellar to dendritic structure with the increasing
platelets content. The observed microstructural modifications are characterized in terms of the
lamellar bridge density (𝜌b ) and morphological parameter (𝑚).
4) Microstructural investigations further revealed that fraction of the lamellar bridges that contain
platelets increased substantially with the increasing platelets content. Based on the rigorous
microstructural analysis, an innovative method is proposed that can determine the distribution
of the intralamella and interlamella platelets as well as can capture the variation of the
distribution as a function of the composition and FFV.
5) Uniaxial compression experiments revealed a marked improvement of the stiffness, peak
stress, plateau stress, and energy absorption capacity of the scaffolds in presence of the
anisotropic grains (platelets). For an addition of only 5 vol.% platelets (with respect to the total
Al2O3 content), property improvements over 200% were measured.
6) Finally, an attempt has been made to develop the structure-property (mechanical) relationships

to shed light into the origin of the measured compressive property improvement. It is suggested
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that anisotropic grains present within the lamella walls and in the bridges attribute to the
measured drastic property enhancement, which is rationalized based on the better elastic and
fracture properties of the Al2O3 platelets relative to the fine-grained Al2O3 matrix and role of
the platelets during compressive deformation. Overall, this investigation reveals an unique
strategy that can be implemented to stiffen and strengthen highly porous ice-templated sintered
ceramics for bioinspired materials design and development.
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2.6 Supporting information
2.6.1 Preparation of aqueous alumina (Al2O3) suspensions and freeze casting and sintering
In this work, commercially available Al2O3 powders were utilized (0.9 μm, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill,
MA; platelets, AlusionTM, Antaria Ltd., Bentley, Western Australia). For each aqueous suspension,
required amount of the Al2O3 powder(s) and small amount (0.5 wt.% of the powder) of ammonium
polymethacrylate anionic dispersant (Darvan C, R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Norwalk, CT) were first
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mixed in deionized water, and milled for 24 hours. Next, an organic binder poly(2-ethyl-2oxazoline) was added to the slurry (5 wt.% of the powder) and mixed for another hour. Afterwards,
the ZrO2 spheres were separated from the slurry and de-aired for 30 min. Freeze casting was
conducted using a custom-made set up. In this set up, a Teflon tube is placed on the top of a thin
(0.5 mm) steel plate, partially filled with Al2O3 slurry, and the whole assembly is inserted inside a
liquid nitrogen (N2) Dewar. Ice nucleation and growth start at the bottom of the suspension in
contact with the cold-finger, and the ice crystals propagate upwards under the influence of the
applied temperature gradient. The Teflon tube is radially insulated to ensure that the suspension is
frozen only under unidirectional (vertical) thermal gradient. Top of the mold is kept open and is at
room temperature at the beginning of the freezing process. By adjusting the distance between the
steel plate and liquid N2, freezing front velocity (FFV) was controlled. Temperature changes of
the cold-finger during the unidirectional freeze casting are measured through a thermocouple
attached on the top of the cold-finger. For each experiment, an average FFV is estimated by
dividing the height of a frozen sample with the time required for completion of solidification of
the suspension. In this investigation, ice-templated Al2O3 samples were processed within an
average FFV range of ~10 - 35 μm/s. Freeze-cast frozen samples (approximately 19 mm in
diameter and 45 mm in height) were freeze-dried at a low pressure (0.014 mbar) and temperature
(-50°C) for 96 hours using a freeze dryer (2.5L, Labconco, Kansas City, MI). Sintering of the dried
samples was conducted in a box furnace (KSL-1700X, MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA) in air
atmosphere and the following time-temperature schedule was employed: (i) room temperature to
450°C at a rate of 3°C/min and binder burnout at 450°C for 4 hours, (ii) 450°C to 1550°C at a rate
of 5°C/min and sintering at 1550°C for 4 hours, and (iii) finally 1550°C to room temperature at a
rate of 5°C/min.
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2.6.2 Microstructure characterization and uniaxial compression testing
Dimensions of the cylindrical sintered porous Al2O3 scaffolds were approximately 16.5 mm in
diameter and 39 mm in height. Although large samples were processed in this study, the current
investigation focused to a small region within each sintered sample for the microstructural
characterization, density measurements, and uniaxial compressive response measurements. Figure
S1 shows a schematic of the sintered sample to illustrate the location of the transverse plane (to
the ice growth direction) that was utilized for the microstructural measurements from each sample.
Similarly, location of a rectangular specimen of 8 mm × 8 mm × 4 mm dimensions is also shown
that was extracted from each sintered scaffold using a low-speed diamond saw for the density
measurements and uniaxial compression tests. As shown in Fig. S1, the 8 mm × 8 mm × 4 mm
specimen is located at a height of 5 mm from the bottom of the sintered cylindrical sample and
location of the transverse plane (i.e., top of the small specimen) is at 9 mm from the bottom of the
sample. For A desktop Phenom SEM was employed for the microstructural characterization from
the transverse plane. Uniaxial compression tests were conducted along the ice growth direction
where the 8 mm × 8 mm cross-section was the loading surface.

Ice growth direction
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plane

5 mm
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Figure S1: A schematic of the sintered ice-templated scaffold sample illustrating location of the
specimen extracted for density measurement, microstructural characterization, and compression
test. Locations of the top and bottom of the specimen are also shown. (Not to scale)

(a)

16.9 µm/S

Top plane
(b)

Bottom plane

Figure S2: SEM micrographs of top (a) and (b) bottom planes of a porous SA scaffold specimen,
revealing comparable microstructures.
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2.6.3 Estimation of bridge density and fraction of interlamella vs. intralamella platelets
For each composition and FFV, 𝜌𝑏 and 𝑚 were estimated from the average of the 𝜌𝑏 and 𝜆 values
measured from six SEM micrographs (1500x magnification). For the estimation of the 𝜌𝑏 values
the only bridges that completely connected the adjacent lamellae walls were accounted. Area (a ×
a) of the RVE was set as the area of an SEM micrograph at 1500x (0.03 mm2). Observations made
from the SEM micrographs suggested that all the platelets are oriented in the direction of the ice
growth and are thus observed to be perpendicular to the plane of the SEM micrographs. Based on
this observation, height (h) of the RVE was considered to be the average diameter of the platelets
(~8 μm). For each composition and at a FFV, 6 SEM micrographs (1500x) were utilized to
estimate an average of the number/volume fractions of the intralamella and interlamella platelets.
Considering negligible settling of the platelets, it was assumed that composition of a suspension
contained within any representative volume during ice-templating remained same as that of the
original suspension. From the knowledge of the average diameter (~8 μm) and thickness (~400
nm) of a single PA particle and volume concentration of a suspension, total number of the platelets
(𝑛pt ) within the RVE (Fig. 8a) was estimated. Since the sintered scaffolds exhibit an approximate
29% volume shrinkage, a correction factor was used in the estimation of the volume of the RVE.
Next from the set of the 6 SEM micrographs (1500x), total number of the interlamella platelets
was counted and then an average of the interlamella platelets within a RVE (𝑛𝑝(inter)) was
estimated. Finally, number of the intralamella platelets within a RVE (𝑛𝑝(intra)) was estimated
from the difference of the (𝑛pt − 𝑛p(inter) ) and number/volume fraction of the interlamella to
intralamella platelets was determined from the ratio 𝑛p(inter) ⁄𝑛p(intra) .
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Figure S3: A sample plot variation of the energy absorption parameter (e) with compressive strain.
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CHAPTER 3
PLATELETS-INDUCED STIFFENING AND STRENGTHENING OF ICETEMPLATED HIGHLY POROUS ALUMINA SCAFFOLDS
Note: The contents of this chapter have been published in Scripta Materialia
D. Ghosh, M. Banda, H. Kang, N. Dhavale, Platelets-induced stiffening and strengthening of icetemplated highly porous alumina scaffolds, Scripta Mater., 125 (2016) 29 – 33.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2016.07.030

Abstract
This paper describes the effects of the grain-level anisotropy on the microstructure and uniaxial
compressive response of the ice-templated alumina scaffolds. Highly porous (~80 vol.%) scaffolds
were fabricated from alumina powders of equiaxed morphology as well as from powder mixtures
containing equiaxed and small amount of platelet particles. Presence of the platelets (diameter 8
μm and thickness 400 nm) led to the formation of the interlamellae bridges, and significantly
enhanced the stiffness and compressive strength of the scaffolds. Measured improvement of the
mechanical response is rationalized based on the stiffening and strengthening effects exhibited by
the intralamella and interlamella platelets. © 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Grain morphology; freeze casting; porosity; interlamellae bridging; compressive
strength.
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3.1 Introduction
Ice-templated anisotropic porous scaffolds can exhibit greater compressive strength relative to the
isotropic cellular solids; however, the strength becomes comparable for porosity above 75 vol.%)
[7,105]. For the ice-templated scaffolds, rate of freezing, suspension viscosity and pH can be
varied to increase the interlamellae bridge density and decrease the pore size for the strength
enhancement [9,83,102,105,106,121]. However, such modifications exploiting the above
processing variables may not result in an adequate strength improvement for porosity beyond 75
vol.%. Therefore, it is of significant interests to explore the effects of other variables such as the
powder particle morphology on the compressive response of ice-templated anisotropic porous
ceramics. It may be possible to improve the mechanical response by incorporating grains of
anisotropic morphology within the ice-templated porous ceramic scaffold that primarily consist of
the equiaxed grains. To this end, we processed ice-templated alumina (Al2O3) scaffolds from the
equiaxed powder particles as well as from the mixtures of the equiaxed and platelet-shaped
particles, and investigated the effects of the induced grain-level anisotropy through platelets
addition on the uniaxial compressive response. Overall this manuscript aims to shed light on the
effects of the grain morphology on the structure-property (mechanical) relationships of the highly
porous (~80 vol.%) ice-templated sintered ceramic scaffolds.

3.2 Materials and experimental approach
Al2O3 powders of equiaxed morphology of two different sizes (0.3 and 0.9 μm) and of platelet
morphology (diameter ~8 μm and thickness ~400 nm) were utilized; referred to here as NA (nano
Al2O3) for the 0.3 μm particle size, SA (submicron Al2O3) for the 0.9 μm powder particle size, and
PA for the Al2O3 platelets. Scaffolds were processed from the aqueous suspensions of: (i) NA, (ii)
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SA, (iii) 90-10 vol.% mixture of NA and PA, and (iv) 90-10 vol.% mixture of SA and PA. For
each suspension, total Al2O3 content was 15 vol.% (details of suspension preparation in
Supplementary material). Employing a custom-made freeze casting device, Al2O3 ceramics were
processed within a freezing front velocity (FFV) range of 10 - 35 μm/s. Frozen samples were
freeze-dried at 0.014 mbar pressure and -50°C for 96 hours, and sintered at 1550°C for 4 hours.
Microstructures of the porous ceramics were characterized from two different planes located at 5
mm (referred to as bottom plane) and 30 mm (referred to as top plane) heights from the bottom of
a sample (Fig. S1a). For each sintered scaffold three specimens were extracted from three specific
heights (referred to as #1, #2 and #3, Fig. S1b) and uniaxially compressed in the direction of ice
growth at a displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min (Tinius Olsen, 10ST). Specimen dimensions of 8 mm
× 8 mm × 4 mm were utilized with 8 mm × 8 mm being the loading surface. Sintered density (𝜌∗ )
was determined from the mass and dimensions, and relative density (𝜌𝑟 ) was estimated using 𝜌𝑟 =
𝜌∗ ⁄𝜌𝑠 , where 𝜌𝑠 is the bulk density of α-Al2O3 (3.96 g/cm3).

3.3 Results and discussion
Figure 1 shows representative SEM micrographs of both the top and bottom planes of the SA, NA,
SA-10PA, and NA-10PA porous (sintered) scaffolds processed at relatively low and high FFVs.
Pore morphology of the scaffolds is observed to be primarily lamellar; however, some differences
are observed in terms of the extent of the interlamellae bridging. Both the SA (Fig. 1a) and NA
(Fig. 1c) porous scaffolds exhibit negligible bridging at low FFVs but an increase of the bridge
density is observed at relatively high FFVs (Figs. 1e and 1g). Both the SA-10PA and NA-10PA
scaffolds exhibit relatively higher bridge density both at the relatively low (Figs. 1b and 1d) and
high (Figs. 1f and 1h) FFVs relative to the SA and NA, respectively. However, the interlamellae
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bridging is observed to be negligible on the top planes at low FFVs for all the scaffolds
compositions. Overall, it can be stated that the bridge density decreased progressively along the
ice growth direction (bottom to top). Although not measured but qualitatively for a given
composition and FFV, lamella thickness (t) and wavelength (μ) increased gradually along the ice
growth direction (Fig. 1). The observed progressive microstructural variations along the ice growth
direction are typical of the ice-templated scaffolds and are attributed to the difficulty of
maintaining a constant FFV over long distance (cm) [8,9,105,106,121]. Note that the distance in
between the bottom and top planes is 2.5 cm (Fig. S1b). Microstructural investigation of all the
scaffold compositions at all the FFVs is beyond the scope of this manuscript; however, Fig. 1
indicates that for a given composition the lamellae bridge density increased gradually with the
FFV.
Microstructural observations made from Fig. 1 for the SA-10PA and NA-10PA porous scaffolds
suggest a governing role of the Al2O3 platelets in the interlamellae bridge formation. For the SA10PA (Fig. 2a), platelets are readily visible in between the lamellae (referred to as interlamella
platelets, indicated by green arrows) and within the lamella walls (referred to as intralamella
platelets, indicated by yellow arrows). Although most of the intralamella and interlamella platelets
are observed to be mutually perpendicular, overall they are orientated in the direction of the ice
growth. For both the SA-10PA (Fig. 2a) and NA-10PA (Fig. 2b) scaffolds, the interlamella
platelets are observed to form majority of the bridges and a single platelet directly connects the
adjacent lamellae for most of the bridges. Growth of the ice crystals during the unidirectional
freezing can self-assemble large anisotropic particles and orient those particles along the crystal
growth direction [99,100]. Thus, during unidirectional freezing some of the Al2O3 platelets ejected
by the advancing ice fronts accumulated in between the ice lamellae and were aligned by the
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growing ice crystals. As a result, the intralamella platelets are observed to be almost parallel to the
lamella walls. On the other hand, lamellae bridges that formed through the interlamella platelets
possibly resulted by a different mechanism. As the advancing ice crystals encountered with the
Al2O3 platelets, some of the platelets were trapped within the crystals by tip-splitting and
subsequent healing that led to the bridge formation (Fig. 2c) [7]. The splitted ice fronts moving
upward on both sides of the platelet probably oriented the platelet in the direction of the ice crystal
growth, resulting the interlamella platelets to be oriented almost vertically with respect to the
adjacent lamellae. For simplicity, here, we have shown the interaction of an advancing ice crystal
with a single platelet only that after drying and sintering forms a bridge. Another observation is
that for the SA-10PA and NA-10PA processed at low FFVs (Fig. 1b and 1d), lamellae bridging
through the interlamella platelets is almost absent, although platelets protruding out of the lamella
walls can be found (not shown). Although not measured, qualitatively SEM micrographs presented
in Fig. 1 suggest that the interlamellae spacing of the porous scaffolds in the relatively low FFV
regime is greater than 15 μm. Therefore, it is argued that since the spacing between the adjacent
lamellae becomes greater than the platelet diameter (8 μm) towards the top of the samples
particularly at the low FFVs, bridging through a single platelet becomes unlikely.
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Figure 1: SEM micrographs of the top and bottom planes of the ice-templated porous Al2O3
scaffolds processed at relatively low and high freezing front velocities (FFVs). Ice growth
direction is out of the page and length of the scale bar is 30 μm.
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Figure 2: High magnification SEM micrographs revealing (a) intralamella platelets (indicated by
yellow arrows) and interlamella platelets (indicated by green arrows) in the SA-10PA, and (b)
interlamella platelets (indicated by green arrows) in the NA-10PA. (c) A simplified schematic of
the mechanism of interlamellae bridge formation through an interlamella platelet is shown. High
magnification SEM micrographs further revealing (d) a dense lamella wall with equiaxed finegrained microstructure of the NA-10PA, (e) micropores within the lamellae walls of the NA-10PA,
and (f) dense and equiaxed fine-grained microstructure of the NA. For all the SEM micrographs
ice growth direction is out of the page.

Furthermore, lamellae of the SA-10PA are observed to be significantly more porous than those of
the NA-10PA, and the interlamella platelets are well bonded to the lamellae of the NA-10PA (Fig.
2b) in comparison to those of the SA-10PA (Fig. 2a). Decrease of the ceramic particle size
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enhances densification during sintering [122]. Additionally, smaller particles can pack better in
between the ice lamella [123]. Therefore, greater sinterability and better particle packing of the
relatively finer NA particles (0.3 μm) in comparison to the relatively coarser SA particles (0.9 μm)
resulted in the greater densification of the NA-10PA scaffolds in comparison to the SA-10PA
scaffolds; also supported by the higher 𝜌𝑟 of the former relative to the later (Fig. 3a). Another
observation is that the platelets are not readily visible within the lamellae walls of the NA-10PA
unlike that of the SA-10PA. A closer view of the lamellae cross-sections of the NA-10PA revealed
that most of the regions are dense with no visible porosity and contain small equiaxed grains (Fig.
2d); however, there are areas that contain micropores and absence of the equiaxed fine grains can
be noticed (Fig. 2e). Since the NA scaffolds (i.e., without platelets) exhibit a fine-grained
microstructure without any visible microporosity (Fig. 2f), we argue that localized templated grain
growth (TGG) might have occurred in the NA-10PA leading to the absence of the fine-grained
microstructure and development of the microporosity at some areas within the lamellae walls
[101]. Although no glassy phase that aids the TGG was utilized here, finer NA particles probably
facilitated the TGG. Overall, it can be stated that the lamellae walls of both the SA-10PA and NA10PA porous scaffolds contain anisotropic Al2O3 grains dispersed within the matrix of equiaxed
Al2O3 grains, and are connected through the interlamella platelets. Therefore, utilizing powder
particles of the platelet morphology, it is possible to make microstructural modifications at
multiple length-scales, induce a grain-level anisotropy, and develop interlamellae bridges in the
ice-templated scaffolds.
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Figure 3: Variation of the (a) relative density, (b) stiffness, and (c) compressive strength with
freezing front velocity (FFV) of the NA, SA, SA-10PA, and NA-10PA scaffolds.
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Figure 3 shows variation of the 𝜌𝑟 (Fig. 3a), stiffness (Fig. 3b), and compressive strength (Fig. 3c)
with the FFV. For each composition and FFV, average and standard deviation of 𝜌𝑟 , stiffness and
compressive strength were estimated from the corresponding values of the #1, #2 and #3
specimens. Dotted lines shown in Fig. 3 are provided to simply to show the apparent trends of the
data and do not necessarily present the actual trend lines. Total porosity ((1-𝜌𝑟 )*100) of all the
scaffolds is observed to be within the range of 77-83 vol.%. 𝜌𝑟 of both the NA and SA increases
almost linearly with the increasing FFV; however, over the entire range of FFV, 𝜌𝑟 of the former
(ranges from 0.19-0.23) is observed to be greater relative to that of the later (ranges from 0.170.2). Although the SA and NA scaffolds were processed from the suspensions of the same
concentration, the final ceramic content is influenced by both the powder particle size and FFV.
Higher 𝜌𝑟 of the NA relative to the SA is attributed to both the better particle packing in between
the ice lamellae and sinterability of the relatively finer NA powder. Increase of the 𝜌𝑟 with the
FFV is rationalized based on the pore curvature [103]. Mass transport during densification is
enhanced by a decrease of the radius of curvature of the solid-vapor interface and sintered density
thus increases with the decrease of the pore curvature. Since the interlamellae bridge density of
both the NA and SA increases with the FFV, pores become more dendritic and the pore curvature
decreases, resulting in an increase of the density with the FFV [103]. 𝜌𝑟 of both the SA-10PA and
NA-10PA, however, remains almost constant over the entire range of FFV, although 𝜌𝑟 of the
former is observed to be slightly lower relative to that of the later. Also, while the 𝜌𝑟 of the SA10PA remains relatively higher in comparison to the SA except at the high FFVs, 𝜌𝑟 of the NA10PA is observed to be lower relative to that of the NA. The observed trend of 𝜌𝑟 of the SA-10PA
and NA-10PA scaffolds is not well understood and requires further microstructural investigation.
However, one possible explanation is that the smallest dimension of the platelets (thickness 0.4
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μm) is smaller than the characteristic size of the SA particles (0.9 μm) but larger than the
characteristic size of the NA particles (0.3 μm). This could result in a better packing fraction for
SA-10PA compared to SA but a worse packing fraction for NA-10PA compared to NA. The
observed decrease of the 𝜌𝑟 of the NA-10PA relative to the NA is attributed to the micropores
present within the lamellae walls of the former as a result of the TGG.
Stiffness of the ice-templated sintered scaffolds was estimated from the slope of the linear part of
the uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves. In spite of the considerable scatter in the data,
stiffness of all the Al2O3 scaffolds seems to exhibit an almost linearly increase with the FFV (Fig.
3b). Slightly higher stiffness of the NA relative to the SA is attributed to the higher 𝜌𝑟 of the former
than the later. On the other hand, considerably greater stiffness of both the NA-10PA and SA10PA relative to the SA and NA, respectively, is attributed to the platelets-induced stiffening
effects due to presence of the intralamella platelets and interlamella platelets (forming
interlamellae bridges). Similar to the stiffness, in spite of the significant scatter of the data uniaxial
compressive strength of the scaffolds also increases almost linearly with the FFV (Fig. 3c). Greater
compressive strength of the NA in comparison to the SA is attributed to the higher 𝜌𝑟 of the former
relative to the later. On the other hand, significant increase of the strength of the SA-10PA and
NA-10PA scaffolds relative to the SA and NA scaffolds, respectively, is attributed to the plateletsinduced strengthening effects, similar to the platelets-induced stiffening. Increase of the stiffness
and compressive strength with the FFV is, in general, a result of the gradual increase of the
interlamellae bridge density with the FFV (Fig. 1) [103,105].
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Figure 4: (a) Variation of the compressive strength of the #1 and #3 specimens of the SA and SA10PA scaffolds with the FFV, and (b) schematics to describe the uniaxial compressive response of
the lamellae walls with both the intralamella platelets and interlamella platelets (Configuration 1),
and with only the intralamella platelets (Configuration 2).
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To further embark on the platelets-induced strengthening mechanism, we show in Fig. 4a the
variation of the compressive strength of the #1 and #3 specimens with FFV of the SA and SA10PA scaffolds. Over the entire range of FFV, strength of the #1 and #3 specimens of the SA10PA is observed to be consistently greater in comparison to that of the SA, which is attributed to
the platelets-induced strengthening effects. However, since the strength of the #1 specimens is
consistently greater than that of the #3 specimens of the SA-10PA, we argue that this difference
may be due to the variation of the contribution of the platelets-induced strengthening effects in
between the #1 and #3 specimens. Since 𝜌𝑟 of the #1 specimens is only slightly higher in
comparison to that of the #3 specimens of the SA-10PA scaffolds (Fig. S2, Supplementary
material), this marginal difference of 𝜌𝑟 may not account for the considerable strength difference
that is observed in between the #1 and #3 specimens. Recall from Figs. 1 and 2 that both the
intralamella platelets and interlamella platelets (forming interlamellae bridges) are observed on the
bottom plane both at the relatively low and high FFVs. On the top plane, both the intralamella
platelets and interlamella platelets (forming bridges) are observed at the relatively high FFV, but
mainly the intralamella platelets are present at the relatively low FFV. Therefore, it can be stated
that for the #1 specimens platelets are present at both the intralamella and interlamella locations,
and the bridge density increases gradually with the FFV. On the other hand, for the #3 specimens
in the low FFV regime, platelets are present primarily within the lamellae walls and the
interlamellae bridges through the interlamella platelets probably started to develop only in the high
FFV regime. We schematically present these two specific scenarios in Fig. 4b, where both the
intralamella platelets and interlamella platelets (forming bridges) are present for the Configuration
1, whereas only the intralamella platelets are present for the Configuration 2. Under the uniaxial
compressive loading of the Configuration 1, both the intralamella platelets and bridge forming
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interlamella platelets will resist the Euler buckling of the lamellae, and prevent the crack
propagation through the parallel lamellae walls as well as brittle fracture of the individual lamella
walls. On the other hand, for the Configuration 2, only the intralamella platelets will resist the
Euler buckling and fracture of the individual lamella walls. Therefore, ice-templated sintered
porous scaffolds with the Configuration 1 can exhibit better mechanical properties in comparison
to the scaffolds with the Configuration 2, as is observed in Fig. 4a.

3.4 Conclusions
This study reveals the effects of the grain morphology on the uniaxial compressive response of the
ice-templated sintered porous Al2O3 scaffolds. It is shown that by incorporating grains of platelet
morphology within the scaffolds that mainly consist of the equiaxed grains, both the stiffness and
strength under uniaxial compressive loading conditions can be significantly improved. The
observed platelets-induced stiffening and strengthening of the porous scaffolds are attributed to
the reinforcement effects due to presence of the platelets within the lamellae walls (intralamella
platelets) and in between the lamellae walls (interlamella platelets). Furthermore, this study reveals
the advantage of using finer powder particles to enhance the strength of the ice-templated sintered
porous scaffolds. This study thus presents a novel approach to significantly improve the
compressive response of the ice-templated porous sintered ceramics by inducing grain-level
anisotropy, however, without modifying the overall materials composition and porosity. Such
grain-level anisotropy can also be employed to modify the functional properties of freeze-cast
materials. Overall, results presented here are expected to provide significant insights to design bioinspired hierarchical materials for structural, biomedical and energy storage applications.
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3.5 Supporting information
Preparation of aqueous alumina (Al2O3) suspensions and freeze casting
In this work, commercially available Al2O3 powders were utilized (0.3 μm, APA-0.5, Sasol,
Tuscan, AZ; 0.9 μm, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA; platelets, AlusionTM, Antaria Ltd., Bentley,
Western Australia). For each suspension, required amount of the Al2O3 powder(s) and small
amount (0.5 wt.% of the powder) of ammonium polymethacrylate anionic dispersant (Darvan C,
R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Norwalk, CT) were first mixed in deionized water, and milled for 24 hours.
Next, an organic binder poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) was added to the slurry (5 wt.% of the powder)
and mixed for another hour. Afterwards, the ZrO2 spheres were separated from the slurry and deaired for 30 min.
Freeze casting was conducted using a custom-made set up. In this set up, a Teflon tube is placed
on the top of a thin (0.5 mm) steel plate, partially filled with Al2O3 slurry, and the whole assembly
is inserted inside a liquid nitrogen (N2) Dewar. By adjusting the distance between the steel plate
and liquid N2, freezing front velocity (FFV) was controlled. Average FFV was estimated by
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dividing the frozen sample height with the total time required for freezing of the sample. All the
materials were processed within a FFV range of 10 - 35 μm/s.

(b)

(a)

Top plane
#3

30 mm

#2
5 mm

Bottom plane

#1

Figure S1: Schematic presentation of the locations of the (a) top and bottom planes, and (b) #1,
#2 and #3 compression tests specimens.
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Figure S2: Variation of the relative density of the #1 and #3 specimens of the SA-10PA scaffolds
with the FFV.
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CHAPTER 4
ON THE BRITTLE FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS OF LAMELLA
WALLS OF ICE-TEMPLATED SINTERED ALUMINA SCAFFOLDS AND
EFFECTS OF PLATELETS
Note: The contents of this chapter have been published in Scripta Materialia
D. Ghosh, M. Banda, S. Akurati, H. Kang, V. O. Fakharizadeh, On the brittle fracture
characteristics of lamlella walls of ice-templated sintered alumina sacffolds and effects of platelets,
138 (2017) 139 – 144.
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2017.05.049

Abstract
We attempted to develop a phenomenological understanding of the evolution of the fracture events
within fine-grained lamella walls of partially deformed ice-templated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds and
revealed the effects of the platelets on the crack propagation characteristics. Detailed
microstructural analyses suggest that intergranular cracks within the walls evolved at two
orientations, parallel and perpendicular to the loading direction. We proposed probable
mechanisms including one based on the so-called wing-crack model to rationalize the observed
crack orientations. We presented crack propagation behavior in lamella walls in presence of the
platelets and discussed the effects in terms of the crack deflection mechanism. © 2018 Acta
Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ice-templating; polycrystalline lamella walls; intergranular fracture; platelets; crack
deflection.
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4.1 Introduction
Uniaxial compressive stress-strain response of ice-templated sintered ceramic scaffolds is akin to
that of the cellular ceramics that features a linear elastic regime, a stress plateau part with a gradual
decrease of stress with increasing strain, and a densification stage with a sharp rise of stress with
a small increase of strain [9,103,112]. A general understanding is that inelastic deformation of icetemplated ceramics in the stress plateau regime proceeds through the brittle crushing of the
polycrystalline lamella walls [104-106]. There is, however, no detailed study on the fracture
characteristics of the lamella walls, which is essential to model the underlying damage-mechanics.
It is also important to investigate the effects of the microstructural modifications of the lamella
walls on the fracture characteristics, such that their relation to the macroscopic mechanical
behavior of the ice-templated ceramics can be understood. The authors have recently investigated
the influence of the anisotropic grains (platelets: diameter ~8 μm and thickness ~400 nm) on the
microstructure and uniaxial compressive response of highly porous (~80 vol.%) ice-templated
sintered alumina (Al2O3) scaffolds, where the scaffolds were mainly fabricated from the
submicrometer equiaxed particles and from the mixtures of the submicrometer equiaxed particles
and the platelets [108,124]. Findings of the investigation revealed an unprecedented improvement
of the compressive response of the scaffolds containing small volume fraction of platelets relative
to the scaffolds without the platelets. In that context, aim of the current study is twofold: (i) shed
light into the fracture mechanisms that evolve under the influence of the compressive loading
within the polycrystalline lamella walls of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds containing fine
equiaxed grains (~2 μm) and (ii) reveal the influence of the platelets (i.e., the anisotropic grains)
present within the lamella walls on the crack propagation characteristics.
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4.2 Experimental approach
A custom-made device was employed to synthesize the ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds, which were
processed from the aqueous suspensions containing (a) fine equiaxed Al2O3 powder (average
diameter 300 nm, referred to here as NA and corresponding scaffolds as NA-scaffolds) and (b) 8020 vol.% mixture of the NA powder and the Al2O3 platelets (referred to here as PA and
corresponding scaffolds as NA20PA-scaffolds). For each suspension, total Al2O3 content was 15
vol.%. All the scaffolds were unidirectionally solidified, and average freezing front velocity (FFV)
was 30.6 ± 1.8 μm/s and 30.6 ± 1.5 μm/s for the NA-scaffolds and NA20PA-scaffolds,
respectively. Frozen scaffolds were freeze-dried at 0.014 mbar pressure and -50°C for 96 hours,
and sintered at 1550°C for 4 hours. From each sintered scaffold, a 6 mm × 6 mm × 3 mm specimen
was extracted for density measurements, microstructural characterization, and uniaxial
compression tests. Sintered specimens were compressed beyond the densification stage to capture
the complete uniaxial stress-strain response. However, one specimen from each composition was
compressed up to 15% strain and the obtained fragments were analyzed using an SEM to reveal
the fracture characteristics within the polycrystalline lamella walls. Further experimental details
are provided in the Supplementary Material.
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4.3 Results and discussion

Figure 1: SEM micrographs reveal (a) lamellar pore morphology of the NA-scaffold and (b)
dendritic pore morphology of the NA20PA-scaffold, and (c) high magnification SEM micrograph
shows lamellar bridge formation through the platelets (ice-growth direction is out of the page). (d)
Comparison of uniaxial compressive response of the NA-scaffold and the NA20PA-scaffold.

Figures 1a and 1b show the representative SEM micrographs of the top plane of a NA-scaffold
and a NA20PA-scaffold, respectively. Pore morphology of the NA-scaffold appears lamellar,
whereas the extent of the bridging is observed to have increased significantly in the NA20PAscaffold and resulted in a dendritic pore architecture. Figure 1c shows a representative high
magnification SEM micrograph of the NA20PA-scaffold that reveals the formation of the lamellar
bridges through the platelets. A significant fraction of the bridges of the NA20PA-scaffolds formed
through the platelets, usually a single platelet connected the adjacent lamella walls, and an increase
of the bridge density is attributed to the additional bridge formation through the platelets. Lamella
walls of the NA-scaffolds are observed to be dense, whereas some micropores can be noticed
within the walls of the NA20PA-scaffolds. Average relative density (𝜌𝑟 = 𝜌∗ ⁄𝜌𝑠 , where 𝜌𝑠 is the
bulk density of α-Al2O3, 3.96 g/cm3) values of the NA-scaffolds and NA20PA-scaffolds are
measured to be 0.23 and 0.19, respectively. Thus, the total average porosity ((1-𝜌𝑟 )*100) values
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of the NA-scaffolds and the NA20PA-scaffolds are found to be 77% and 81%, respectively. We
attribute the increased porosity in the NA20PA-scaffolds to the micropores present within the
polycrystalline lamella walls. Figure 1d shows representative uniaxial compressive stress-strain
curves of NA-scaffolds and NA20PA-scaffolds. NA20PA-scaffolds exhibit a marked
improvement of the compressive response in comparison to that of the NA-scaffolds, suggesting
a dramatic influence of the platelets on the compressive mechanical properties.
Figures 2a and 2b show microstructure of the lamella wall of the NA-scaffold and the NA20PAscaffold, respectively. For the NA-scaffold, a fine-grained homogeneous microstructure can be
observed, and the lamella wall appears dense. Lamella wall of the NA20PA-scaffold also exhibits
similar microstructural features such as the fine Al2O3 grains. However, the presence of the
relatively larger grains within the lamella wall of the NA20PA-scaffold can also be observed.
Another distinct difference is the presence of the micropores in the lamella wall of NA20PAscaffold, and it is interesting to observe that the micropores are predominantly present inside the
large grains, Fig. 2b. We suggest that majority of the large grains (indicated by the yellow arrows
in Fig. 2b) are actually the Al2O3 platelets. Since the micropores in the NA20PA-scaffolds are
observed only within the regions containing the large grains and not in the NA-scaffold, we
conjecture that origin of the microporosity is related to the Al2O3 platelets. One possibility is that
localized templated grain growth (TGG) [101] probably occurred in the NA20PA-scaffolds, where
the fine NA-powder particles (300 nm) might have facilitated the TGG and led to the development
of the micropores.
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Figure 2: Polycrystalline microstructure of the lamella wall of the sintered (a) NA-scaffold and
(b) NA20PA-scaffold.

Figure 3a shows a low magnification SEM micrograph of the fractured lamella walls within a
fragment, which corresponds to the NA-scaffold that was deformed up to a strain of 15%.
Significant damage is evident and brittle fracture of the individual lamella walls occurred mainly
in two orientations, parallel and perpendicular to the applied loading direction, which is also the
ice-growth direction (shown by the solid block arrow). While the microstructural analysis revealed
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mainly the presence of large size fragments of the walls, there are also regions where the walls are
observed to be extensively fractured resulting in the formation of finer fragments as indicated by
the dotted white square in Fig. 3a. Therefore, it can be stated that in the plateau regime, with the
increasing deformation extensive fragmentation of the walls will continue to occur up to the
densification stage. A closer observation of the fragmented walls revealed intergranular (grain
boundary) cracking as the mode of brittle fracture. Figure 3b shows an intergranular crack within
the lamella wall, where the crack propagated almost perpendicular to the loading direction.
Similarly, Fig. 3c reveals another intergranular crack within the wall that propagated in between
two ridges (which developed during the ice-growth and are parallel to the growth direction) and
almost parallel to the loading direction. It is of note that the lamella walls shown in Figs. 3b and
3c were still attached to the other walls, observed to be only partially cracked, and, therefore, are
useful to gain insights into the micromechanisms of brittle fracture within the walls. In sintered
dense Al2O3 ceramic, cracks typically propagate transgranularly (i.e., intragranular fracture mode)
for the coarse-grained microstructure and switches to the intergranular fracture mode as the grain
size is reduced [114]. Therefore, the observed intergranular crack propagation within the lamella
walls is attributed to the fine-grained Al2O3 microstructure.
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Figure 3: (a) Fragmented lamella walls of the NA-scaffold deformed up to a strain of 0.15 and a
region of extensive fragmentation is indicated by a white dotted box. Intergranular crack
propagation within the lamella walls of the partially deformed NA-scaffold, where the cracks are
oriented (b) perpendicular and (c) parallel to the loading direction. (d) A region within the lamella
wall of the NA-scaffold exhibits discrete mesocracks oriented towards the loading direction and
(e) a high magnification SEM micrograph reveals the formation of the discrete cracks by the
separation of the grains (microvoids along the grain boundaries). (f) Formation of a mesocrack
oriented almost perpendicular to the loading direction. Schematic representations (g) of the socalled wing crack model and (h) a probable mechanism of a mesocrack development at the grain
boundary that can lead to the intergranular cracks oriented towards the loading direction. (i)
Another possible mechanism for the formation of intergranular cracks parallel to the loading
direction (schematics not to scale). The solid block arrow indicates ice-growth direction.
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Formation of the intergranular cracks in the orientations parallel and perpendicular to the loading
direction suggests that they were probably formed under the influence of different stress states or
by different mechanisms. However, without any modeling effort, it is challenging to predict the
stress fields that actually evolve in the ice-templated ceramic scaffolds under the uniaxial
compressive loading conditions. Nevertheless, here we made an attempt to develop a
phenomenological understanding of the governing stress fields or the mechanisms that might have
led to the observed crack propagation orientations with respect to the loading direction. To that
end, we conducted more rigorous microstructural analysis to decipher any evidence that may help
to understand the fracture events within the polycrystalline lamella walls of the sintered Al 2O3
scaffolds under the compressive loading conditions. Figure 3d (intentionally brightened to make
the discontinuity of the crack path distinctively visible) shows a region within a lamella wall where
a series of discrete small cracks (mesocracks) are observed to be oriented towards the loading
direction. It can be envisioned that although the cracks are not connected, further extension of the
crack tips probably would have caused them to grow and coalesce into a single large crack.
Therefore, it can be stated that Fig. 3d probably represents a region within the lamella wall that is
at the onset of fracture. We have also made similar observations within many other lamella walls.
A closer look at these discrete mesocracks revealed that they are the microvoids that developed
due to the separation of the grains and are oriented towards the loading direction, Fig. 3e.
Additionally, we observed similar microvoids within the lamella walls that are oriented away from
the loading direction (almost perpendicular to the loading direction), Fig. 3f. It is of note that the
lamella walls of the sintered NA-scaffolds appear to be fully dense and microstructural analysis
did not reveal any presence of the microvoids within the walls of the undeformed scaffolds.
Therefore, when an ice-templated sintered ceramic scaffold is subjected to uniaxial compression
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load, it is possible that primarily two sets of mesocracks develop intergranularly within the lamella
walls. Cracks in one set are oriented towards the loading direction, whereas in the other set away
from the loading direction. The growth of the mesocracks leading to their coalescence and
formation of a large single crack that can ultimately cause rupture of the walls will be governed
by the stress concentration at the crack tips.
We will now attempt to understand the origin of the observed crack propagation orientations within
the lamella walls with respect to the loading direction. Under uniaxial compression tall, slender,
brittle lamella walls of the ice-templated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds can be considered to be subjected
to bending/Euler buckling [83,124]. Therefore, it can be envisioned that at a critical stress level,
isolated intergranular mesocracks oriented (almost) perpendicularly to the loading direction start
to develop (Fig. 3f), which can continue to grow to coalesce and eventually cause rupture of the
lamella walls (Fig. 3b). On the other hand, origin of the cracks oriented towards the loading
direction is perhaps more challenging to understand. Since the lamella walls are dense, we draw a
parallel in between the dense polycrystalline walls of the ice-templated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds
and the dense polycrystalline ceramics to rationalize the origin of the intergranular cracks being
oriented towards the applied load. In dense ceramics, under uniaxial compression cracks grow in
an orientation that is (almost) parallel to the loading direction and brittle failure occurs by the axial
splitting [125,126]. Compressive failure characteristics of dense polycrystalline ceramics has been
rationalized by the so-called wing crack model (Fig. 3g) [125-127]. According to this model, under
the uniaxial compressive loading conditions each individual sliding microcrack nucleates tensile
wing cracks and upon reaching a critical stress intensity factor (mode I stress intensity factor, KI)
the wing cracks start to grow in a stable manner in the direction of compression. A number of
microcracks can grow until they interact, coalesce, and cause eventual failure in ceramics by the
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axial splitting. For the dense polycrystalline lamella walls of the ice-templated scaffolds, one
possibility is that under compressive loading separation of the Al2O3 grains results in the formation
of the microvoids and each microvoid can occupy the entire straight segment of the grain
boundaries, i.e., the formation of a mesocrack (Fig. 3h) [128]. Next, the mesocracks can nucleate
tension cracks (wing cracks), which will continue to grow until they coalesce, form a large single
crack, and eventually cause failure of the lamella walls. This process can result in the formation of
the intergranular cracks within the lamella walls to be oriented towards the loading direction, Fig.
3c. Another possibility is depicted using a simplified schematic in Fig. 3i, where three sets of
lamella walls are subjected to uniaxial compression. Since the lamella walls are randomly oriented
on the plane perpendicular to the ice-growth direction, each set of parallel walls is connected with
the other sets of the parallel walls along the domain boundaries. For the sake of simplicity,
polycrystalline microstructure is only shown for the front wall. It is typical for the ice-templated
sintered ceramics scaffolds subjected to uniaxial compression that the walls tend to split apart
along the domain boundaries and spread out laterally in a mushroom-like structure [104-106],
which was also observed for the NA-scaffolds (not shown here). Therefore, under uniaxial
compression, as the walls on the left and right hand sides (Fig. 3i) tend to separate along the domain
boundaries they can create tensile stress in the middle set of walls acting approximately
perpendicular to the loading direction, Fig. 3i. This mechanism may also nucleate mesocracks
oriented towards the loading direction (Fig. 3d) and ultimately can result in the development of
the intergranular cracks parallel to the loading direction (Fig. 3b).
Finally, we present the fracture characteristics of the lamella walls of the NA20PA-scaffold that
contains Al2O3 platelets and was deformed up to a strain of 0.15 under the compressive loading
conditions. Figures 4a and 4b reveal the crack propagation characteristics within the lamella walls
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at two different locations, where similar features can be observed in both the regions. Therefore,
microstructural analysis of the lamella walls of the partially deformed NA20PA-scaffold suggests
that brittle fracture of the lamella walls occurred through the intergranular crack propagation,
which is similar to that observed for the walls of the NA-scaffolds. An interesting observation is
that within the walls of the NA20PA-scaffold cracks not only propagated through the boundaries
of the fine equiaxed grains but also through the interface areas between the equiaxed grains and
the platelets. Also, the microstructural analysis, in general, indicates that the Al2O3 platelets remain
intact. A general scenario can thus be envisioned that as a crack encountered a platelet with the
lamella wall of the NA20PA-scaffold, the crack was deflected towards the interface of the fine
equiaxed grain and the platelet, rather than propagating transgranularly through the platelet as
illustrated schematically in Fig. 4c. Lack of fracture of the platelets within the lamella walls can
be attributed to the significantly greater fracture strength of the individual platelets [91]. Therefore,
it can be stated that the Al2O3 platelets triggered a crack deflection mechanism within the lamella
walls, which can be considered to attribute extrinsic toughening [119] to the walls. As a result,
lamella walls of the NA20PA-scaffolds can exhibit additional resistance to the inelastic
deformation.
There are multiple factors that might have led to the drastic improvement of the stiffness, peak
stress and plateau stress of the NA20PA-scaffolds in comparison to the NA-scaffolds. Addition of
the platelets enhances the extent of the lamellar bridging and induces a grain-level anisotropy
within the polycrystalline microstructure of the lamella walls. Increase of the stiffness of the
NA20PA-scaffolds can be attributed to both the enhanced lamellar bridge density and the induced
grain-level anisotropy. Lamellar bridges help to hold together the lamella walls such that the walls
do not separate and spread out laterally under compression. Therefore, an increase of the bridge
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density will enhance the overall structural rigidity of the NA20PA-scaffolds and, thereby, the
compressive stiffness. Simultaneously, microstructural modifications of the bridges and the
lamella walls due to the presence of the platelets can also contribute to enhancing the stiffness.
This is because Young's modulus of the Al2O3 single crystals (425–460 GPa) [115] is greater than
that of the fine-grained Al2O3 ceramics (393 GPa) [116]. Therefore, during the compressive
loading relatively stiffer platelets can enhance the bending/buckling resistance of the walls and,
thereby, the stiffness of the NA20PA-scaffolds. On the other hand, compressive crushing of the
ceramic scaffolds will be influenced by the fracture characteristics of the lamella walls. Strength
of the platelets (>2GPa) [91] is significantly greater in comparison to the flexural strength of finegrained polycrystalline Al2O3 ceramics (~500 MPa) [118]. Therefore, presence of the highstrength platelets within the lamella walls of the NA20PA-scaffolds will invariably enhance the
compressive fracture strength of the walls and, thereby, of the scaffolds. While the individual
lamella walls will fail through the intergranular mode of fracture, crack deflection at the interface
areas of the fine equiaxed grains and the platelets (Fig. 4) will further enhance the crack
propagation resistance of the walls and improve the compressive response of the NA20PAscaffolds (Fig. 1d). Therefore, the detailed investigations of the microstructural mechanisms of
fracture within the lamella walls and the associated phenomenological rationale of the fracture
events provide a necessary foundation to thoroughly comprehend the role of the platelets leading
to the measured marked improvements of the compressive response of the NA20PA-scaffolds over
the NA-scaffolds.
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Figure 4: (a) and (b): Crack propagation characteristics within the lamella walls of the partially
deformed (0.15 strain under compression) NA20PA-scaffold. (c) A schematic representation of
crack deflection at the interface areas in between the equiaxed grains and the platelets (not to
scale).

4.4 Conclusions
In summary, this study reveals the fracture mechanisms within the polycrystalline lamella walls of
ice-templated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds, which were fabricated from equiaxed submicrometer
powder and from the mixture of equiaxed submicrometer powder and platelets. Uniaxial
compressive response measurements showed a marked improvement for the scaffolds containing
platelets relative to the scaffolds without the platelets. To understand the fracture events within the
lamella walls, some of the scaffolds were deformed only up to a strain level of 0.15 and the
obtained fragments were analyzed in an SEM. Intergranular cracking was identified as the
dominant brittle fracture mechanism within the lamella walls. Based on the rigorous
microstructural analyses of the partially fractured regions of the lamella walls, we suggest that
intergranular cracks evolved mainly in two orientations, parallel and perpendicular to the
compressive loading direction. We attempted to develop a phenomenological understanding of the
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evolution of the fracture events within the lamella walls under the uniaxial compressive loading
conditions and proposed probable mechanisms to rationalize the microstructural observations of
the crack propagation orientations. For the scaffolds containing the platelets, intergranular
cracking remained the dominant fracture mechanism and crack deflection at the interface of fine
equiaxed grain and platelet is noticed. We conjecture that crack deflection at the interface of fine
equiaxed grain and platelet can lead to an extrinsic toughening of the lamella walls and might have
contributed to the measured markedly improved compressive response of the NA20PA-scaffolds.
We emphasize that insights into the fundamental brittle fracture mechanisms within the
polycrystalline lamella walls of the ice-templated ceramics is essential to understand the structureproperty relationships and design mechanically robust lightweight materials.
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Australia). For each suspension, required amount of the Al2O3 powder(s) and small amount (0.5
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wt.% of the powder) of ammonium polymethacrylate anionic dispersant (Darvan C, R.T.
Vanderbilt Co., Norwalk, CT) were first mixed in deionized water, and milled for 24 hours. Next,
an organic binder poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) was added to the slurry (5 wt.% of the powder) and
mixed for another hour. Afterwards, the ZrO2 spheres were separated from the slurry and de-aired
for 30 min.
Freeze casting was conducted using a custom-made set up. In this set up, a Teflon tube is placed
on the top of a thin (0.5 mm) steel plate, partially filled with Al2O3 slurry, and the whole assembly
is inserted inside a liquid nitrogen (N2) Dewar. By adjusting the distance between the steel plate
and liquid N2, freezing front velocity (FFV) was controlled. In this study, all the scaffolds were
processed at a fixed gap between the liquid N2 and steel plate. Average FFV was estimated by
dividing the frozen sample height with the total time required for freezing of the sample.
Sintered density (𝜌∗ ) of each extracted specimen was estimated from the measurements of mass and

dimensions and relative density (𝜌𝑟 ) was determined using 𝜌𝑟 = 𝜌∗ ⁄𝜌𝑠 , where 𝜌𝑠 is the bulk
density of α-Al2O3 (3.96 g/cm3). Top surface (also referred to as top plane, Fig. S1) of each
specimen was utilized for microstructural characterization. Each specimen was compressed
uniaxially along the ice-growth direction at a displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min (Tinius Olsen.
10ST), 6mm × 6mm being the loading surface.

Ice growth direction
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Bottom
plane

Top
plane

5 mm

8 mm

Figure S1: A schematic of the sintered ice-templated scaffold sample illustrating location of the
specimen extracted for density measurement, microstructural characterization, and compression
test. Locations of the top and bottom of the specimen are also shown. (Not to scale)
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECTS OF POROSITY AND STRAIN RATE ON THE UNIAXIAL
COMPRESSIVE RESPONSE OF ICE-TEMPLATED SINTERED
MACROPOROUS ALUMINA
Note: The contents of this chapter have been published in Acta Materialia
M. Banda and D. Ghosh, Effects of porosity and strain rate on the uniaxial compressive response
of ice-templated microporous alumina, Acta Mater., 149 (2018) 179 – 192.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2018.02.027

Abstract
We investigated and thoroughly analyzed compressive response of ice-templated ceramics in
quasistatic and dynamic regimes of strain rate. In the high pore volume regime, sintered scaffolds
exhibited highly lamellar pore morphology and pore architecture transitioned to dendritic with the
decreasing pore volume. Mechanical property measurements in the quasistatic regime of strain
rate revealed that with increasing density, compressive response transitioned from a damageable,
cellular-like failure to a brittle-like failure. We rationalized the measured results in terms of the
propensity of the lamella walls to undergo buckling. Our conjecture is that in the high pore volume
regime, lamella walls of the scaffolds are prone to buckling-induced elastic instability, which leads
to a compressive response that manifests a gradual decrease of stress beyond peak stress. In
contrast, we suggest that in the low pore volume regime thick lamella walls and extensive
transverse bridging exhibit marked resistance to buckling-induced instability and scaffolds
undergo a global failure, which is manifested in the measured quasistatic compressive response as
a sharp drop of stress beyond peak stress. Dynamic compressive response of the scaffolds exhibited
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measurable differences relative to the quasistatic compressive response. Scaffolds exhibited a
relatively gradual decrease of dynamic compressive stress beyond peak stress, and an overall
improvement of compressive response and energy absorption capacity was measured under the
dynamic loading conditions. We rationalized the measured differences in between the strain rate
regimes in terms of the micro-inertia and other effects. This study is of critical significance for
applications of ice-templated structures in dynamic environments. © 2018 Acta Materialia Inc.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ice-templating; compressive response; high-strain rate; buckling; energy absorption.

5.1 Introduction
Ice-templated sintered ceramics due to hierarchical microstructure and directional porosity have
drawn significant attention with the possibilities of being applicable to a number of engineering
endeavors [7,10,71,74,83,105,129-131]. There has been, however, little emphasis on the
mechanical characterization and structure-property relationships, which are crucial for mechanical
reliability and performance of ice-templated macroporous components. Uniaxial compressive
response of ice-templated sintered ceramics exhibits an approximate linear stress-strain regime up
to maximum compressive stress (peak stress), a plateau regime up to a large inelastic strain (≥0.4)
in which stress decreases gradually with increasing strain, and a densification stage where stress
rises sharply with a slight increase of strain [124]. Compressive response of cellular and porous
solids is affected by a number of variables such as the relative density, constituent material, type
of porosity, and pore size [110]. Among these variables, increase of relative density not only
increases fracture strength, but also can result in a change in the characteristic compressive
response from graceful progressive failure to brittle-like failure [132]. In applications where
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porous components are subjected to compressive loading conditions, mechanical reliability and
thereby performance of ice-templated macroporous sintered ceramics will depend on the
compressive fracture strength as well as on the post-fracture inelastic deformation and energy
absorption characteristics. Therefore, it is imperative that we systematically investigate uniaxial
compressive response of ice-templated ceramic materials over a spectrum of porosity and
characterize material performance with respect to the overall compressive deformation behavior.
Another important consideration is to understand the effects of strain rate on compressive
mechanical properties, which would be deemed necessary to implement ice-templated sintered
macroporous ceramic structures in the dynamic environments where materials are subjected to
high-strain rate (≥102 s-1) loading conditions. Uniaxial compressive response measured in the
quasistatic regime of strain rate (~10-3 s-1) does not truly represent the compressive response of
materials corresponding to high-strain rates [112,133,134]. It is also of note that while much work
has been done on the combined effects of porosity and strain rate on compressive deformation
response of metallic and polymeric foams, such studies do not necessarily exist in the open
literature for cellular and porous ceramic materials.
In the present investigation, we will study uniaxial compressive response of ice-templated sintered
ceramic materials over a porosity range of 50 – 70 vol.%. Compressive deformation behavior will
be characterized both in quasistatic (10-3 s-1) and dynamic (≥102 s-1) regimes of strain rate. We will
investigate ice-templated sintered macroporous alumina (Al2O3) materials, which will be
templated from aqueous suspensions of three different solids loadings (20, 25 and 30 vol.%);
however, at comparable freezing-front velocities, FFVs. Investigation of uniaxial compressive
response of the synthesized sintered ceramic scaffolds will not only allow to probe into the effects
of porosity on compressive mechanical properties but also can provide insights into the effects of
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microstructure on the measured macroscopic response. By conducting both the uniaxial quasistatic
and dynamic compression experiments, we may be able to unravel the effects of porosity and
length scale features of ice-templated sintered hierarchical microstructure on the material response
at two widely different strain rate regimes.

5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Materials, aqueous ceramic suspension preparation, ice-templating, and sintering
Ice-templated scaffolds were developed from aqueous suspensions of fine, equiaxed Al2O3 powder
(d50=300 nm, APA-0.5, Sasol, Tuscan, AZ) of three different solids (Al2O3) loadings: 20, 25 and
30 vol.%. For each suspension, required amount of Al2O3 powder and 1 wt.% (of powder) of
ammonium polymethacrylate anionic dispersant (Darvan C, R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Norwalk, CT)
were mixed in deionized water and milled for 24 hours using zirconia (ZrO2) spheres. Next, an
organic binder poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) was added (5 wt.% of powder) and further mixed for an
hour. Afterwards, ZrO2 spheres were separated and the suspension was de-aired for 30 min. All
the Al2O3 suspensions were prepared following the above-mentioned steps. A custom-made icetemplating device (details in Supplementary Material) was employed to synthesize Al2O3
scaffolds. For each experiment, an average FFV was determined by dividing the height of a frozen
sample with the time required for completion of solidification of a suspension. Ice-templated
frozen samples were freeze-dried at a pressure of 0.014 mbar and temperature of -50°C for a
duration of 96 hours inside a freeze dryer (2.5L, Labconco, Kansas City, MI). Sintering of the
dried samples was conducted in a box furnace (KSL-1700X, MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA) in
an air atmosphere at 1550°C for 4 hours.
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5.2.2 Estimation of relative density and porosity and microstructure characterization
From each sintered scaffold cylinder (approximately 16.9 mm in diameter and 15.6 mm in height)
a specimen of dimensions 6mm×6mm×3mm was extracted (Fig. S1, Supplementary Material),
which was utilized for density measurement, microstructural characterization, and compression
tests. Sintered density (ρ*) of each extracted specimen was determined from the measurements of
mass and dimensions. Relative density (ρr) was estimated using ρr=ρ*/ρs, where 𝜌s is the bulk
density of α-Al2O3 (taken here as 3.96 g/cm3), and total porosity was calculated using pt=(1ρr)×100. For each composition, two sintered Al2O3 scaffolds were randomly selected for
microstructural analyses and top surface of extracted specimen (Fig. S1) was utilized for
microstructural analyses employing a Phenom ProX Tabletop scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Each SEM micrograph was analyzed to determine lamella wall thickness () and spacing
(i.e., wavelength, λ), pore (usually elliptical) major axis (a), minor axis (b) and aspect ratio (χ =
a/b), lamellar bridge density (ρb), and pore morphology (m). ρb is defined as the number of bridges
present in between the adjacent lamellae walls per unit area [103,124]. Pore morphology can be
defined using a dimensionless morphological parameter (m) defined as [103]
𝑚=𝜌

1
b𝜆

2

,

(1)

where according to Naglieri et al. [103] pore architecture can be described as lamellar for m>5,
dendritic for 1<m<5, and isotropic for m<1. Since the scaffolds were processed at comparable
freezing conditions, it can be assumed that the results of microstructural analyses corresponding
to two scaffolds will be a representative of all the scaffolds for the respective composition.
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5.2.3 Characterization of uniaxial compressive response at quasistatic and dynamic regimes
Uniaxial compression experiments were conducted both at low- (10-3 s-1) and high-strain rates
(≥102 s-1). For each extracted rectangular specimen compressive load was applied on the
6mm×6mm surface, i.e., compressed parallel to the ice-growth direction. Quasistatic compression
experiments were conducted using a mechanical testing machine (MTS, ALLIANCE RF/300) at
a displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. For the high-strain rate compression experiments, a split
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) setup was employed, which consists of a solid striker bar of length
330.2 mm, a solid incident bar of length 1524 mm, and a solid transmission bar of length 914.4
mm; all the bars have a common diameter of 12.7 mm and are made out of a high-strength
aluminum (Al) alloy. Details of working principle are discussed in the supplementary material.
Stress in a specimen is estimated as [135]
𝐴

𝜎(𝑡) = 𝐸𝜀T (𝑡) 𝐴t ,
s

(2)

where E is Young’s modulus of the bar material, εT(t) is the time-resolved axial strain in the
transmission bar, and AT and AS are the cross-sectional areas of the transmission bar and sample,
respectively. Similarly, strain rate in a specimen is calculated as [135]
𝜀̇(𝑡) = −

2co
𝑙S

𝜀R (𝑡),

(3)

where co is the wave velocity of the bar material, lS is the original length of the specimen, εR(t) is
the time-resolved axial strain of the reflected pulse in the incident bar. Finally, strain in a
homogeneous specimen is calculated as [135]
t

𝜀(𝑡) = ∫0 𝜀̇R (𝑡).

(4)
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Morphology of ice-templated sintered macroporous alumina, relative density, and
porosity
Table 1: Variation of lamella wall thickness (δ), wavelength (λ), pore major axis (a), pore minor
axis (b), pore aspect ratio (χ), bridge density (ρb), and pore morphology parameter (m) of NA20scaffolds, NA25-scffolds and NA30-scaffolds.
Scaffold ID

δ (μm)

λ (μm)

a

b

χ (a/b)

ρb (mm-2)

m

NA20

3.9 ± 0.9

13.3 ± 3.1

82.4 ± 54.1

9.3 ± 2.4

8.8 ± 6.2

143.5 ± 20.5

39.4

NA25

4.8 ± 1.3

14.5 ± 3.4

57.1 ± 38.1

9.7 ± 3.6

5.9 ± 4.5

413.3 ± 136.8

11.51

NA30

7.2 ± 2.5

14.4 ± 3.5

40.3 ± 34.8

7.2 ± 4.3

5.6 ± 5.9

1533.7 ± 163.5

3.1

Figure 1: Representative SEM micrographs of the (a) NA20-scaffold, (b) NA25-scaffold, and (c)
NA30-scaffold, revealing transition of pore morphology from highly lamellar in the NA20scaffold (high porosity) to highly dendritic in the NA30-scaffold (low porosity). For all the SEM
micrographs, ice-growth direction is out of the page.
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Figure 1 shows representative SEM micrographs of NA20-scaffold (Fig. 1a), NA25-scaffold (Fig.
1b), and NA30-scaffold (Fig. 1c), which reveal microstructural features such as parallel ceramic
(lamella) walls and elongated pores. Note that these scaffolds were processed at comparable high
FFV (NA20-scaffolds: 32.1 ± 1.1 μm/s; NA25-scaffolds: 33.0 ± 1.3 μm/s; NA30-scaffolds: 35.3
± 1.3 μm/s, Table 2). For the NA20-scaffold (Fig. 1a) lamellar bridging is minimal, long elongated
pores are observed, and pore morphology can be considered as lamellar. The extent of lamellar
bridging increased considerably from NA20-scaffold (Fig. 1a) to NA25-scaffold (Fig. 1b) to
NA30-scaffold (Fig. 1c), and pore architecture appears dendritic particularly for the NA30scaffold. As a result, pore size and aspect ratio also decreased from the NA20-scaffolds to the
NA30-scaffolds. Table 1 shows the variations of lamella wall thickness () and spacing (i.e.,
wavelength, λ), pore major axis (a), pore minor axis (b), pore aspect ratio (χ), lamellar bridge
density (ρb), and pore morphology parameter (m) across the scaffold compositions. From the
NA20-scaffold to NA25-scaffold to NA30-scaffold,  increased from 3.9 ± 0.9 µm to 4.8 ± 1.3 µm
to 7.2 ± 2.5 µm, respectively, whereas λ is observed to remain comparable across the scaffold
compositions (~14 µm). Also, from the NA20-scaffold to NA25-scaffold to NA30-scaffold, a
decreased from 82.4 ± 54.1 µm to 57.1 ± 38.1 µm to 40.3 ± 34.8 µm, respectively, whereas b
changed from 9.3 ± 2.4 µm to 9.7 ± 3.6 µm to 7.2 ± 4.3 µm, respectively. As a result, from the
NA20-scaffold to NA25-scaffold to NA30-scaffold χ decreased from 8.8 ± 6.2 to 5.9 ± 4.5 to 5.6
± 5.9, respectively. Further, from the NA20-scaffold to NA25-scaffold to NA30-scaffold, ρb
increased markedly from 143 ± 23.5 mm-2 to 413.3 ± 136.8 mm-2 to 1533.7 ± 163.5 mm-2,
respectively. Results of these measurements are consistent with the observations made from the
representative SEM micrographs presented in Fig. 1. This is further supported from the estimation
of m, which is 39.4 for the NA20-scaffold, 11.5 for the NA25-scaffold, and 3.1 for the NA30-
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scaffold. Recall that according to Naglieri et al. [103] pore morphology can be described as
lamellar for m>5, dendritic for 1<m<5, and isotropic for m<1. Therefore, pore architecture of the
NA20-scaffolds is highly lamellar, becomes significantly less lamellar for the NA25-scaffolds,
and transitions to dendritic for the NA30-scaffolds. Figure 2 shows variation of average relative
density (ρr) and porosity (pt) with the solids loading of aqueous suspensions; average values are
also provided in Table 2. Additionally, Table 2 shows average FFV values. From NA20-scaffolds
to NA30-scaffolds, average ρr increased from 0.30 ± 0.01 to 0.46 ± 0.01 and average pt (%)
decreased from 70.0 ± 0.9 to 54.0 ± 1.5.

Figure 2: Variation of average relative density (ρr) and average total porosity (pt) of the extracted
specimens from the sintered scaffolds as a function of solids loadings of suspensions.
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Table 2: Variation in FFV, sintered density (ρ*), relative density (ρr), and total porosity (pt) of
NA20-scaffolds, NA25-scaffolds, and NA30-scaffolds.
Extracted specimens

Scaffold

Avg. FFV

ID

(μm/s)

ρ* (gm/cm3)

ρr

pt (%)

NA20

32.1 ± 1.1

1.2 ± 0.03

0.30 ± 0.01

70 ± 0.9

NA25

33.0 ± 1.3

1.5 ± 0.04

0.38 ± 0.01

62 ± 0.9

NA30

35.3 ± 1.3

1.8 ± 0.05

0.46 ± 0.01

54 ± 1.5
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Figure 3: Quasistatic uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves of the (a) NA20-scaffolds, (b)
NA25-scaffolds, (c) NA30-scaffolds; and quasistatic uniaxial specific compressive stress vs. strain
curves of the (d) NA20-scaffolds, (e) NA25-scaffolds, (f) NA30-scaffolds.

5.3.2 Quasistatic uniaxial compressive response
Figure 3 shows quasistatic (strain rate ~10-3 s-1) uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves, shown
up to 0.3 strain, for the NA20-scaffolds (Fig. 3a), NA25-scaffolds (Fig. 3b), and NA30-scaffolds
(Fig. 3c). Measured response for all the compositions exhibits an increase of stress almost linearly
with strain, attains maximum (peak stress, σp), and further increase of strain leads to a decrease of
stress. σp is observed to increase significantly from NA20-scaffolds to NA25-scaffolds to NA30scaffolds, which is attributed to increase in strength with decreasing porosity. For the NA20-
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scaffolds, compressive response exhibits graceful progressive failure, all the stress-strain curves
are observed to be almost identical, and σp values are found to be within a narrow range of 16-19
MPa. In contrast, for the measured number of specimens NA25-scaffolds exhibit a wide variation
of σp (39 MPa-126 MPa) and similar observation is also made for the NA30-scaffolds (89 MPa188 MPa). Moreover, for the NA25-scaffolds there is also a noticeable difference in the regime
beyond σp across the samples. For the compressive stress-strain curves that exhibit σp values above
90 MPa stress drops sharply beyond σp, which suggest brittle-like failure and a loss of load-bearing
capacity. Whereas, for the compressive stress-strain curves that exhibit σp values below 60 MPa
stress rather decreases gradually with the increasing strain (i.e., graceful progressive failure). For
the NA30-scaffolds, all the stress-strain curves beyond σp rather exhibit a sharp drop of stress with
the increasing strain, i.e., brittle-like failure response. For each composition, all the scaffolds were
processed at comparable freezing conditions; however, a slight variation of ρr across the scaffolds
was measured. To account for this, Fig. 3 also shows quasistatic specific compressive stress vs.
strain curves for the NA20-scaffolds (Fig. 3d), NA25-scaffolds (Fig. 3e), and NA30-scaffolds (Fig.
3f). For each curve, stress values were divided by the sintered density (ρ*) of the respective
scaffold. For the NA20-scaffolds, all the specific stress vs. strain curves remain comparable.
Whereas, the NA25-scaffolds exhibited a significant difference (55 MPa/g/cc) in between the
maximum (82 MPa/g/cc) and minimum (27 MPa/g/cc) specific strength values. Similarly, the
NA30-scaffolds also exhibit a significant difference (48 MPa/g/cc) in between the maximum (98
MPa/g/cc) and minimum (50 MPa/g/cc) specific strength values. Therefore, we suggest that for
both the NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds the observed considerable scatter of the strength
values could be related to the microstructural variation rather than the ρr variation.
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The majority of studies on ice-templated ceramics have been carried out in the high porosity
regime, and overall compressive response is rarely addressed. Our previous work [9,124,136]
revealed that for ice-templated Al2O3 scaffolds of pt 80 vol.% and greater, uniaxial compressive
response beyond σp exhibits a prominent plateau regime where stress decreases gradually with the
increasing strain (i.e., graceful progressive failure). Therefore, with decreasing porosity, uniaxial
compressive deformation of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials transitions from damageable,
cellular-like failure behavior to a brittle-like failure response. For porous Al2O3 with isotropic pore
morphology, Meille et al., [132] reported a similar transition of compressive response from high
pore volume regime (70%) to low pore volume regime (40%). For brittle solids in the low pore
volume regime, isolated pores tend to govern the mechanical properties, and tensile cracks
originate from the largest pores (i.e., largest flaws). With an increasing compressive stress most
favorably oriented (toward the applied load) individual tensile cracks propagate in a stable manner,
leading to crack-crack interaction, and ultimately causing failure by the axial splitting. As a result,
compressive load-bearing capacity is diminished abruptly beyond peak stress. On the other hand,
for highly porous brittle solids that exhibit a damageable, cellular-like behavior distribution of the
solid phase tends to govern the compressive mechanical response. Under compression, cracks
originate within the solid walls in between the pores; however, due to the large separation in
between the walls and lack of the continuous and relatively straight segments of the solid phase
(parallel to the loading direction), probability of stable crack propagation leading to crack-crack
interaction and formation of macroscopic crack remains unlikely. As a result, under uniaxial
compressive loading highly porous brittle solids rather exhibit a progressive failure mode. This
rationale could be also applicable to the ice-templated anisotropic Al2O3 scaffolds. However, for
cellular ceramics buckling as well as bending of the cell walls and struts have a governing role on
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compressive response [110]. In ice-templated materials, it is expected that upon compression
lamella walls will experience the applied load, whereas lamellar bridges will provide mechanical
support to the walls. Initiation of the separation and/or fracture of the ceramic walls can be
considered to set the limit for the maximum compressive load-bearing capacity. In ice-templated
ceramics, primary structural component is tall, slender lamella walls, which can be treated as shell
elements. And lamellar bridges anchor together the shell elements, which tend to give rise to
structural mechanical stability to ice-templated sintered ceramics subjected to compression. Elastic
instability of shell elements arises from buckling, which is characterized by a sudden sideways
failure of a structural member subjected to uniaxial compressive stress. Therefore, mechanical
stability of ceramic lamella walls will depend more on their elastic stability to buckling/bending
in comparison to compressive strength of the individual elements. Toward this end, it is important
to provide insights into the measured compressive response of ice-templated ceramics of different
pore volumes in relation to the probability of the lamella walls to undergo buckling.
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Figure 4: Variation of the normalized quasistatic compressive strength with relative density of the
NA20-scaffolds, NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds. The dotted lines represent the model
predictions of compressive strength by Gibson and Ashby for closed-cell, open cell, and
honeycomb (out-of-plane deformation) foams. Also, included data for ice-templated sintered ZrO2
from the work of Seuba et al. [106].

According to Gibson and Ashby models [110], compressive strength (σ) of brittle cellular solids
is related to ρr as
𝜎
𝜎s
𝜎
𝜎s

∝ 𝜌r (for closed-cell),

(5)

∝ (𝜌r )1.5 (for open-cell),

(6)

∝ (𝜌r )3 (for honeycomb, out-of-plane deformation),

(7)

and
𝜎
𝐸s
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where σs and Es are compressive strength and Young’s modulus, respectively, of cell wall material.
The semi-empirical analytical Gibson and Ashby models relate to the deformation mechanisms of
cell walls and edges. Under compression, in the elastic deformation regime cell walls of open cell
foam bend at low ρr and with increasing ρr (>0.1) contribution of the compression of cell walls
become more significant [110]. For closed-cell foams, under compression cell edges both bend
and contract, while membranes that form cell faces stretch [110]. For out-of-plane compressive
deformation of honeycombs, axial compression of cell walls is the dominant elastic deformation
mechanism and brittle fracture can result from the elastic instability (i.e., buckling) of the walls
[110]. Therefore, a comparison of the experimentally measured data with the model predictions
can provide some insights into the compressive deformation behavior of ice-templated ceramics.
While Gibson and Ashby models for open- and closed-cell foams have been attempted for icetemplated materials [74,107,137,138], Seuba et al. [106] recently suggested that compressive
strength of ice-templated sintered ZrO2 is in a better agreement with the model prediction for outof-plane compression of honeycomb morphology.
In Fig. 4 we compared the variation of σp (normalize by the flexural strength of sintered, dense
Al2O3, 510 MPa) of the NA20-scaffolds, NA25-scaffolds, and NA30-scaffolds with ρr to the model
predictions (dotted lines) for the closed-cell, open-cell, and honeycomb architectures. Note that
these ice-templated Al2O3 materials were processed at relatively high FFVs (32-35 μm/s, Table 2).
In Fig. 4, we also incorporated the normalized compressive strength values corresponding to the
NA30-scaffolds processed at relatively low FFV (21 μm/s) in this work as well as of the icetemplated sintered ZrO2 from the work of Seuba et al. [106]. As suggested by Seuba et al. [106],
compressive strength of ice-templated ZrO2 is reasonably well predicted by the honeycomb model
for out-of-plane deformation [10]. The normalized strength values of the NA20-scaffolds and
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NA25-scaffolds (with relatively low σp, <60 MPa) are observed to reside within the same band of
data for ice-templated sintered ZrO2 [106]. However, normalized strength values of the NA25scaffolds with relatively high σp (>90 MPa) and NA30-scaffolds are observed to be well outside
and above the prediction made by the honeycomb model for out-of-plane compression.
Interestingly, normalized compressive strength values of the NA30-scaffols, processed at
relatively low FFV (21 μm/s) and exhibited σp <60 MPa, also reside within the same band of the
data for the ice-templated sintered ZrO2 [106]. In our previous study [9,108,124], we have shown
that compressive strength of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials can substantially increase with
increasing FFV. Therefore, although the porosity values of the NA30-scaffolds processed at
relatively high and low FFVs are comparable, significant difference in compressive strength could
be associated with a change in the deformation behavior. An agreement with the honeycomb model
suggests that compressive deformation response of the NA20-scaffolds, NA25-scaffolds (with
relatively low σp, <60 MPa), and NA30-scaffolds (processed at low FFV and with relatively low
σp, <60 MPa) could be similar to that of the out-of-plane deformation of honeycomb morphology.
Therefore, for these three sets of Al2O3 scaffolds, it is possible that buckling-induced elastic
instability of lamella walls might have led to brittle fracture and set the limit for compressive
strength (σp). In contrast, a considerable deviation of normalized strength values of the NA25
scaffolds (with relatively high σp, >90 MPa) and NA30-scaffolds (processed at high FFV) from
the model prediction for out-of-plane deformation of honeycomb could be associated with a
change in deformation mechanism. Overall, Fig. 4 suggests that compressive strength of icetemplated sintered Al2O3 materials with low σp (<60 MPa) is in a reasonable agreement with the
model prediction for out-of-plane compressive deformation of honeycomb. Whereas, normalized
strength values of the Al2O3 scaffolds corresponding to high σp (>90 MPa) deviated considerably
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from the model prediction for out-of-plane deformation of honeycomb. Seuba et al. [106] also
made the similar observation. In the absence of computational modeling or in situ investigation,
which is beyond the scope of this work, we suggest that compressive stress-strain characteristics
could shed some light into the possible changes of deformation mechanism. Toward this end, we
compressed few NA20-scaffold and NA30-scaffold and interrupted the experiments in the vicinity
of peak stress.

Figure 5: Quasistatic compressive stress-strain curves and corresponding optical images of the
ice-templated sintered Al2O3 scaffolds deformed up to different strain levels: (a) NA20-scaffold
up to 0.04 strain, (b) NA20-scaffold up to 0.16 strain, and (c) NA30-scaffold up to 0.06 strain.

Figure 5a shows stress-strain response of a NA20-scaffold compressed up to 0.04 strain and optical
image (inset) of the deformed specimen reveals that the scaffold remained almost intact. The
recovered specimen was lightly tapped with a small wooden stick, which further confirmed the
overall intactness of the specimen and suggested occurrence of only localized damage. As a result,
beyond peak stress NA20-scaffolds exhibit graceful progressive failure response (Fig. 3a). Another
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NA20-scaffold was compressed up to 0.16 strain (Fig. 5b). The recovered sample appeared intact
and light tapping with a wooden stick caused the structure to laterally separate into multiple large
fragments, although a major portion of the specimen still remained intact (inset, Fig. 5b), which
supports that in the NA20-scaffolds graceful progressive failure (i.e., localized damage) continues
with further compression beyond compression. A NA30-scaffold specimen was compressed up to
0.06 strain (Fig. 5c). The recovered specimen appeared intact but light tapping with a wooden stick
caused lateral collapse into numerous fragments (inset, Fig. 5c), which supports that in low pore
volume regime ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials exhibit brittle-like failure response and thus
a sudden drop in compressive load-bearing ability is observed (Fig. 3b). Next, we measured axial
length of the fragments corresponding to the partially deformed NA20-scaffold (0.16 strain) and
NA30-scaffold (0.06 strain). For the NA20-scaffold undeformed specimen was 3.1 mm long and
average length of the fragments was 2.4 mm. Length of the undeformed NA30-scaffold was 3.15
mm and average length of the fragments was 2.9 mm. The NA20-scaffold was deformed up to
0.16 strain and length measurement of the fragments indicates 0.22 strain, which is not
significantly different. Similarly, the NA30-scaffold was deformed up to about 0.06 strain and
length measurement of the fragments indicates 0.08 strain. We argue that these measurements
could provide further insight into the uniaxial compressive deformation behavior of ice-templated
sintered Al2O3 materials.
In NA20-scaffolds, beyond peak stress gradual decrease of stress and accumulation of strain can
be attributed to progressive fracture of lamella walls. Each wall is akin to dense ceramic that can
accumulate ~1% elastic strain. Thus, measured decrease of length of the fragments corresponding
to partially deformed NA20-scaffold and associated large inelastic strain can be accounted by
considering lamella wall fracture approximately perpendicular to the direction of compression,
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possibly resulting from elastic instability (i.e., buckling) of the walls. Recall from Table 1 that
NA20-scaffold contains long elongated pores (a = 82.4 ± 54.1 μm), thin walls (thickness = 3.9 ±
0.9 μm), and lamellar bridge density is negligible (143.5 ± 20.5 mm-2), which could make the walls
prone to buckling and resulting brittle fracture of the walls would cause a shortening of the axial
length. Therefore, measured strength values of NA20-scaffolds are in a reasonable agreement with
the honeycomb model prediction for out-of-plane deformation (Fig. 4). For NA30-scaffolds, pore
length (a = 40.3 ± 34.8 μm) is considerably smaller in comparison to that of NA20-scaffolds.
Additionally, lamella walls are considerably thicker (7.2 ± 2.5 μm) and bridge density (1533.7 ±
163.5 mm-2) is significantly greater for NA30-scaffolds in comparison to those of NA20-scaffolds.
Thick lamella walls and high bridge density in NA30-scaffolds could make the walls resistant to
buckling. Comparable values of the length of undeformed NA30-scaffold and length of axially
splitted fragments after deformation (0.06 strain) perhaps support that buckling-induced failure of
lamella walls could be less prevalent in NA30-scaffolds (high FFV). Thus, NA30-scaffolds
corresponding to high FFV exhibited strength well above that predicted by the honeycomb model
for out-of-plane deformation.
To further substantiate, we utilized critical buckling load (Pcrit) derived for elastic buckling of
honeycombs (out-of-plane deformation) to evaluate the buckling stability of lamella walls. Pcrit is
related to wall width (l) and wall thickness () as follows [110]:
𝑃crit ∝

𝛿3
𝑙

.

(8)

For ice-templated structure, we can assume that major axis (a) of an ellipsoidal pore is equivalent
to l and rewrite equation (8) as
𝑃crit ∝

𝛿3
𝑎

(9)
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Next, we determined the ratio of Pcrit for NA25-scaffold to NA20-scaffold, NA30-scaffold to
NA20-scaffold, and NA30-scaffold to NA25-scaffold. Thus, using equation (9) we can write
𝛿3

(𝑃crit )NA25⁄(𝑃crit )NA20 = ( )
𝑎

𝛿3

NA25

⁄( 𝑎 )

NA30

⁄( 𝑎 )

NA30

⁄( 𝑎 )

𝛿3

(𝑃crit )NA30⁄(𝑃crit )NA20 = ( )
𝑎

NA20

𝛿3

NA20

(10)
(11)

and
𝛿3

(𝑃crit )NA30⁄(𝑃crit )NA25 = ( )
𝑎

𝛿3

NA25

(12)

Using the values of a and  from Table 1, we estimated (Pcrit)NA25/(Pcrit)NA20 as 2.7,
(Pcrit)NA30/(Pcrit)NA20 as 12.9, and (Pcrit)NA30/(Pcrit)NA25 as 4.8. All the estimated ratios are greater
than 1, suggesting an increase of resistance to buckling of the lamella walls from NA20-scaffolds
to NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds. Here, we mainly considered (Pcrit)NA30/(Pcrit)NA20 to further
relate the buckling stability of the walls to the observed damageable, cellular-like and brittle-like
compressive response of the NA20-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, respectively. The high value of
(Pcrit)NA30/(Pcrit)NA20 suggests a marked increase in resistance to elastic buckling of lamella walls
of NA30-scaffolds relative to NA20-scaffolds. Thus, buckling-induced failure may not be
dominant in NA30-scaffolds, which we also inferred based on the observations made from Fig. 5.
We argue that with increasing solids loading ice-templated pore architecture may still resemble to
honeycomb morphology; however, a significant increase in lamellar bridge density (at high FFV)
enhance the stability of the walls to elastic buckling. As a result, measured strength values of
NA30-scaffolds deviated from the model prediction for honeycomb.
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Figure 6: SEM micrographs of one of the loading surfaces of the NA20-scaffold deformed up to
0.04 strain at (a) low- and (b) high-magnification, which reveal evidence of local damage due to
fracture of lamella walls. (c) Large crack propagation (in the direction of ice-growth) within the
lamella walls in the NA30-scaffold, which was deformed up to 0.06 strain.
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Figure 7: Schematics of proposed sequence of failure events in NA20-scaffold and NA30-scaffold
during uniaxial compression. (a) Undeformed NA20-scaffold, (b) almost intact NA20-scaffold at
peak stress, (c) collapsed walls of NA20-scaffold loaded to up to a reasonably higher level of strain
in the inelastic regime, (d) undeformed NA30-scaffold, and (e) collapsed lamella walls of NA30scaffold with cracks parallel to the loading direction at peak stress.

For additional evidence, we analyzed the partially deformed NA20-scaffold and NA30-scaffold
specimens in SEM. Figure 6a shows low-magnification SEM image of compression loading
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surface of NA20-scaffold (0.04 strain), revealing evidence of localized brittle fracture. Figure 6b
also reveals localized brittle fracture within lamella walls. We conjecture that such local damage
occurred throughout the NA20-scaffold structure. Microscopic evidence of fragmentation of
lamella walls further supports localized elastic instability (buckling) within the walls, while at a
macroscopic level macroporous structure remains almost intact. Thus, lamella walls of NA20scaffolds are prone to localized brittle failure through buckling, which sets the limit for
compressive strength. Upon further compression, lamella walls continue to undergo localized
failure and inelastic strain accumulation causes in a plateau regime with a gradual decrease of
stress, resulting in a damageable, cellular-like compressive response. In contrast, lamella walls of
NA30-scaffolds could exhibit significant resistance to buckling and with increasing compressive
load brittle fracture can initiate within the lamellar bridges. Additionally, mesocracks oriented
toward the applied load can develop within the walls and favorably oriented cracks can grow and
coalesce to form large macroscopic cracks, leading to the axial splitting of the walls. Therefore,
upon reaching the peak stress, the corresponding applied compressive load level could be high
enough to cause fracture of the bridges throughout the structure and perhaps simultaneously results
macroscopic crack propagation (parallel to the direction of applied load) within the lamella walls,
leading to almost complete separation of the walls (or segments of the walls); this behavior is
manifested as a sharp drop of compressive load-bearing capacity beyond peak stress, i.e., a brittlelike compressive failure response. Figure 6c shows an evidence of macroscopic crack propagation,
toward the applied load, within lamella walls of partially deformed NA30-scaffold (0.06 strain).
Therefore, the observed transition from damageable, cellular-like compressive behavior in NA20scaffolds to brittle-like behavior in NA30-scaffolds could be attributed to stability of lamella walls
to elastic buckling. In Fig. 7, we schematically depicted deformation and failure mechanisms in
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NA20-scaffold and NA30-scaffold, which we discussed above and rationalized through a series of
evidences.

5.3.3 Dynamic compressive response
Figure 8 shows uniaxial dynamic (strain rate ~350-1800 s-1) compressive response of NA20scaffolds (Fig. 8a), NA25-scaffolds (Fig. 8b), and NA30-scaffolds (Fig. 8c). For the SHPB
experimental conditions used in this study, we achieved compressive strain in the range of 0.150.2. Therefore, stress-strain curves are shown up to 0.16 strain. For each composition two
representative quasistatic stress-strain curves are also shown for comparison purpose, which
present upper and lower bounds of the measured quasistatic compressive response. Similar to
quasistatic regime, dynamic compressive strength, in general, is also observed to increase
significantly from NA20-scaffolds to NA30-scaffolds, i.e., with increasing ρr. For NA20-scaffolds,
overall signature of stress-strain curves remains similar in between the two strain rate regimes.
Within the measured high-strain rate range, stress-strain curves for NA20-scaffolds do not exhibit
any particular trend. However, dynamic compressive response suggests considerable stiffening in
NA20-scaffolds in comparison to quasistatic loading. Similarly, dynamic σp values of NA20scaffolds (23-27 MPa) are observed to be considerably greater (~43%) in comparison to quasistatic
σp values (16-19 MPa). Figure 8a further shows that under dynamic loading there is an increase of
compressive stress in the plateau regime in comparison to quasistatic loading. As a result, area of
dynamic stress-strain curves is observed to be greater in comparison to that of quasistatic stressstrain curves. Thus, NA20-scaffolds exhibited a measurable and considerable enhancement of
uniaxial compressive mechanical properties in the dynamic regime of strain rate in comparison to
the quasistatic regime of strain rate.
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Figure 8: Uniaxial high-strain rate compressive stress-strain curves of the (a) NA20-scaffolds, (b)
NA25-scaffolds, and (c) NA30-scaffolds. For each composition, two representative stress-strain
curves that represent the upper and lower bounds of quasistatic compressive are also shown for
the comparison purpose.

Figure 9: Dynamic and quasistatic compressive strength values of the (a) NA20-scaffolds, (b)
NA25-scaffolds and (c) NA30-scaffolds at selected strains.
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For NA25-scaffolds (Fig. 8b), a considerable scatter of dynamic σp values (50-110 MPa) is
observed and σp values across the strain rate regimes are found to be within a comparable range.
However, in between the strain rate regimes, NA25-scaffolds do exhibit a striking difference in
compressive response beyond peak stress. Recall that for quasistatic stress-strain curves with σp
values above 90 MPa stress drops abruptly beyond σp with increasing strain, whereas for σp values
below 60 MPa a gradual decrease of stress with increasing strain is observed. Interestingly, all the
measured dynamic compressive stress-strain curves exhibit a gradual decrease of stress (or almost
constant stress) beyond peak stress. Therefore, for comparable dynamic and quasistatic σp, area for
dynamic stress-strain curve is observed to be greater in comparison to that in quasistatic regime.
For NA30-scaffolds (Fig. 8c), considerable scatter of dynamic σp values (135-196 MPa) is also
noticed as well as measured values do not indicate any significant variation of strength in between
the strain rate regimes. Under dynamic loading, NA30-scaffolds exhibit a gradual decrease of
stress beyond peak stress as opposed to quasistatic regime where stress drops abruptly beyond
peak stress. As a result, for stress-strain curves of comparable σp, area for dynamic stress-strain
curve is also observed to be greater than that for quasistatic stress-strain curve. Therefore, in
quasistatic regime with decreasing porosity compressive response transitioned from progressive
failure to brittle-like failure behavior. In dynamic regime, however, all the materials exhibited
cellular-like progressive failure.
To further illustrate the differences of compressive response, Fig. 9 shows dynamic and quasistatic
compressive strength values of NA20-scaffolds (Fig. 9a), NA25-scaffolds (Fig. 9b), and NA30scaffolds (Fig. 9c) at selected strain values. For each composition, compressive strength values
measured at 103 s-1 and 10-3 s-1 strain rates are referred to as dynamic and quasistatic, respectively.
In each figure, dynamic and quasistatic σp values are shown in the shaded area. Figure 9a clearly
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shows increase of σp for NA20-scaffolds in dynamic regime in comparison to quasistatic regime,
whereas Figs. 9b and 9c suggest that for both NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, respectively,
respective σp values remain comparable across the strain rate regimes. Figure 9 is further useful to
illustrate the variation of plateau stress with strain rate. For a compressive stress-strain response in
which stress in plateau regime remains constant or exhibits a gradual increase or decreases, an
average plateau stress can be conveniently estimated. This is in contrast to quasistatic compressive
response of NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, where an abrupt drop of stress is observed
beyond peak stress. To that end, in Fig. 9 we plotted variation of stress in the post peak stress
regime at selected strain values, in the range of 0.08 to 0.16 with a strain interval of 0.02. In this
strain range, for any selected strain level, irrespective of composition dynamic stress is observed
to be consistently greater in comparison to quasistatic stress. Also, in this strain range for both
NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, difference of fracture stress in between dynamic and
quasistatic regimes increased with increasing strain. Therefore, irrespective of pore volume, in
comparison to quasistatic regime ice-templated Al2O3 materials under dynamic loading conditions
exhibited an overall enhancement of uniaxial compressive response and a prominent stress plateau
regime, and thereby maintained the compressive load-bearing capacity during inelastic
deformation in the plateau regime.
Strain rate effects in ice-templated ceramics can emerge from inherent rate-sensitivity of the
constituent material and micro-inertia effects [112,133,134,139-144]. Micromechanical models
also suggest that relative density can strongly influence dynamic compressive response of cellular
solids. Mechanical properties of sintered Al2O3 are moderately rate-sensitive [145,146]. Therefore,
not only compressive mechanical response of ice-templated macroporous Al2O3 materials are
expected to exhibit a strain rate-sensitivity but also the difference of compressive strength in
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between dynamic and quasistatic strain rate regimes is expected to increase with increasing ρr from
NA20-scaffolds to NA30-scaffolds (i.e., with increasing Al2O3 content). While NA20-scaffolds
do exhibit a moderate increase of maximum uniaxial compressive strength (σp) from quasistatic
regime to dynamic regime, NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds do not exhibit any considerable
increase of σp from quasistatic regime to dynamic regime. Similar behavior has been also observed
for some other cellular solid materials, in which maximum uniaxial compressive strength did not
exhibit any measurable strain rate-sensitivity. Cellular solids, which exhibit such behavior, include
open-cell and closed-cell aluminum (Al) foams, Al alloy/silicon carbide (SiC) hollow sphere
syntactic foams, cp-Al/cenosphere syntactic foams, and amorphous metal foam [134,147-149].
Strain rate-insensitive compressive response of Al-based foams is largely attributed to rateindependent mechanical response of Al and Al alloys. While compressive fracture strength of
dense Al2O3 is moderately rate-sensitive, one possibility is that over the porosity range of 54-70
vol.% Al2O3 volume fractions perhaps did not attribute any significant rate-sensitivity to
compressive strength of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials. Therefore, we may not attribute
inherent rate-sensitivity of the constituent material (i.e., Al2O3) to the measured differences of
dynamic and quasistatic response, which otherwise would have increased the difference of
dynamic and quasistatic maximum compressive strength with increasing relative density of icetemplated Al2O3 materials.
However, the overall improvement of dynamic compressive response of ice-templated sintered
Al2O3 materials in comparison to quasistatic compressive response is, in general, consistent to that
observed for cellular solids under dynamic and shock loading conditions [112,133,134,139,150156]. In the dynamic regime of strain rate, the influence of loading rate on the macroscopic
response of cellular solids can also arise from the local dynamic effects induced by the rapid
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crushing of cell walls, which is referred to as micro-inertia effects [112,157-160]. Micro-inertia
effects of cellular solids are related to lateral and rotational inertia of the rapidly displacing cell
walls subjected to high-rate loading conditions [134,160,161] and become dominant during the
collapse of cell walls at the onset of compressive fracture as well as during the progressive
deformation in stress plateau regime, leading to a stress enhancement for failure initiation (peak
stress) and/or propagation (plateau stress) under dynamic loading conditions. In cellular solids,
inelastic deformation is associated with microstructural mechanisms such as microbuckling of
struts, microyielding of constituent material, and microfracture of cell walls, which in dynamic
regime are affected by micro-inertia effects [112,139]. Therefore, next we evaluate the probable
role of the micro-inertia effects in relation to the measured dynamic response of ice-templated
Al2O3 materials.
In Section 3.2, we suggested that localized brittle fracture of lamella walls in NA20-scaffolds (Fig.
6a and Fig. 6b) probably resulted from the elastic instability due to buckling. Dynamic
compressive stress enhancement due to micro-inertia effects can become particularly significant
when asymmetric modes of deformation such as buckling or kink band formation is associated
with the initial stress peak in the measured stress-strain response of cellular solids [139,162]. As a
result, under high-strain rate loading conditions, lateral inertia of cell walls tends to suppress or
retard the more compliant asymmetric modes of cell deformation and a dynamic stress
enhancement is measured due to continued axial compression of cell walls (i.e., a macroscopic
increase of compressive load) before the asymmetric mode of deformation is triggered [139].
Therefore, under dynamic loading micro-inertia effects probably delayed the initiation of elastic
instability within lamella walls of NA20-scaffolds and, in turn, increased maximum uniaxial
compressive strength (σp) relative to quasistatic regime (Fig. 8a). Recall that quasistatic σp values
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of NA20-scaffolds are reasonably well predicted by the honeycomb model for out-of-plane
compressive deformation (Fig. 4). Since dynamic σp values are considerably greater in comparison
to quasistatic σp values, dynamic strength values would deviate from the model prediction for outof-plane compressive deformation of honeycomb, which would suggest an enhanced resistance of
lamella walls to elastic buckling. Similarly, under dynamic loading conditions, micro-inertia
effects can also delay the buckling-induced localized fracture of lamella walls during cellular-like
progressive failure stage and thereby enhance compressive stress in the plateau regime. On the
other hand, according to our discussion in Section 3.2, axial splitting of lamella walls in NA30scaffolds is considered to have resulted from macroscopic crack propagation (Fig. 6c). Therefore,
for low porosity ice-templated Al2O3 materials, fracture of lamellar bridges and perhaps
simultaneous axial splitting of lamella walls probably set the limit for maximum compressive
strength, caused almost complete separation of the walls (or segments of the walls), and thereby
an abrupt drop of compressive stress beyond peak stress was measured. We suggest that within the
investigated range of high-strain rate and volume fraction of the solid phase, mechanisms that set
the limit for compressive strength in low porosity ice-templated Al2O3 materials are probably less
strain rate-sensitive. As a result, respective maximum uniaxial compressive strength values (σp) of
NA25-scaffolds as well as NA30-scaffolds are observed to be comparable across the strain rate
regimes.
A more challenging task is to rationalize the dynamic deformation behavior of NA25-scaffolds
and NA30-scaffolds in the regime beyond peak stress. This is because NA25-scaffolds and NA30scaffolds did not exhibit any considerable increase of maximum dynamic strength in comparison
to their respective maximum quasistatic strength; however, under dynamic loading conditions an
enhancement of compressive stress in the plateau regime is observed relative to quasistatic loading.
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It is of note that literature on dynamic compressive behavior of cellular and porous ceramics is
non-existent. Assuming negligible contribution from the inherent rate-sensitivity of the constituent
material(s), a close relationship exists between the cellular topology and micro-inertial dynamic
strength enhancement. While the cellular solids with periodic topology (e.g., honeycombs) are
prone to dynamic strength enhancement in the longitudinal direction [163-165], those with
stochastic topology (e.g., foams) remain insensitive to loading rate [134,166-168]. Therefore,
irrespective of the contribution from the constituent Al2O3 phase, anisotropic hierarchical structure
ice-templated materials is expected to impose a strain rate-dependence to compressive mechanical
properties, which is clearly supported by the results shown in Fig. 8. Several studies [169-174]
suggested that cellular structures with strain-softening quasistatic compressive response (referred
to as Type II structures) are much more susceptible to micro-inertia based dynamic strength
enhancement relative to structures with a flat topped stress-strain curve in plateau regime (referred
to as Type I structures). Investigations on strain-softening characteristics during quasistatic
deformation (Type II structures) and dynamic strength enhancement have been mainly studied for
metallic honeycombs. For example, Al honeycombs compressed in the out-of-plane direction
behave as Type-II structure and dynamic strength enhancement was measured including in the
intermediate stress plateau regime [165]. For Type II structures, under dynamic loading conditions,
micro-inertial effects can result in a symmetric rather than asymmetric mode of deformation in the
plateau regime, thereby substantially increasing the stress requirement for deformation to proceed
in the intermediate phase and resulting in dynamic stress enhancement.
We can also categorize ice-templated Al2O3 materials as Type II structures, because of the apparent
strain-softening in quasistatic compressive response beyond peak stress, i.e., decrease of stress
with increasing strain (Fig. 3) and due to the dynamic strength enhancement in the stress plateau
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regime (Fig. 8). Although the inelastic deformation mechanisms are different for metallic and
ceramic cellular solids, we can compare dynamic compressive behavior of Type II cellular solid
structures and ice-templated Al2O3 materials to gain some insights into the origin of dynamic
strength enhancement in the plateau regime for the latter materials. Among the Al2O3 materials,
NA25-scaffolds (with high peak stress values) and NA30-scaffolds exhibited maximum strainsoftening in the quasistatic compressive response (Fig. 3). The apparent quasistatic strain-softening
behavior is considered to stem from brittle-like failure and due to increased resistance to elastic
buckling (an asymmetric mode of deformation) of lamella walls. Recall from Fig. 5a that in NA30scaffold upon reaching maximum quasistatic compressive strength, the entire structure axially
splitted into almost equal size fragments. We can consider axial splitting as a symmetric mode of
deformation that resulted global failure under quasistatic loading conditions in ice-templated Al2O3
materials with low porosity and having high peak stress. In the dynamic regime of loading, upon
damage initiation in the ice-templated structures of higher ceramic volume fractions, it is possible
that damage evolution is of localized nature due to lateral inertia and damage progressively
propagates through the structure. As a result, compressive load-bearing capacity in NA25scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds is maintained to an extent beyond peak stress. Therefore, beyond
peak stress dynamic compressive response of NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds exhibited a
gradual decrease of stress with the increasing strain as opposed to quasistatic compressive response
where stress drops abruptly.
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Figure 10: Variation of volume-based energy absorption Uv (up to 0.16 strain) of the (a) NA20scaffolds, (b) NA25-scaffolds, and (c) NA30-scaffolds under dynamic and quasistatic loading
conditions. Also, variation of mass-based energy absorption Um (up to 0.16 strain) of the (d) NA20scaffolds, (e) NA25-scaffolds, and (f) NA30-scaffolds.

5.3.4 Energy absorption and efficiency
The area under a compressive stress-strain curve is a measure of the energy absorption ability of a
material, which is an important consideration to design materials and structures for applications
where graceful progressive failure is desired. Energy absorption capacity per unit volume (Uv) is
calculated as [112]
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𝜀

𝑈v = ∫0 𝜎 𝑑𝜀.

(13)

Whereas, energy absorption capacity per unit mass (Um) can be estimated as
𝑈m = 𝑈v ⁄𝜌∗ ,

(14)

where ρ* is the density of the foam. Here, for each compressive stress-strain curve Uv and Um
values were calculated up to a strain (ε) value of 0.16. Figure 10 shows variations of Uv and Um
with strain rate for NA20-scaffolds (Figs. 10a and 10d), NA25-scaffolds (Figs. 10b and 10e), and
NA30-scaffolds (Figs. 10c and 10f). Since Uv and Um values are only calculated up to 0.16 strain,
the estimated values should not be compared directly to those of the other materials where energy
absorption is usually calculated up to densification strain [112]. Rather, the purpose of Fig. 10 is
to make relative comparisons of Uv and Um values across the compositions and in between the
strain rate regimes. For NA20-scaffolds both Uv and Um values are observed to be considerably
lower relative to those of NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, which is attributed to low
compressive strength of NA20-scaffolds. However, a moderate increase of energy absorption is
observed from quasistatic regime to dynamic regime and is attributed to dynamic strength
enhancement. For both NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, irrespective of the differences of ρr
and σp, Uv and Um values are observed to be comparable in quasistatic regime. In dynamic regime,
both NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds exhibited an increase of energy absorption relative to
that in quasistatic regime. Overall, under dynamic loading, NA30-scaffolds exhibited highest Uv
and Um values among all the materials. Figure 11 shows the percentage of improvement of energy
absorption capacity of ice-templated Al2O3 materials from quasistatic regime to dynamic regime.
For each scaffold composition, all the Uv and Um values measured at quasistatic loading conditions
were utilized to estimate average quasistatic Uv and Um and corresponding standard deviations.
Similarly, for each scaffold composition, all the Uv and Um values measured in the dynamic regime
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were utilized to estimate average dynamic Uv and Um and corresponding standard deviations.
Figure 11 suggests that for all the ice-templated Al2O3 materials, energy absorption capacity
improved from quasistatic regime to dynamic regime. While NA20-scaffolds and NA25-scaffolds
exhibited improvement in the range of 30-40%, NA30-scaffolds exhibited over 90% improvement
in energy absorption capacity.

Figure 11: The percentage improvement in energy absorption (Uv and Um) from quasistatic regime
to dynamic regime of strain rate for the NA20-scaffolds, NA25-scaffolds, and NA30-scaffolds.

In addition to energy absorption, further insights can be obtained from the energy absorption
efficiency parameter (e), where e is defined as the ratio of the energy absorption up to a strain (ε)
divided by the stress (σ) at that strain level as follows [112]:
1

𝜀

𝑒 = 𝜎 ∫0 𝜎𝑑𝜀 .

(15)
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Figure 12: Variation of energy absorption efficiency parameter (%) as a function of strain under
dynamic and quasistatic loading conditions for the (a) NA20-scaffolds, (b) NA25-scaffolds, and
(c) NA30-scaffolds.

Figure 12 compares variations of e(%) with ε for NA20-scaffolds, NA25-scaffolds, and NA30scaffolds in between the quasistatic and dynamic regimes. For all the scaffolds within the ε range
of 0-0.16 e is observed to vary almost linearly with increasing ε. For NA25-scaffolds (Fig. 12b)
and NA30-scaffolds (Fig. 12c), some of the quasistatic data show a sudden increase of e beyond
about 0.1 ε, which is attributed to the abrupt drop of σ beyond peak stress. For those data, the
apparent increase of e beyond 0.1 ε does not necessarily mean an increase in the energy absorption
efficiency of the corresponding scaffolds at relatively higher strain levels. In general, Fig. 12 does
not indicate any significant differences across the scaffold compositions and strain rate regimes,
and within the ε range of 0-0.16 e increases almost linearly and reaches about 15-20%. Therefore,
in spite of a considerable variation of total energy absorption capacity across the scaffold
compositions and strain rate regimes, effects of changes of pore volume, pore morphology,
microstructural features such as lamella wall thickness and lamellar bridge density, and strain rate
on the energy absorption efficiency is observed to be insignificant.
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5.4 Concluding remarks
We investigated effects of porosity and strain rate on the uniaxial compressive response of icetemplated sintered Al2O3 materials. In high porosity regime (70 vol%) quasistatic compressive
response exhibited damageable, cellular-like failure and transitioned to brittle-like failure behavior
in low porosity regime (54 vol.%). For NA20-scaffolds (porosity 70 vol.%) having highly lamellar
structure with thin ceramic walls and minimal lamellar bridging, we conjecture that the limit of
maximum uniaxial compressive strength (i.e., peak stress) is set by the buckling-induced elastic
instability in the walls. Due to limited resistance to buckling lamella walls of NA20-scaffolds
undergo localized failure, whereas macroporous structure remains almost intact at macroscopic
level. Upon further compression beyond peak stress, structure continues to undergo localized
failure through the fracture of the walls dominantly in a direction almost perpendicular to the
applied loading direction (parallel to the walls) and the measured quasistatic compressive response
proceeds through a prominent plateau regime where stress decreases progressively with increasing
strain. On the other hand, we suggest that due to thick lamella walls and extensive lamellar
bridging, lamella walls of NA30-scaffolds exhibited marked resistance to buckling-induced
instability. In the vicinity of peak stress, the applied compressive load could be sufficient enough
to cause a failure of the bridges and perhaps simultaneous axial splitting of the walls throughout
the structure. Thus, NA30-scaffolds exhibited global failure, which is manifested by an abrupt
drop of compressive stress beyond peak stress.
Dynamic compressive response of ice-templated Al2O3 materials exhibited measurable and
interesting differences relative to quasistatic response. In the dynamic regime, NA20-scaffolds
exhibited an overall improvement of compressive response in comparison to quasistatic regime.
For NA25-scaffolds and NA30-scaffolds, respective maximum compressive strength values were
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observed to be comparable between the strain rate regimes; however, in the dynamic regime
beyond peak stress, compressive response exhibited a gradual decrease of stress that is in sharp
contrast to the abrupt decrease of stress measured in the quasistatic regime. We suggested that
inherent strain rate-sensitivity of Al2O3 might not have influenced the dynamic behavior of icetemplated Al2O3 materials. We rationalized the overall improvement in dynamic compressive
response in terms of micro-inertia and other effects. Overall, in the dynamic regime of strain rate,
all the ice-templated Al2O3 materials exhibited an improvement of compressive response and
energy-absorbing ability in comparison to quasistatic loading conditions. Among all the
compositions and across the strain rate regimes, energy absorption capacity was observed to be
highest for NA30-scaffolds under dynamic loading conditions. However, energy absorption
efficiency remained comparable across the compositions and strain rate regimes. The measured
results of uniaxial compressive response and the rationalization presented here can have a critical
significance toward the applications of ice-templated macroporous ceramic structures in highstrain rate (dynamic) loading environments.
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5.5 Supplementary information
5.5.1 Ice-templating using a custom-made device
Freeze casting was conducted using a custom-made set up. In this set up, a Teflon tube is placed
on the top of a thin (0.5 mm) steel plate, partially filled with Al2O3 slurry, and the whole assembly
is inserted inside a liquid nitrogen (N2) Dewar. The Teflon tube is kept radially insulated to ensure
that the suspension is frozen only under the influence of unidirectional (vertical) thermal gradient.
By adjusting the distance between the steel plate and liquid N2, freezing front velocity (FFV) was
controlled. In this study, all the scaffolds were processed at a fixed gap (1 mm) between the liquid
N2 and steel plate. Average FFV was estimated by dividing the frozen sample height with the total
time required for freezing of the sample. Temperature changes of cold-finger during unidirectional
freeze casting were measured through a thermocouple attached on the top of the cold-finger.
From each sintered scaffold cylinder (approximately 16.9 mm in diameter and 15.6 mm in height),
a small specimen of dimensions 6mm × 6mm × 3mm was extracted (Fig. S1).

Ice growth direction
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Figure S1: A schematic of the sintered ice-templated scaffold sample illustrating location of the
specimen extracted for density measurement, microstructural characterization, and compression
test. Locations of the top and bottom of the specimen are also shown. (Not to scale)

5.5.2 SHPB testing
Upon impact by the striker bar, a compressive stress pulse is produced in the incident bar, travels
through the bar and loads the sample in compression. A part of the pulse is transmitted through the
specimen to the transmission bar while the rest is reflected back to the incident bar. These stress
pulses were utilized to determine the stress-strain response of the glass foams. A copper (Cu) pulse
shaper was placed at the striker bar-incident bar interface to substantially increase the rise time of
the loading pulse and to filter out the high-frequency components from the elastic stress waveform.
Stress pulses were measured through the strain gages (mounted in the middle of the incident and
transmission bars) using a signal conditioning amplifier (2310B, Vishay) and a high-speed
digitizer (NI PCI-5105, National Instrument).
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CHAPTER 6
DYNAMIC STRENGTH ENHANCEMENT AND STRAIN RATE
SENSITIVITY IN ICE-TEMPLATED CERAMICS PROCESSED WITH
AND WITHOUT ANISOMETRIC PARTICLES
Note: The contents of this chapter have been published in Scripta Materialia.
D. Ghosh, M. Banda, J. E. John, D. A. Terrones, Dynamic strength enhancement and strain rate
sensitivity in ice-templated ceramics processed with and without anisometric particles, Scripta
Mater., 154 (2018) 236 – 240.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scriptamat.2018.06.006

Abstract:
We investigated the effects of platelets and strain rate on the compressive response of icetemplated porous alumina, processed from ultrafine, equiaxed particles and from a mixture of
ultrafine, equiaxed and large platelet particles. Results revealed a remarkable enhancement of the
quasistatic and dynamic compressive mechanical properties of the templated ceramics in the
presence of platelets. Specific compressive mechanical properties of the ice-templated alumina
containing platelets are superior in comparison to those of the various metallic, syntactic and
natural cellular solids. In the presence of platelets, compressive strength exhibited contrasting
strain rate sensitivity between the elastic and inelastic stages of deformation. © 2018 Acta
Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Ice-templating; platelets; compressive response; strain rate; strain rate sensitivity.
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6.1 Introduction
Significant interest in ice-templated macroporous ceramic materials has arisen primarily from their
inherent hierarchical, anisotropic microstructure, directional porosity and low pore tortuosity (i.e.,
high pore connectivity), which are deemed suitable to enhance the performance of porous materials
in biomedical, defense, energy, filtration, and other engineering applications [7,10,46,83,105]. In
these engineering endeavors, compressive mechanical properties are of major significance to
ensure the mechanical reliability of ice-templated macroporous ceramic components. Compressive
response of ice-templated sintered macroporous ceramic materials features an approximately
linear increase of stress with strain up to a maximum compressive stress (referred to as peak stress)
and exhibits a graceful progressive failure beyond maximum compressive stress, as such further
compression leads to a gradual decrease of stress with increasing strain [9,105,106]. At a specific
level of porosity (i.e., material density) processing mechanisms capable of enhancing compressive
mechanical properties of ice-templated ceramic materials are of great interest. Ice-templated
ceramics are typically processed from aqueous suspensions containing fine, equiaxed ceramic
particles [7,9,46,83,105,106]. In our recent studies [108,124,136], we revealed that inclusion of
small fraction of large anisometric alumina (Al2O3) particles of platelet morphology in aqueous
suspension that mainly consisted of fine, equiaxed Al2O3 particles led to two-fold unique
microstructural effects in the templated sintered Al2O3 materials: substantial increase of lamellar
bridge density and modification of lamella wall microstructure. The resulted sintered ceramic
materials exhibited an unprecedented enhancement of uniaxial compressive strength, plateau
stress, and energy absorption capacity (area under the stress-strain curve). To utilize plateletsreinforced ice-templated hierarchical lightweight ceramics in dynamic environments in which
materials are subjected to mechanical forces in tens of microseconds (μs), it is necessary to
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investigate compressive mechanical properties in the high-strain rate regime of ≥102 s-1 that is
drastically greater relative to that encountered under quasistatic loading conditions, strain rate ~103

s-1. Due to the significant strain rate difference, compressive deformation response of cellular

and porous solids measured in the quasistatic strain rate regime does not truly represent the
material behavior in the dynamic loading regime [112,139]. In a recent study [175], we showed
that compressive mechanical properties of ice-templated Al2O3 materials are considerably strain
rate sensitive. In this letter, we report on the dynamic strength enhancement, progressive
deformation characteristics, energy absorption, and strain rate sensitivity of ice-templated Al2O3
materials processed with and without anisometric platelet particles.

6.2 Materials used and experimental approach
In this study, we synthesized ice-templated Al2O3 materials from aqueous suspensions containing
(a) ultrafine, equiaxed Al2O3 (UA) powder particles (d50 = 300 nm) and (b) 80-20 vol.% mixture
of UA particles and large Al2O3 platelets (PA, diameter ~8 μm and thickness ~400 nm); however,
total Al2O3 content in all the suspensions was same, 20 vol.%. Ceramic suspensions were
unidirectionally solidified at comparable freezing conditions and resulted average freezing-front
velocity (FFV) was 38.9 ± 1.5 μm/s and 38.2 ± 1.5 μm/s for ice-templated UA materials and UAPA materials, respectively. Templated materials were freeze-dried at 0.014 mbar pressure and 50°C for 96 hours and sintered at 1550°C for 4 hours. All the sintered materials were of cylindrical
geometry (diameter ~10 mm and height ~18 mm). From each sintered material, a thin disk (2 mm)
was extracted using a diamond saw and utilized for density measurement and uniaxial compression
test. Quasistatic compression tests over a strain rate range of 10-4 – 10-1 s-1 were conducted in
mechanical testing machines (MTS Alliance RF/300 and Tinius Olsen 10ST), whereas a modified
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split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) was employed to perform dynamic compression experiments
(strain rate ≥102 s-1). For both dynamic and quasistatic tests, compressive load was applied parallel
to the growth direction of ice crystals. SHPB set up and working principles and other experimental
details are provided in the Supplementary Material.

6.3 Results and discussion
Average relative density (ρr) of ice-templated sintered UA material was found to be 0.3 (i.e., 70
vol.% porosity), whereas ice-templated sintered UA-PA material exhibited an average density of
0.25 (i.e., 75 vol.% porosity). While the average relative density difference is not drastic, results
of density measurements suggest that presence of a small fraction of platelets increased porosity
to an extent relative to the templated materials processed without platelets. Our earlier work on
ice-templated Al2O3 materials [108,124,136] showed that large platelet particles formed lamellar
bridges between adjacent ceramic lamella walls and significantly enhanced lamellar bridge density
in comparison to Al2O3 materials processed without the platelets. Additionally, the presence of
platelets increased porosity to an extent. In this study, we investigated the effects of anisometric
platelet particles on both the uniaxial dynamic and quasistatic compressive response of icetemplated sintered Al2O3 materials.
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Figure 1: Representative uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves of (a) UA material and UAPA material in quasistatic regime of strain rate, (b) UA material both in quasistatic and dynamic
regime of strain rate (~730-2200 s-1), and (c) UA-PA material both in quasistatic and dynamic
regime of strain rate (~1700-3200 s-1). For both materials strain rate in quasistatic regime is ~0.002
s-1.

Figure 1a shows representative uniaxial quasistatic (strain rate ~0.002 s-1) compressive response
of ice-templated UA and UA-PA materials. For both UA and UA-PA, the compressive response
shows approximately a linear increase of stress with strain and beyond peak stress (i.e., maximum
compressive stress, σp) a decrease of stress with increasing strain, followed by a densification
stage. At a strain rate level of 0.002 s-1, UA-PA exhibited a drastic enhancement of σp relative to
UA. As a result area under stress-strain curve up to densification strain, which is a measure of total
energy absorption capacity, is also observed to be significantly greater for UA-PA relative to UA.
Therefore, while relatively greater porosity of UA-PA in comparison to UA is expected to cause a
decrease of strength for the former materials in comparison to the latter materials, the addition of
small amount of anisometric PA particles resulted in a marked enhancement of compressive
mechanical properties. While UA-PA exhibited a distinct strength advantage over UA, the addition
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of anisometric particles also resulted in an observable difference in the overall signature of
compressive response in between two materials. Beyond peak stress, further uniaxial compression
resulted in a gradual decrease of stress with increasing strain for UA, whereas UA-PA exhibited a
drastic decrease of stress with increasing strain. However, at any strain level, compressive strength
of UA-PA remained significantly greater in comparison to UA. The uniaxial compressive response
of UA-PA (porosity 75 vol.%) can be considered as a brittle-like failure behavior as opposed to
the graceful progressive failure that is observed in UA (porosity 70 vol.%). For ice-templated
sintered Al2O3 materials with a porosity of 70 vol.% and greater, the uniaxial compressive response
has been observed to be of progressive failure type [9,105,106,112,124]. According to Gibson and
Ashby [110], brittle materials with relative density ≤0.3 (i.e., porosity ≥70 vol.%) are considered
as cellular solids, which exhibit a damageable, cellular-like compressive response. Therefore, it is
interesting that small fraction of anisometric particles caused an apparent change in the
compressive deformation behavior in ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials despite of having
porosity above 70 vol.%.
Figures 1b and 1c show representative uniaxial dynamic compressive stress-strain response of icetemplated sintered UA in the strain rate range of 730-2200 s-1 and UA-PA in the strain rate range
of 1700-3200 s-1. For the purpose of comparison, representative quasistatic stress-strain curves
(strain rate ~0.002 s-1) are also shown. For the applied SHPB experimental conditions, about 0.12
strain was achieved in UA, whereas densification strain was achieved in UA-PA. For UA material,
the overall signature of stress-strain curves is observed to be comparable in between the dynamic
and quasistatic strain rate regimes. The dynamic compressive response suggests a considerable
stiffening in UA material in comparison to quasistatic loading. Similarly, dynamic σp of UA is
observed to be considerably greater in comparison to quasistatic σp. Figure 1b further shows that
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under dynamic loading conditions there is an increase of compressive stress in the plateau regime
in comparison to quasistatic loading conditions. As a result, the area of dynamic stress-strain
curves is observed to be greater in comparison to that of quasistatic stress-strain curves, indicating
an increase of energy absorption capacity in the dynamic regime relative to the quasistatic regime
of strain rate. Therefore, for UA material with increasing strain rate, we measured a considerable
enhancement of compressive mechanical properties. Similarly, UA-PA material also exhibited
significant strain rate sensitivity (Fig. 1c). The high-strain rate measurements for UA-PA revealed
significant stiffening as well as enhancement of σp and plateau stress in comparison to quasistatic
strain rate regime. Under dynamic loading conditions, an increase of area under stress-strain curves
also suggests an increase of energy absorption capacity relative to that under the quasistatic loading
conditions. Moreover, in the dynamic regime, UA-PA exhibited considerably greater densification
strain in comparison to that of UA. For UA-PA, another major noticeable difference between the
dynamic and quasistatic strain rate regimes is observed in the compressive failure response beyond
peak stress. Under the quasistatic loading, beyond peak stress, compressive stress is observed to
decrease sharply with increasing strain, which resemblances to brittle-like failure behavior.
Whereas, in the dynamic regime UA-PA exhibited a prominent plateau regime in which
compressive stress decreased gradually with increasing strain, which represents a cellular-like
progressive failure response. As a result, in the plateau regime at any strain level not only the
dynamic compressive strength is observed to be significantly greater in comparison to the
quasistatic compressive strength but also the difference in between the dynamic and quasistatic
strength increased gradually with increasing strain, i.e., with continued compressive deformation.
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Figure 2: Variation in (a) peak stress, (b) specific peak stress, and (c) mass based energy
absorption capacity with strain rate for UA and UA-PA materials.

Figure 2a shows a variation of σp as a function of strain rate, whereas to account for density
variation among the specimens we also plotted specific σp (=σp/density) with strain rate in Fig. 2b.
While the overall trend did not necessarily change, a slight decrease in the scatter of data can be
observed. Over the entire strain rate range of 10-4 – 3200 s-1, σp of UA-PA is consistently observed
to be markedly greater in comparison to that of UA. It is interesting that both the materials also
exhibited strain rate sensitivity in the quasistatic strain rate regime. At strain rate of 10-4 s-1, average
σp of UA is 16.8 ± 1 MPa (average specific σp = 14 ± 1 MPa/g/cm3), whereas in the dynamic strain
rate regime average σp of UA is 27.2 ± 1.5 MPa (average specific σp = 22.3 ± 1.2 MPa/g/cm3).
Similarly, for UA-PA average σp is 98.2 ± 2 MPa (average specific σp = 102.2 ± 2.3 MPa/g/cm3)
at strain rate of 10-4 s-1 and 139.2 ± 14.3 MPa (average specific σp = 141.5 ± 12.2 MPa/g/cm3) in
the dynamic strain rate regime. Therefore, we can state that a combination of anisometric platelet
particles and dynamic loading resulted in an unprecedented enhancement of compressive strength
of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials from 16.8 ± 1 MPa (specific σp = 14 ± 1 MPa/g/cm3) to
139.2 ± 14.3 MPa (specific σp = 141.5 ± 12.2 MPa/g/cm3). Figure 2c shows a variation of mass-
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based energy absorption capacity (Um) of UA and UA-PA materials with strain rate. For UA Um
was calculated up to densification strain for quasistatic strain rate range; however, was also
estimated up to 0.12 strain for the entire strain rate range, since we achieved only 0.12 strain in
UA under dynamic loading conditions. For UA-PA, Um was calculated up to densification strain
as well as up to 0.12 strain for the purpose of comparison with UA. Figure 2c shows that in the
quasistatic strain rate range Um of UA-PA is markedly greater relative to that of UA. Also for
estimation up to 0.12 strain, over the entire strain rate range Um of UA-PA is observed to be
significantly greater in comparison to that of UA. Um of UA-PA shows a considerable increase
with increasing strain rate and Um values in the dynamic loading regime are observed to be
markedly greater in comparison to that in the quasistatic regime as well as compared to UA.
Overall, Fig. 2 reveals that in presence of small quantity of platelet particles both the dynamic
compressive strength and energy absorption capacity of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials
enhanced markedly. We attribute the measured drastic enhancement of dynamic energy absorption
capacity of UA-PA to the increase in peak stress and plateau stress as well as to densification strain
under high-strain rate loading conditions.
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Figure 3: (a) The percentage change in peak stress of UA and UA-PA materials with an increase
in strain rate. For each material, average peak stress at a strain rate of 10-4 s-1 is taken as a reference
value and average peak stress values at higher strain rates of 10-3 s-1, 10-2 s-1, 10-1 s-1 and 103 s-1
are utilized to estimate the % change with respect to the reference peak stress. (b) The percentage
change in the average peak stress in between UA-PA and UA at different strain rates.

We compared the uniaxial compressive mechanical properties of UA-PA material to those of the
commonly investigated metallic, syntactic and natural cellular solids. For steel based composite
metal foams, corresponding to a material density range of 2-3 g/cm3 quasistatic specific yield
strength values have been reported in the range of 41-44 MPa/g/cm3 [176]. In contrast, for ice-
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templated UA-PA we measured quasistatic specific compressive strength (σp) in the range of 96122 MPa/g/cm3 (Fig. 2b) for material density ≤1 g/cm3. For Al and Al alloy foams, high-strain rate
Um values have been found to be on the order of 5 kJ/kg [177-181], whereas for various syntactic
foams dynamic Um values fall in the range of 25-40 kJ/kg [182-184]. For steel and composite metal
foams dynamic Um has been reported in the range of 15-40 kJ/kg [176,185-187] and natural cellular
solids such as balsa wood exhibited Um of about 60 kJ/kg under high-strain rate loading conditions
[139]. As can be observed in Fig. 2c measured dynamic Um values of UA-PA material are in the
range of 56-72 kJ/kg. Therefore, our results suggest that in presence of small quantity of platelet
particles ice-templated UA-PA material exhibited specific compressive mechanical properties that
are superior in comparison to those of the various metallic, syntactic and natural cellular solids.
We also attempted to understand the effects of anisometric platelet particles on the strain rate
sensitivity of uniaxial compressive response of ice-templated sintered Al2O3 materials. Figure 3a
shows percent (%) change in σp for both materials with increasing strain rate. For each material,
average σp at a strain rate of 10-4 s-1 is taken as a reference value and average σp values at higher
strain rates of 10-3 s-1, 10-2 s-1, 10-1 s-1 and 103 s-1 are utilized to estimate the % change with respect
to the reference σp. In the dynamic regime of strain rate, for each material we estimated average
dynamic σp value over the entire high-strain rate range, 730-2200 s-1 for UA and 1700-3200 s-1 for
UA-PA. While the increase of % change in σp with increasing strain rate further supports rate
sensitivity of maximum compressive strength in both the materials, at a comparable level of strain
rate greater % change in σp for UA in comparison to that for UA-PA indicates toward a decrease
in rate sensitivity in ice-templated sintered Al2O3 containing platelets. In Fig. 3b we plotted %
change of σp in between UA-PA and UA materials at different strain rates. A decrease in % change
of σp with increasing strain rate from 483% at 10-4 s-1 to 390% at 103 s-1 further supports a possible
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reduction of strain rate sensitivity of maximum compressive strength in ice-templated Al2O3
materials containing platelet particles.

Figure 4: Variation in strain rate sensitivity parameter (m) with true strain for (a) UA material in
both strain rate regimes, (b) UA-PA material in quasistatic strain rate regime, and (c) UA-PA
material in dynamic strain rate regime.

To further understand the effects of platelets on the strain rate sensitivity of compressive response,
we next evaluated rate sensitivity of compressive strength of both UA and UA-PA materials
beyond peak stress, i.e., in the inelastic deformation stage. Toward this end, we estimated a strain
rate sensitivity parameter ‘m’ for both materials, which is defined as [177]
𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎

𝑚 = ( 𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜀̇t) =

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜎2t ⁄𝜎1t )
,
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝜀̇ 2 ⁄𝜀̇ 1 )

(1)

where 𝜎1t and 𝜎2t are true stresses at strain rates 𝜀̇1 and 𝜀̇2 , respectively for a prescribed value of
strain (𝜀). For each material, true stress values beyond peak stress corresponding to a strain rate of
10-4 s-1 (𝜀̇1 ) at selected 𝜀 levels were taken as 𝜎1t values and true stress values beyond peak stress
corresponding to higher strain rate (𝜀̇2 , 10-3 s-1, 10-2 s-1, 10-1 s-1 or 103 s-1) at the same 𝜀 levels were
taken as 𝜎2t values, which were utilized to calculate m. It is to be noted that σp values for both the
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materials at various strain rates appeared at different strains and, therefore, m was not estimated
corresponding to σp. Figure 4 shows a variation of m within the true strain (𝜀t ) range of 0.09-0.3
for UA and UA-PA materials, respectively. For each curve indicated strain rate corresponds to 𝜀̇2 .
According to Fig. 4a, UA material does not exhibit any particular trend in m with the variation of
true strain and strain rate and m values are found to be in the range of 0.02 to 0.04. Therefore, it
may be inferred that in the inelastic deformation stage, strain rate sensitivity of compressive
response of UA remained unchanged. Figures 4b and 4c, on the other hand, reveal an almost linear
increase in m from 0.03 to 0.13 with increasing strain both in the quasistatic and dynamic strain
rate regimes, respectively, which suggests an increase in rate sensitivity for UA-PA material during
inelastic compressive deformation. However, in the quasistatic strain rate regime with increasing
strain m of UA-PA material is observed to decrease as the strain rate increased from 10-3 s-1 to 101 -1

s (Fig. 4b), which indicates a decrease of strain rate sensitivity during inelastic deformation with

increasing strain rate in the quasistatic regime. In the dynamic regime of strain rate (Fig. 4c), UAPA does not exhibit any particular trend with changes in strain rate. It is to be noted that in the
higher strain level m of UA-PA material is observed to be considerably greater in comparison to
that of UA material. Although Figs. 3 and 4 suggest a contrasting trend in strain rate sensitivity of
uniaxial compressive response in between UA and UA-PA materials, it should be taken into
account that the presented results correspond to two different stages of compressive deformation,
elastic (Fig. 3) and inelastic (Fig. 4). Therefore, in the elastic deformation stage, it appears that
platelets caused in a reduction of strain rate sensitivity of ice-templated Al2O3 materials, whereas
UA-PA exhibited an increase of rate sensitivity over UA during inelastic deformation.
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6.4 Conclusions
Results of the current study revealed a remarkable influence of anisometric Al2O3 platelet particles
on the quasistatic and dynamic compressive mechanical properties as well as shows that platelets
differently impacted strain rate sensitivity of compressive response depending on elastic
deformation vs. inelastic deformation. It may, however, be nontrivial to pinpoint the exact origin
of the platelets-induced effects on the observed dynamic compressive mechanical properties and
strain rate sensitivity. A comparison of the dynamic response of UA-PA and UA materials as well
as of dynamic and quasistatic response of UA-PA material is insufficient to deconvolute the effects
of platelets and the associated underlying microstructural changes on the measured properties at
different strain rates. Toward this end, our future work will concentrate on the through
microstructure analysis of UA and UA-PA materials to understand how the inherent
microstructural length scale features contribute to compressive mechanical properties both in the
dynamic and quasistatic strain rate regimes.

6.5 Supplementary information
6.5.1 Ice-templating using a custom-made device
Freeze casting was conducted using a custom-made setup. In this setup, a Teflon tube is placed on
the top of a thin (0.5 mm) steel plate, partially filled with Al2O3 slurry, and the whole assembly is
inserted inside a liquid nitrogen (N2) Dewar. The Teflon tube is kept radially insulated to ensure
that the suspension is frozen only under the influence of unidirectional (vertical) thermal gradient.
By adjusting the distance between the steel plate and liquid N2, freezing front velocity (FFV) was
controlled. In this study, all the scaffolds were processed at a fixed gap (1 mm) between the liquid
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N2 and steel plate. Average FFV was estimated by dividing the frozen sample height with the total
time required for the freezing of the sample.

6.5.2 SHPB testing
Upon impact by the striker bar, a compressive stress pulse is produced in the incident bar, travels
through the bar and loads the sample in compression. A part of the pulse is transmitted through the
specimen to the transmission bar while the rest is reflected back to the incident bar. These stress
pulses were utilized to determine the stress-strain response of the glass foams. A copper (Cu) pulse
shaper was placed at the striker bar-incident bar interface to substantially increase the rise time of
the loading pulse and to filter out the high-frequency components from the elastic stress waveform.
Stress pulses were measured through the strain gages (mounted in the middle of the incident and
transmission bars) using a signal conditioning amplifier (2310B, Vishay) and a high-speed
digitizer (NI PCI-5105, National Instrument).
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CHAPTER 7
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND PLATELETS ON LAMELLA WALL
MICROSTRUCTURE, STRUCTURAL STABILITY, AND COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH IN ICE-TEMPLATED CERAMICS
Note: The contents of this chapter have been published in Materialia
M. Banda and D. Ghosh, Effects of temperature and platelets on lamella wall microstructure,
structural stability, and compressive strength in ice-templated ceramics, Materialia, 9 (2020)
100537.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mtla.2019.100537

Abstract:
The current investigation provides insights into microstructure development as a function of
sintering temperature within lamella walls of ice-templated ceramics, effects of ceramic platelets
on wall microstructure, and the influence of those developments on the compressive mechanical
response. The results revealed a profound influence of both on the several aspects of ice-templated
ceramics, enabling an improved understanding of the structure-mechanical property relationships
in these materials and limitations in the development of the ice-templated ceramic structure. In the
materials without platelets, at low-temperature walls were highly porous, at intermediate
temperature a pore-free lamella wall with fine-grained microstructure developed, and at hightemperature along with grain growth significant abnormal grain growth occurred as well. More
dramatic was the combined effects of temperature and platelets. The effects of platelets were
realized at two length scales. Some of the platelets developed lamellar bridges, whereas the
platelets that became part of the lamella walls remarkably impacted wall microstructure. The
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current results strongly suggest that there are significant structural and mechanical strength
advantages in the incorporation of large anisometric particles in ice-templated ceramics. The
addition of large platelets resulted in a marked increase of compressive strength. A significant
structural advantage is that the materials containing platelets exhibited improved stability to
structural deformation at higher temperatures compared to the materials without the platelets.
Thus, this study shows the importance of deeply probing into the structure-mechanical property
relationships of ice-templated ceramics as a function of temperature and composition, providing
valuable guidance into the microstructure design of these materials.
Keywords: Ice-templating; platelets; sintering temperature; lamella wall microstructure; structural
stability; compressive strength.

7.1 Introduction
Ice-templated directionally porous ceramics can be employed in a number of engineering
endeavors, such as bone-tissue engineering, filtration, lithium-ion battery electrode, solid-oxide
fuel cell, and energy-absorbing structure [7,10,83,105]. The current literature is significantly
invested in understanding the effects of process and material variables on the templated structure
but to a lesser extent on mechanical properties. Prior studies have revealed that changes in process
variables such as freezing front velocity (growth velocity of ice crystals) [8,68,103], solvent
[51,55,189], and additive [190-192] allow modifying the templated structure from lamellar with
negligible lamellar bridges to dendritic with a significantly increased bridging between the
adjacent lamella walls [9,68,83,103,105,123,124,193,194]. Lamellar bridges are the dendritic arms
that connect the adjacent lamella walls and result from the particles that get entrapped within the
ice crystals during the templating step [9]. The majority of the studies characterized the mechanical
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response of ice-templated ceramics under uniaxial compressive loading condition and the increase
in lamellar bridge density (defined as the number of bridges present in between the adjacent
lamellae walls per unit area [103]) is shown to be accompanied by an increase of strength
[9,83,108,124,136,195].
Particle size plays a critical role in tailoring the templated structure and lamellar bridge density
[9]. While ice-templated ceramics are typically fabricated from fine, equiaxed particles (~1 µm),
we revealed that significant gain in compressive strength can be achieved by incorporating a small
volume fraction of large platelets (i.e., anisometric particles) in templated structure
[108,124,136,195]. We synthesized ice-templated porous alumina (Al2O3) materials from aqueous
suspensions containing mainly fine, equiaxed Al2O3 particles and a small volume fraction of large
Al2O3 platelets. After ice-templating and freeze-drying, porous materials were sintered at 1550 °C.
Microstructure analysis revealed the formation of lamellar bridges through platelet particles as
well as their presence in the lamella walls, which provided a significant reinforcement to the
materials to deformation under uniaxial compressive loading.
In the prior studies on the Al2O3 platelets-based ice-templated ceramics, we specifically
investigated platelets-induced strengthening [108], influence of the ratio of platelets to fine
ceramic particles on microstructure and compressive response [124], effects of platelets on the
brittle fracture characteristics of lamella walls [136], and compressive response under high-strain
rate (dynamic) loading condition [195]. None of these studies, however, addressed the temperature
dependence of microstructure development and structure-mechanical property relationships in icetemplated ceramics. Understanding the mechanical behavior of these materials can be significantly
improved by probing into the developments of lamella wall microstructure and changes in
macroscopic compressive response as a function of sintering temperature and directly comparing
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for the material compositions with and without platelets. The knowledge of temperature
dependence of microstructure development is currently lacking since there is no study that
systematically addressed the evolution of microstructure in ice-templated ceramics with sintering
temperature and composition. Another important aspect of this work is investigating the selfstability of ice-templated porous ceramic structures at elevated temperatures (>1550 C) and the
effects of platelets on structural stability.
The aims of this study are thus three-fold: (i) investigation of temperature dependence of
microstructure development in ice-templated porous Al2O3 materials synthesized from equiaxed,
ultrafine particles, (ii) investigation of temperature dependence of microstructure evolution in icetemplated porous Al2O3 materials synthesized from mixture of ultrafine, equiaxed particles and
large platelets, and (iii) investigation of mechanical response of the resultant materials under
uniaxial compressive loading condition. All the materials were synthesized from aqueous
suspensions containing 15 vol.% Al2O3 particles and developed from two different compositions.
One composition contained only ultrafine, equiaxed Al2O3 particles. Whereas, for the composition
containing large Al2O3 platelets, of the 15 vol.% total ceramic content in aqueous suspensions, the
mass ratio of ultrafine, equiaxed Al2O3 particles and platelets was maintained at 9:1. All the
materials were ice-templated at comparable freezing front velocity (FFV). Materials were sintered
in the temperature range of 1200–1700 °C, microstructure analysis was conducted using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), and the compressive mechanical response was characterized under
uniaxial loading condition.
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7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Materials and preparation of aqueous alumina ceramic suspensions
Ultrafine, equiaxed Al2O3 powder (𝑑50 = 300 nm, APA-0.5, Sasol, Tuscan, Arizona, referred to
here as UA) and large Al2O3 platelets (diameter ~8 μm and thickness ~400 nm, Alusion, Antaria
Ltd., Bentley, Australia, referred to here as PA) were used to process ice-templated porous
ceramics. Figures 1a and 1b show SEM images of the as-received UA and PA powders,
respectively. The following procedure was utilized to prepare aqueous ceramic suspensions. First,
the required amount of deionized water and ammonium polymethacrylate anionic dispersant
(Darvan C, R.T. Vanderbilt Co., Norwalk, CT, 1 wt.% of Al2O3 powder) were taken into a Nalgene
bottle; then, a measured amount of Al2O3 powder was added to the bottle. Next, zirconia (ZrO2)
spheres were added to the aqueous suspension and milled for 24 hrs. An organic binder solution
of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) was next added to the suspension (5 wt.% of powder) and the
suspension was further mixed for an hour. Next, the ZrO2 spheres were separated from the
suspension and the suspension was de-aired for 30 minutes.

7.2.2 Ice-templating of porous alumina ceramic materials
A custom-made ice-templating device was employed to solidify aqueous suspensions of Al2O3
under the influence of unidirectional temperature gradient [9]. In this device, a thin steel plate
(referred to as “Cold-finger”) containing a hollow Teflon tube filled with aqueous ceramic
suspension is placed inside liquid nitrogen (L-N2) Dewar to conduct unidirectional solidification
of the suspension. As the temperature of the Cold-finger reaches below 0 °C, ice nucleation and
growth start at the bottom of the suspension in contact with the Cold-finger and the ice crystals
propagate upward under the influence of unidirectional temperature gradient. During each
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experiment, the top of the mold was kept open and exposed to room temperature. In this study, all
the materials were processed at a fixed gap (1 mm) in between the Cold-finger and L-N2, which
resulted in a comparable FFV across all the samples. For each experiment, an average FFV was
determined by dividing the height of a frozen sample with the time required for the completion of
the solidification of the suspension. Frozen samples were freeze-dried at low pressure (0.014 mbar)
and temperature (-50 °C) for 96 hours inside a freeze dryer (2.5L, Labconco, Kansas City, MI).

7.2.3 Study of microstructure evolution in ice-templated ceramics with sintering temperature
Aqueous ceramic suspensions of two different compositions were prepared: suspensions
containing 15 vol.% UA particles and suspensions containing 15 vol.% UA and PA particles in
the mass ration of 9:1; ice-templated materials developed from the former and latter compositions
are referred to here as UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials, respectively. The ice-templated and
freeze-dried materials were sintered in the temperature range of 1200–1700 °C in air atmosphere
using a tube furnace (GSL-1800X, MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA), and the following sintering
cycle was employed. Materials were heated from (i) room temperature to 450 °C at a rate of 3
°C/min and held for 4 hours for binder burnout, (ii) 450 °C to the selected sintering temperature at
a rate of 5 °C/min and held at that temperature for 4 hours, and (iii) cooled from the sintering
temperature to room temperature at a rate of 5 °C/min. To study the sintering behavior of UA
powder, we prepared Al2O3 pellets by compacting the powder using a benchtop hydraulic press
(Carver 3851) and the green pellets were sintered in the temperature range of 1200–1700 °C in air
atmosphere using the same sintering cycle used for ice-templated materials.
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7.2.4 Characterization of porosity, microstructure, and uniaxial compressive mechanical
response
All the materials were of cylinder form, and the sintered samples were approximately 10 mm in
diameter and 18 mm in height. From each sintered cylinder sample, two thin disks (each 10 mm
in diameter and 3 mm in thickness) were extracted which were utilized for the characterization of
porosity, microstructure, and mechanical response under uniaxial compression. Density (𝜌∗ ) of the
sintered materials was estimated from the measurements of mass and dimensions. Relative density
(ρr) was estimated as 𝜌r = 𝜌∗ ⁄𝜌s , where 𝜌s is the bulk density of α-Al2O3 (taken here as 3.96
g/cm3 for both UA and PA). Total porosity was estimated as 𝑝t = (1 − 𝜌r ) × 100. The relative
density of the cylinder samples was also computed prior to sintering which is referred to here as
relative green density (𝜌g ). The microstructure of the sintered materials was characterized using a
desktop Phenom SEM. A Fiji ImageJ software was used for the estimation of pore major axis (𝑎),
pore minor axis (𝑏), lamella wall thickness (𝑡𝑙 ), and grain size. For the estimation of 𝑎 and 𝑏, a
“Trainable Weka Segmentation” command was used which allows the user to train the software
to distinguish between the lamella wall and pore. Next, a “Fit ellipse” command was used to fit
ellipses in the pores and obtained the values for 𝑎 and 𝑏. A similar procedure was also followed
for the SEM images of the lamella walls to distinguish between grain boundaries and grains for
obtaining grain area measurements. Grain size values were obtained by equating each grain area
value to the area of a circle. Similarly, for the measurements of 𝑡𝑙 , the lamella wall regions in the
processed SEM image were divided into several small segments by using a “Watershed”
command. After that, ellipses were fit into those regions and the average of the minor axes values
were utilized as 𝑡𝑙. Uniaxial compressive response of ice-templated sintered materials was
characterized under a quasistatic (low-strain rate, ~10-3 s-1) loading condition using a mechanical
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testing machine (Tinius Olsen 10ST) and the compressive load was applied parallel to the icegrowth direction. Compression test specimens were 10 mm in diameter and 3 mm in thickness,
and for each condition (composition/temperature) 2 specimens were tested.

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Effects of sintering temperature and alumina platelets on relative density
Figure 1c shows the variations of relative density (𝜌r ) and porosity (𝑝t ) of the ice-templated
materials with sintering temperature between 1200–1700 C. Relative green densities (𝜌g ) of the
materials (indicated by the horizontal dotted green lines) are also included. The values of 𝜌g , 𝜌r ,
and 𝑝t are provided in Table 1. In the presence of platelets, particle packing is deteriorated as 𝜌g
decreased from 0.149 in UA-15 materials to 0.143 in UA-10PA-15 materials, a reduction by about
4%. During the templating process, ultrafine, equiaxed particles would pack more efficiently
between the growing ice-crystals than the mixture of ultrafine, equiaxed particles and large
anisometric particles, which in turn would result in a reduction of 𝜌g in the latter materials. This is
consistent with that the presence of anisometric particles which are considerably larger in one
dimension with respect to the other dimensions perturbs the packing efficiency in a green ceramic
matrix consisted of fine, equiaxed particles [84,124].
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Table 1: Variation of relative density (𝜌r ) and total porosity (𝑝t ) with sintering temperature.
Temperature
(ºC)

𝝆𝐫

Total porosity
(𝒑𝐭 ) (vol.%)

1200

0.149 ± 0.01

85.1 ± 1.04

1300

0.169 ± 0.019

83.1 ± 1.94

1400

0.218 ± 0.013

78.2 ± 1.29

UA-15

1450

0.223 ± 0.011

77.7 ± 1.085

(𝜌g = 0.149 ±
0.003)

1500

0.235 ± 0.015

76.5 ± 1.505

1550

0.23 ± 0.003

77 ± 0.956

1600

0.253 ± 0.008

74.7 ± 0.79

1650

0.264 ± 0.012

73.6 ± 1.22

1700

0.309 ± 0

69.1 ± 0

1200

0.143 ± 0.0006

85.7 ± 0.055

1300

0.154 ± 0.0045

84.6 ± 0.445

1400

0.184 ± 0.0047

81.6 ± 0.465

UA-10PA-15

1450

0.193 ± 0.005

80.7 ± 0.5

(𝜌g = 0.143 ±
0.002)

1500

0.195 ± 0.0016

80.5 ± 0.16

1550

0.198 ± 0.0068

80.2± 0.685

1600

0.215 ± 0.0029

78.5 ± 0.29

1650

0.23 ± 0.0077

77.0 ± 0.775

1700

0.257 ± 0.0196

74.3 ± 1.995

Composition
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Figure 1: SEM images of as-received alumina (Al2O3) powders revealing (a) equiaxed
morphology in ultrafine Al2O3 particles (referred to as UA powder) and (b) platelet morphology
in large Al2O3 particles (referred to as PA powder). A comparison of the variations of (c) relative
density (𝜌r ) and porosity (𝑝t ) of the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials with sintering temperature
in the range of 1200–1700 C. In Fig. 1c, two horizontal dotted green lines represent 𝜌g (prior to
sintering) of the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials.

𝜌r for each composition at 1200 °C is observed to be comparable to that of the 𝜌g of the respective
composition (Fig. 1c), suggesting negligible sintering at this temperature. Materials from both the
compositions exhibited an increase of 𝜌r with temperature; however, 𝜌r of the UA-15 materials
remained consistently greater in comparison to that of the UA-10PA-15 materials. In between
1200–1400 C, materials from both the compositions exhibited a steep rise in 𝜌r , whereas the
change is observed to be moderate between 1400–1550 C. 𝜌r increased again considerably
between 1550–1700 C. The observed similarities in the trends of change in 𝜌r with temperature
in between the two compositions suggest that sintering kinetics was dominated by the densification
behavior of UA particles. Figure 1c revealed that between 1200–1700 C there is a significant
decrease of porosity in the templated materials for both the compositions. At 1200 C, the porosity
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of the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials are and 85.7 vol.%, respectively. Whereas, at 1700 C,
the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials exhibited porosity of 69.1 and 74.3 vol.%, respectively.

Figure 2: Variations of linear shrinkage of diameter (d) and length (l) of the UA-15 and UA10PA-15 samples of cylinder geometry with sintering temperature in the range of 1200–1700 C.

To further probe into the sintering behavior of the templated materials, in Fig. 2, we show the
variation of % change of diameter (d), i.e., radial shrinkage, and length (l), i.e., axial shrinkage, in
the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 samples, with respect to the dimensions of the green specimens (i.e,
prior sintering), as a function of temperature. The UA-15 materials exhibited dissimilar trends
between the radial shrinkage and axial shrinkage of the sintered cylindrical specimens. The
sintered specimens exhibited a steep but comparable increase of radial and axial shrinkage up to
temperature 1400 °C. In between 1400–1650 C, the axial shrinkage exhibited a plateau but
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increased to an extent as the temperature increased to 1700 C. Whereas radial shrinkage continued
to increase but at a reduced rate up to 1600 C and exhibited a drastic increase as the temperature
increased above 1600 C. The UA-10PA-15 materials also exhibited a steep and comparable
increase of both radial and axial shrinkage up to 1400 °C. The % shrinkage for both the dimensions
exhibited a plateau between 1400–1650 C. Above 1650 C, radial and axial shrinkage increased
sharply. However, unlike in the UA-15 materials, both radial and axial shrinkage in the UA-10PA15 materials were almost similar at each temperature. While the materials from both the
compositions exhibited comparable axial shrinkage at 1700 C, the radial shrinkage for the UA15 material is observed to be significantly greater compared to that of the UA-10PA-15 material.
Therefore, while Fig. 1c suggests that the presence of platelets increased porosity in the templated
materials, Fig. 2 revealed that materials with platelets exhibited relatively uniform shrinkage in
parallel and perpendicular to the growth direction of ice crystals.
To understand the densification behavior of the UA powder relative to the ice-templated materials,
we also sintered compacted UA powder at different temperatures. Figure 3 shows the variation of
relative density (𝜌rp ) of Al2O3 pellets as a function of sintering temperature between 1200–1700
C. The relative green density (𝜌gp ) of the pressed pellets was about 0.6. At 1200 C, density
change was only marginal but 𝜌rp increased steadily with the increasing temperature. 𝜌rp started
to plateau above 1400 C, the sintered material reached about 97% of bulk density of Al2O3 (3.96
g/cm3) at 1550 C, and a further increase of temperature did not cause any considerable change in
the density. Therefore, the UA powder reached close to its bulk density at about 1550 C. Whereas
the density of the templated materials continued to increase beyond this temperature, which
strongly suggests the role of the templated structure in the variation of density with the temperature
above 1550 C. We find the observations interesting and will address further in the latter sections.
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Figure 3: Variation of relative density (𝜌rp ) of Al2O3 disks, prepared from the UA powder using
a benchtop hydraulic press, as a function of sintering temperature in the range of 1200–1700 C.

7.3.2 Effects of sintering temperature and alumina platelets on lamella wall microstructure
SEM images in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 reveal the temperature dependence of microstructure development
in the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials, respectively. Each SEM image in column 1 and column
3 shows the cross-section region (perpendicular to the growth direction of ice crystals) of lamella
walls. Whereas, each SEM image in column 2 and column 4 reveals the region within a lamella
wall that is parallel to the growth direction of ice crystals; these SEM images were collected from
the fragments of the lamella walls. Figures 5 and 7 show additional SEM images for the
temperature range of 1550–1700 C where significant grain growth occurred. A comparison of
Figs. 4 and 6 suggests that the morphology of the UA-15 materials is lamellar, whereas the UA10PA-15 materials exhibited dendritic morphology due to the formation of lamellar bridges mainly
through the platelets.
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Figure 4: (a)–(r) SEM images of cross-section regions (perpendicular to ice-growth direction) and
lamella walls (parallel to ice-growth direction) of the UA-15 materials, revealing development of
microstructure with increasing sintering temperature in the range of 1200–1700 C. (s) and (t)
Showing schematic representations of the locations in the sintered samples from where SEM
images were captured.
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Figure 5: Relatively low- and high-magnification SEM images of polycrystalline lamella walls
(parallel to ice-growth direction) of sintered UA-15 materials revealing microstructure evolution
within the walls with increasing sintering temperature in the range of 1550–1700 C. Images in
each column belong to the same sintering temperature but captured at two different magnifications.

In the UA-15 materials, at the early stages of sintering (1200–1400 C), the lamella walls were
highly porous and the size of the ceramic grains observed to be similar to the particle size in the
as-received UA powder. With the increase of temperature, as the density of the materials increased
porosity within the lamella walls also reduced and grain growth resulted. By 1550 C (Figs. 4k
and 4l), the lamella walls became almost pore-free and a fine, equiaxed microstructure evolved,
which is also prominent from Figs. 5a and 5b. With the further temperature increase, mainly two
changes occurred in the lamella walls. Grain size continued to increase with the increasing
temperature and grain morphology changed. At 1550 C the lamella walls consisted of fine,
equiaxed grains (grain dimensions almost same on the plane of the lamella walls). Whereas, above
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1550 °C, due to abnormal grain growth elongated grains developed within the walls (elongated on
the plane of the walls) and the volume fraction of these grains increased with temperature, Figs.
5c–5h. The microstructural analysis thus revealed profound abnormal grain growth which typically
occurs in Al2O3 at elevated temperatures [196-199]. Abnormal grain growth in Al2O3 is the result
of a much faster growth rate of some of the large grains relative to the surrounding fine-grained
matrix. At 1700 °C, highly anisotropic grains about 30-50 µm long (with a plate-like morphology)
can be observed within the lamella walls of the UA-15 materials. At the early stages of sintering,
lamella walls contained several layers of the UA particles, whereas between 1550–1700 C the
walls consisted of a single layer of grains only.
Lamella walls in the UA-10PA-15 materials were also highly porous at the early stages of sintering
and large platelet particles within the walls can be easily identified. Figure 6a shows the formation
of lamellar bridges through platelets. The formation of lamellar bridges through the large platelet
particles was governed by the greater propensity of platelets for entrapment by ice crystals
compared to the UA particles. Critical freezing front velocity (𝑣𝑐 ) above which particles get
entrapped within the solvent crystals can be expressed as [74,103]

𝑣𝑐 =

∆𝜎𝑑 𝑎Ο 𝑧
3𝜂𝑅

(𝑑)

(1)

where Δ𝜎 is the mean free energy of the particle, 𝑎Ο is the average intermolecular distance in the
liquid film between the particle and the solid front, 𝑑 is the overall thickness of this film, 𝜂 is the
slurry viscosity, 𝑅 is the particle radius, and 𝑧 is an exponent that can vary from 1 to 5. Equation
(1) suggests that as 𝑣𝑐 decreases with the increase of 𝑅, an increase in particle size will promote
particle entrapment within solvent crystals and lead to the formation of lamellar bridges [9].
Therefore, due to the large size, platelet particles are more prone to be entrapped by the growing
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ice crystals compared to the UA particles and as a result a significant amount of lamellar bridges
developed in the UA-10PA-15 materials through the platelets. Large particles in suspension can
settle during ice-templating and affect lamellar bridge formation. However, in the previous studies
we have shown that lamellar bridges are present throughout the structure and bridge formation by
platelets can be controlled by the variation of processing variables [124], thus suggesting that
bridge formation is not necessarily due to the settling of platelet particles.
Significant microstructural changes occurred as temperature increased to 1400 °C. Figure 6e
indicates a substantial decrease of porosity within the lamella walls and Fig. 6f reveals enhanced
sinterability between the UA and PA particles and thus an increased diffusion of the UA particles
into the platelets. Additionally, Fig. 6f shows the formation of micropores on the surfaces of the
platelets. The SEM images corresponding to 1400 °C revealed a substantial change in the shape
of the PA particles as well. By 1450 °C, the interactions between the UA and PA particles enhanced
significantly and grain growth occurred. At this temperature, micropores within the walls are
observed to be mainly present in the regions containing the large grains.
Figure 6j (sintering temperature 1500 °C) revealed the development of a unique microstructure in
the lamella wall in which an Al2O3 grain (presumably resulting from the lateral growth of a platelet
particle) is observed to be embedded within a matrix of fine-grained Al2O3, where the fine-grained
microstructure resulted from the densification and grain growth of the UA particles. By this
temperature, microporosity within the lamella walls decreased significantly and micropores are
observed to mainly reside within the large grains. The similar microstructural features are also
observed at 1550 °C (Figs. 6k, 6l, 7a, 7b). One notable feature in Fig. 6k is the presence of large
grains having thickness same as that of the lamella walls (≥ 2 μm) and few micropores within the
regions containing the large grains. Figures 6m and 6n reveal the microstructure of the UA-10PA-
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15 material corresponding to 1600 C. By this temperature, each lamella wall became consisted of
a single layer of grains. Figure 6n reveals that with the increasing temperature microstructure
development and grain growth within the lamella walls continued. With the further increase of
sintering temperature, the lamella walls continued to become pore-free and grain growth proceeded
(Figs. 6o, 6p, 6q, 6r). This is also evident from the SEM images shown in Figs. 7e, 7f (1650 C)
and Figs. 7g, 7h (1700 C). The microstructural analysis of the lamella walls corresponding to the
temperature of 1700 C did not indicate the presence of any micropores within the lamella walls.
Figure 8 shows more of the high-magnification SEM images of the cross-section regions in the
UA-10PA-15 materials, further comparing the microstructural features of the materials sintered at
1600 C (Fig. 8a) and 1700 C (Figs. 8b, 8c). Figure 8 shows that along the thickness direction the
lamella walls are consisted of a single layer of grains, unlike the templated materials and at the
early stages of sintering. There are regions within the lamella walls at both the temperatures
revealing the presence of significantly large grains (diameter >10 m), but the large grains are
observed to be pore-free at 1700 C. Figure 8c also reveals the presence of equiaxed small grains
within the lamella walls.
From Figs. 4-7, it can be seen that lamella walls in the ice-templated materials from both the
compositions were almost pore-free at 1550 C, particularly in UA-15, and thus can be assumed
that the walls to achieving close to the bulk density of Al2O3. Therefore, beyond this temperature,
any significant change in density is not expected in the templated materials with a further increase
in temperature. However, contrasting results were obtained from density measurements, further
indicating a strong role of ice-templated structure in the densification behavior of the materials
above 1550 C. The possible origin of this discrepancy is discussed in Section 3.4 based on
temperature-induced structural instability in the templated materials.
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Figure 6: (a)–(r) SEM images of cross-section regions (perpendicular to ice-growth direction) and
lamella walls (parallel to ice-growth direction) of the UA-10PA-15 materials, revealing
development of microstructure with increasing sintering temperature in the range of 1200–1700
C. (s) and (t) Showing schematic representations of the locations in the sintered samples from
where SEM images were captured.
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Figure 7: Relatively low- and high-magnification SEM images of lamella walls (parallel to icegrowth direction) in the sintered UA-10PA-15 materials revealing microstructure evolution within
the walls with increasing sintering temperature, in the range of 1550–1700 C. Images in each
column belong to the same sintering temperature but captured at two different magnifications.
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Figure 8: High-magnification SEM images of cross-section regions (perpendicular to ice-growth
direction) of the UA-10PA-15 materials, revealing lamella wall microstructure at sintering
temperature of 1600 C and 1700 C. SEM image in (a) shows a region in the lamella wall
corresponding to 1600 C containing a large grain with micropores present within the grain, (b)
reveals a pore-free large grain at 1700 C, and (c) shows relatively small grains in the wall.

The microstructural analysis suggests that large Al2O3 platelets strongly impacted the process of
microstructure development in lamella walls as well as the microstructural characteristics of the
walls. By 1700 C, mainly two types of regions emerged in the lamella walls of UA-10PA-15
materials: the regions with a fine-grained, pore-free microstructure and the regions in which large
Al2O3 grains (pore-free) are embedded within the fine-grained Al2O3 matrix. This is in sharp
contrast to the polycrystalline microstructure that evolved in the lamella walls of the UA-15
materials. A comparison of Figs. 5 and 7 suggests some additional influence of the platelets on the
wall microstructure, particularly on the grain morphology. In the UA-15 materials, at 1700 C due
to abnormal grain growth large, elongated grains developed within the lamella walls with a
significant volume fraction present in the walls. Whereas, for the UA-10PA-15 materials, at 1700
C lamella walls primarily contained small and large equiaxed grains, with a lesser development
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of elongated grains compared to UA-15. The results suggest that the presence of platelets within
the matrix of UA particles reduced the propensity for abnormal grain growth; however, the overall
grain growth was significant. Since larger particles have lower specific surface energy than smaller
particles, during sintering platelets grew at the expense of the adjacent smaller grains which
developed from the UA particles. Abnormal grain growth in the matrix of fine ceramic particles is
impaired by the presence of larger particles from the same or different phases [122]. In fact, the
growth of platelets is similar to that observed for the growth of relatively large single crystal Al2O3
grain in a fine-grained Al2O3 matrix [122]. Due to the presence of large platelets in the matrix of
UA particles, the probability of the smaller, equiaxed grains (resulting from the UA particles)
undergoing abnormal growth might have been reduced. As a result, the extent of abnormal grain
growth is observed to be reduced in UA-10PA-15 compared to that in UA-15. Instead, a significant
fraction of the large grains in the lamella walls of UA-10PA-15 materials is observed to be
equiaxed on the plane of the walls, which we suggest that they resulted from the radial growth of
the platelets at the expense of surrounding small grains.
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Table 2: Values of 𝑑10 , 𝑑50 , 𝑑90 (from grain size distribution), and average lamella wall thickness
(𝑡𝑙 ) for the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials sintered at 1550, 1600, 1650, and 1700 ℃.
Composition

Temperature
(°C)

𝑑10 (µm)

𝑑50 (µm)

𝑑90 (µm)

𝑡𝑙 (µm)

1550

0.97

1.63

3

2.56 ± 0.84

1600

0.99

1.74

3.17

2.50 ± 0.75

1650

1.24

2.45

4.85

2.40 ± 0.52

1700

1.38

2.97

5.94

2.66 ± 0.78

1550

1.07

1.84

3.36

1.81 ± 0.46

1600

1.1

2.05

3.99

1.74 ± 0.42

1650

1.29

2.65

5.29

1.67 ± 0.41

1700

1.35

2.98

6.70

1.84 ± 0.52

UA-15

UA-10PA-15
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Figure 9: A comparison of grain size distribution in the (a) UA-15 and (b) UA-10PA-15 materials
sintered at 1550, 1600, 1650, and 1700 ℃.
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7.3.3 Effects of temperature and platelets on grain size and grain size distribution in lamella
walls
Figure 9 shows grain size distribution in the lamella walls of the (a) UA-15 and (b) UA-10PA-15
materials, which were sintered between 1550–1700 C. 𝑑10 represents that 10% of the grains are
smaller than the value indicated by the vertical arrow. 𝑑50 represents that 50% of the grains are
smaller than and 50% of the grains are larger than the value indicated by the vertical arrow. 𝑑90
represents that 90% of the grains are larger than the value indicated by the vertical arrow. These
values and the values of the average lamella wall thickness (𝑡𝑙 ) are provided in Table 2. In the UA15 materials, above 1600 C, grain size distribution changed considerably with the increasing
sintering temperature. Grain size distribution became increasingly asymmetric and the distribution
plots corresponding to 1650 C and 1700 C show that the fraction of relatively large grains
increased. Although, the grain size in the plane of lamella walls is observed to increase with the
increasing sintering temperature, the change in 𝑡𝑙 with temperature was minimal. In the UA-10PA15 materials also, grain size and grain size distribution changed considerably and grain size
distribution became increasingly asymmetric with the increasing temperature. Figure 9 suggests
that at each of sintering temperatures, grain size distribution in the lamella walls is relatively
broader in the UA-10PA-15 materials compared to the UA-15 materials, which could be attributed
to the development of larger grains from the radial growth of platelets in the former materials.
Similar to the UA-15 materials, the change in lamella wall thickness was minimal in the UA10PA-15 materials. For both the compositions, between 1550–1700 C, the lamella walls are
observed to have a single layer of grains and therefore the grain thickness can be expressed in term
of 𝑡𝑙 . The comparison of 𝑑10 , 𝑑50 , 𝑑90 , and 𝑡𝑙 suggests that grain size increase occurred in the
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plane of lamella walls, whereas the grain thickness which is along the direction of wall thickness
remained comparable.

Figure 10: Relatively low- and high-magnification SEM images of the cross-section regions
(perpendicular to the ice-growth direction) of the UA-15 materials revealing distortion (bending)
of lamella walls with the increasing sintering temperature in the range of 1550–1700 C. Images
in each column belong to the same sintering temperature but captured at two different
magnifications.
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Figure 11: Relatively, low- and high-magnification SEM images of the cross-section regions
(perpendicular to the ice-growth direction) in the UA-10PA-15 materials revealing distortion
(bending) of lamella walls with the increasing sintering temperature in the range of 1550–1700 C.
Images in each column belong to the same sintering temperature but captured at two different
magnifications.

7.3.4 Effects of temperature and platelets on structural instability
Figures 10 and 11 reveal the cross-section regions (perpendicular to the growth direction of ice
crystals) of the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials, respectively, sintered at and above 1550 C.
In the UA-15 materials, at 1550 C, the adjacent lamella walls were straight and parallel. With the
increase of temperature, due to the bending of walls the parallelism of the adjacent walls
deteriorated and the deterioration became significant at 1700 C (Fig. 10d, 10h), thus suggesting
temperature-induced structural instability which is here referred to as the loss of the straightness
and parallelism of the ceramic lamella walls due to the bending of the walls. Many regions can be
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seen where significant bending of the lamella walls caused some of the adjacent lamella walls to
have joined together and resulted in the formation of regions with large voids. Figure 12a shows a
high-magnification SEM image corresponding to 1700 C, which revealed sintering in between
the adjacent lamella walls that underwent excessive bending. Such structural distortion at elevated
temperatures will inevitably affect the characteristic pore directionality in ice-templated ceramics
and increase pore tortuosity.

Figure 12: High-magnification SEM images of the cross-section region (perpendicular to icegrowth direction) in the (a) UA-15 material and (b) UA-10PA-15 material sintered at 1700 ℃,
revealing sintering between adjacent lamella walls.

The lamella walls in the UA-10PA-15 materials are, however, seen to remain relatively straight
and parallel up to 1650 C and structural distortion occurred mainly at 1700 C. A direct
comparison of Fig. 11d and Fig. 10d strongly suggests that the extent of structural distortion was
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less in UA-10PA-15 compared to that in UA-15. Figure 12b shows a high-magnification SEM
image for sintering temperature of 1700 C, which revealed sintering in between the adjacent
lamella walls that underwent excessive bending. Figure 13 compares microstructures of the UA15 (a, b) and UA-10PA-15 (c, d) materials along the ice-growth direction which were sintered at
1550 C and 1700 C. For both compositions, distortion of the walls at higher sintering temperature
is clearly visible. Thus, the bending of the lamella walls occurred both along parallel and
perpendicular to the ice-growth direction. However, temperature-induced distortion of the lamella
walls is observed to be significantly reduced in the UA-10PA-15 compared to that in the UA-15.
The exact origin of structural distortion in ice-templated Al2O3 at elevated temperatures is not well
understood. This will require an in-depth investigation addressing the effects of various other
parameters such as sintering time, heating and cooling rate during sintering, staring powder particle
size, and lamella wall thickness, which is beyond the scope of this study and will be addressed in
a separate study. However, this investigation revealed two important insights: (i) thin ceramic
lamella walls with a single layer of grains are observed to be highly susceptible to distortion
(bending) at elevated temperatures and (ii) presence of lamellar bridges (through platelets)
significantly enhanced the resistance of the walls to temperature-induced distortion. The UA-15
materials contain tall, slender lamella walls with negligible lamellar bridges. There is thus little
mechanical self-support for the lamella walls in ice-templated porous structure of the UA-15
materials. As a result, at higher temperatures the lack of mechanical support to the walls allowed
the walls to distort significantly. On the other hand, in the UA-10PA-15 materials, the presence of
lamellar bridges which formed through the platelets in between the lamella walls provided greater
structural rigidity and significantly limited the distortion of the walls.
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Figure 13: SEM images of vertical cross-sections (parallel to the growth direction of ice crystals)
of (a) UA-15 and (b) UA-10PA-15 materials sintered at 1550 and 1700 ℃.

We recall here the results shown in Figs. 1 and 3, which revealed a significant difference in the
densification behavior between ice-templated porous Al2O3 materials and Al2O3 pellets. While the
pellets did not exhibit any considerable increase in density above 1550 °C, ice-templated materials
exhibited a significant increase in density above 1550 °C. Based on the microstructural
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observations, we can state that the considerable enhancement of density in ice-templated Al2O3
materials above 1550 °C may not necessarily be due to the increased densification of Al2O3 but
more of the dominant effect of the bending of the lamella walls and thereby the resulting shrinkage
in the ice-templated samples.

Table 3: Values of 𝑑10 , 𝑑50 , 𝑑90 (estimated from distribution plots) for pore major axis (a), pore
minor axis (b), and pore area (𝐴p ), for the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials sintered at 1550 and
1700 ℃.
Temperature
(°C)

𝒅𝟏𝟎

𝒅𝟓𝟎

𝒅𝟗𝟎

Pore major axis
(a), µm

1550

11.8

35.7

90.5

1700

12.3

29.2

77.9

Pore minor
axis (b), µm

1550

4

6.9

9.6

1700

2.6

4.8

11.4

Pore area (𝐴p ),
µm2

1550

33.7

194.2

645

1700

19.2

105.1

528

Pore major axis
(a), µm

1550

4.9

22.8

66.1

1700

6.3

26.3

86.8

Pore minor
axis (b), µm

1550

3.8

7.3

10.4

1700

4

7.6

11.5

Pore area (𝐴p ),
µm2

1550

21.6

131.1

502.4

1700

20.6

139.3

589.3

Composition

UA-15

UA-10PA-15

Also, recall from Fig. 2 that for the UA-15 materials above 1500 C variations in the radial and
axial shrinkages were dissimilar. The radial shrinkage was drastically higher compared to axial
shrinkage. And, the origin of this difference could be due to the greater extent of the deformation
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(bending) of the lamella walls (and resulting sintering between the adjacent walls) perpendicular
to the ice-growth direction relative to parallel to the ice-growth direction. With the increasing
temperature above 1500 C the deformation of the walls increased which facilitated sintering
between the adjacent walls and radial shrinkage increased markedly. Similarly, recall from Fig. 2
that the UA-10PA-15 materials sintered above 1650 C exhibited a sharp increase of both radial
and axial shrinkage, which we could attribute to the deformation of the lamella walls. However,
in the UA-10PA-15 materials, radial and axial shrinkage were similar even at higher temperatures,
suggesting that deformation (bending) of the lamella walls was similar both parallel and
perpendicular to the ice-growth direction. Thus, the presence of platelets (and perhaps the
corresponding lamellar bridges) not only increased the thermal stability of ice-templated structures
at elevated temperatures but also prevented dissimilar shrinkage which occurred in the materials
without platelets.
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Figure 14: A comparison of the distribution of pore major axis (𝑎), minor axis (𝑏), and pore area
𝜋

(𝐴p = 4 𝑎𝑏) in between the UA-15 materials sintered at 1550 ℃ (a–c) and 1700 ℃ (d–f).
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Figure 15: A comparison of the distribution of pore major axis (a), minor axis (b), and pore area
𝜋

(𝐴p = 4 𝑎𝑏) in between the UA-10PA-15 materials sintered at 1550 ℃ (a–c) and 1700 ℃ (d–f).

Figure 14 shows the distribution of pore major axis (a), pore minor axis (b), and pore area (𝐴p =
𝜋
4

𝑎𝑏) in between the UA-15 materials sintered at 1550 C (a-c) and 1700 C (d-f). Similarly, in

Fig. 15 shows the distribution of a, b, and 𝐴p in between the UA-10PA-15 materials sintered at
1550 C (a-c) and 1700 C (d-f). In each figure, 𝑑10 represents that 10% of the pores are smaller
than the value indicated by the vertical arrow, corresponding to pore major axis/pore minor
axis/pore area. 𝑑50 represents that 50% of the pores are smaller than and 50% of the pores are
larger than the value indicated by the vertical arrow, corresponding to pore major axis/pore minor
axis/pore area. 𝑑90 represents that 90% of the pores are larger than the value indicated by the
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vertical arrow, corresponding to pore major axis/pore minor axis/pore area. These values are
provided in Table 3. In the UA-15 materials, for each of the parameters, with the increasing
sintering temperature, the corresponding distribution shifted to an extent to the left-hand side
which is attributed to increased radial shrinkage with temperature. For the a, the distribution
became narrow with the increasing temperature and 𝑑50 decreased from 1550 C to 1700 C. For
the b, the distribution became more asymmetric at the higher temperature and a significant change
thus occurred in the cumulative distribution as well, which is attributed to the observed
microstructural distortion with the increasing temperature. Similarly, a considerable change
occurred in the 𝐴p also. These measurements quantitatively reflect on the microstructural changes
that occurred in the UA-15 materials between 1550–1700 C as a result of the deformation of the
lamella walls. Whereas, the changes of distributions in the UA-10PA-15 materials between 1550
C and 1700 C are observed to be less significant, further suggesting that structural thermal
stability was enhanced in the latter materials.

7.3.5 Effects of temperature and platelets on the uniaxial compressive mechanical response
Figures 16a and 16b show uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves for different sintering
temperatures for the UA-15 and UA-10PA-15 materials, respectively. The UA-15 materials
sintered at 1200 C were too weak to handle, and thus compression tests could not be performed.
Figure 16c shows the variation of maximum compressive strength (referred to here as peak stress,
𝜎p ) with temperature for both the compositions. The general features of the stress-strain curves are
an elastic regime, which is followed by a plateau where stress decreased gradually with the
increasing strain and a densification region where stress increased sharply with the increasing
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strain. The apparent stress plateau regime is associated with the progressive failure of the materials
by brittle crushing.

Figure 16: Variation of uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves with sintering temperature for
(a) UA-15 and (b) UA-10PA-15 materials, and (c) variation of peak stress (𝜎p ) with temperature.

For the UA-15 materials, up to 1650 ºC, with the increasing sintering temperature both 𝜎p and
compressive stress in the plateau regime exhibited a marginal increase only. In between 1300–
1650 ºC, 𝜎p is observed to be below 10 MPa. However, as the temperature increased to 1700 ºC,
UA-15 exhibited a drastic increase in 𝜎p but in the progressive failure stage stress decreased
sharply with the increasing strain. The UA-10PA-15 materials exhibited significantly enhanced
strength compared to the UA-15 materials. Both 𝜎p and fracture stress in the plateau regime
increased considerably up to 1400 ºC, whereas beyond that compressive stress-strain curves are
observed to be similar and only a marginal increase of the strength occurred at 1700 ºC. The UA10PA-15 materials were also able to better sustain the applied load in the progressive failure
regime compared to the UA-15 materials. In Fig. 17c, the general trend in the change of 𝜎p with
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temperature for both the compositions can be seen more clearly. In between 1200–1650 C, 𝜎p of
the UA-10PA-15 materials remained significantly greater compared to that of the UA-15 materials,
whereas at 1700 C both the compositions exhibited comparable 𝜎p . Since the density of the
materials increased with temperature, in Fig. 17 we compared the variation of specific 𝜎p (𝜎p ⁄𝜌r )
with temperature. In between 1300–1600 C specific 𝜎p values for the UA-15 materials remained
comparable, but a substantial increase in specific 𝜎p occurred as the temperature increased to 1700
C. On the other hand, for the UA-10PA-15 materials specific 𝜎p increased monotonically from
1200–1400 C, but decreased gradually beyond 1400 C. Over the entire sintering temperature
range, specific 𝜎p for UA-10PA-15 remained greater compared to that of UA-15.

Figure 17: Variation of specific 𝜎p (𝜎p ⁄𝜌r ) with the sintering temperature.

This investigation revealed several interesting aspects of the effects of temperature and Al2O3
platelets on the uniaxial compressive response of ice-templated ceramics. Compressive strength of
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porous solids is strongly influenced by relative density (𝜌r ) and increases with the increasing
relative density (i.e., decreasing porosity) [110]. According to Gibson and Ashby models [110],
compressive strength (𝜎) of brittle cellular solids is related to 𝜌r as
𝜎
𝜎s
𝜎
𝜎s

∝ 𝜌r (for closed-cell),

(2)

∝ (𝜌r )1.5 (for open-cell),

(3)

∝ (𝜌r )3 (for honeycomb, out-of-plane deformation),

(4)

and
𝜎
𝐸s

where 𝜎s and 𝐸s are compressive strength and Young’s modulus, respectively, of cell wall
material. Therefore, with the increase of relative density from 𝜌r1 to 𝜌r2 , compressive strength is
expected to increase from 𝜎1 to 𝜎2 as
𝜎2
𝜎1
𝜎2
𝜎1

𝜌

= 𝜌r2 (for closed-cell),
r2

𝜌

(5)

1.5

= (𝜌r2)

(for open-cell),

r2

(6)

and
𝜎2
𝜎1

𝜌

3

= (𝜌r2) (for honeycomb, out-of-plane deformation).
r2

(7)

Although this is a simplified approach and pore morphology of ice-templated materials is not welldefined, the above equations do provide some useful guidance into the increase of strength with
relative density. Moreover, these models have been utilized to compare experimentally measured
strength and theoretical estimates to understand the mechanical behavior of ice-templated
ceramics, and it has been shown that model estimations for open-cell and honeycomb (out-ofplane) morphologies are in reasonable agreement with the measured data [106,121,175]. As seen
in Fig. 16c, by 1450 C the UA-15 materials reached 𝜎p of about 5 MPa but the maximum strength
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remained about the same up to 1600 C. In between 1450–1600 C, 𝜌r of the UA-15 materials
only marginally increased from 0.223 to 0.253 and therefore the empirical models would also
predict a marginal strength increase, thus in reasonable agreement with the experimental
measurements. Therefore, between 1450–1600 C, the density of the materials marginally
increased, grain growth occurred within lamella walls, and eventually each lamella wall became a
single layer of grains. However, such changes had an insignificant impact on the compressive
mechanical response. Thus, for the UA-15 materials, grain size and lamella wall microstructure
can be significantly tailored in between 1450–1600 C but without impacting compressive
mechanical response.
Whereas in between 1600–1700 C, the UA-15 materials exhibited a dramatic strength increase
from 5 MPa to 32 MPa, by a factor greater than 6. Whereas, for an increase of 𝜌r from 0.253 at
1600 C to 0.309 at 1700 C, the empirical models predict a moderate strength increase only by a
factor of 1.2 to 1.82, depending on the type of pore morphology. In this temperature range, the
UA-15 materials exhibited a considerable increase in density (Fig. 1) and significant normal grain
growth as well as abnormal grain growth (Figs. 4, 5). However, the extensive microstructure
investigation revealed significant distortion of lamella walls and evidence of temperature-induced
structural instability. Therefore, drastic strength gain in the UA-15 materials was accompanied by
significant structural distortion and shrinkage particularly in the direction perpendicular to the
growth direction of ice crystals. We suggest that the marked increase of strength at elevated
temperature is associated with the distortion and joining of the walls, and hence the measured
strength enhancement is well-above that predicted by the empirical models.
In Fig. 18, we schematically showed the scenarios where the compressive load is applied to icetemplated ceramic with undistorted (Fig. 18a) and highly distorted lamella walls where some of
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the walls being joined together (Fig. 18b). The schematics of structures shown in Figs. 18a and
18b approximately represent the UA-15 materials sintered at 1550 C and 1700 C, respectively.
For uniaxial compression direction parallel to the ceramic lamella walls, lamella walls tend to carry
the applied load whereas lamellar bridges provide mechanical support to walls [9,121,175]. Recall
from the SEM images in Fig. 4 that lamellar bridges are negligible in the UA-15 materials. Due to
high porosity and lack of lamellar bridges, the UA-15 materials are inherently weak and thus
exhibited low strength. At 1700 C, significant bending of the lamella walls resulted in the joining
of a significant number of adjacent walls through sintering. It is possible that the sintered regions
present between the adjacent lamella acted as local lamellar bridges as indicated in Fig. 18b and
provided an improved level of mechanical support to the walls under compressive loading, which
enhanced the load-bearing capacity of the walls and resulted in a drastic strength enhancement.
However, the drastic gain in compressive strength was achieved at the expense of significant
structural deformation and thus increased pore tortuosity.
A significant amount of literature exists on the processing and characterization of ice-templated
ceramics; however, a systematic study is lacking in the influence of sintering temperature on the
ice-templated porous ceramic structure and mechanical response. Toward this end, we investigated
the combined effects of sintering temperature and Al2O3 platelets (large anisometric particles) on
relative density, lamella wall microstructure, grain size and grain size distribution in lamella walls,
structural deformation, and uniaxial compressive response of ice-templated Al2O3 materials. This
investigation revealed a profound influence of both the processing variable and material variable
on the several aspects of ice-templated ceramics, enabling an improved understanding of the
structure-mechanical property relationships in these materials and limitations in the development
of the ice-templated porous ceramic structure.
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Figure 18: Schematic representation of the compressive load applied to UA-15 materials (a) with
undistorted and (b) highly distorted lamella walls with some of the walls being joined together.
The schematics of structures shown in Figs. 18a and 18b approximately represent the UA-15
materials sintered at 1550 °C and 1700 °C, respectively.

In the UA-15 materials (materials without platelets), with the increasing temperature, the
polycrystalline lamella wall microstructure transitioned through different stages. At lowtemperature regime, walls were highly porous with grain size comparable to the size of the staring
UA particles. Whereas, at intermediate temperature regime, a pore-free lamella wall with finegrained microstructure developed. And at high-temperature, along with grain growth, significant
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abnormal grain growth occurred as well resulting in the development of large, elongated grains
within the walls.
While the current investigation on the UA-15 materials provides insights into the tailorability of
ice-templated structure with temperature, more dramatic was the combined effects of temperature
and platelets. The effects of platelets on the ice-templated structure are realized at two length
scales. During the templating process, some of the platelets develop lamellar bridges between
lamella walls and these platelet particles remained similar to the starting particles over the entire
sintering temperature range. Whereas, the platelets that became part of the lamella walls (oriented
in the plane of the walls) remarkably impacted wall microstructure with the variation of
temperature, which is attributed to the growth of the platelet particles as a result of diffusion of
UA particles to platelets. Although the diffusion of UA particles to platelets caused microporosity
in the walls, the micropores were eliminated at elevated temperatures and the walls became porefree. The average grain size in walls was greater in UA-10PA-15 compared to UA-15. While the
platelets grew into large particles, the morphology of the large particles is observed to be equiaxed
(on the plane of wall) and the development of long, elongated grains was significantly less
prominent compared to the UA-15 materials.
The current results strongly suggest that there are significant structural and mechanical strength
advantages in the incorporation of large anisometric particles in ice-templated ceramics. The
addition of large platelets resulted in a marked increase of compressive strength. A significant
structural advantage is that the ice-templated ceramics containing platelets exhibited improved
stability to structural deformation at higher temperatures compared to the materials without the
platelets. By 1400 C the UA-10PA-15 materials reached 𝜎p of about 30 MPa and at the higher
temperatures the materials were able to maintain the strength with only a moderate decrease of
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specific 𝜎p . Recall from Fig. 6 that by 1400 C the UA-10PA-15 materials exhibited significant
interactions between the UA and PA particles. With the increasing sintering temperature, the
interactions enhanced and significant microstructural changes occurred, but the materials exhibited
only a marginal increase of strength. Thus, at the early stages of sintering, the interactions between
the UA and PA particles are crucial for strength gain, but at the latter stages the interactions could
be exploited for tailoring lamella wall microstructure.
The current study provides insights into microstructure development as a function of sintering
temperature within the lamella walls of ice-templated ceramics, effects of ceramic platelets on wall
microstructure, and the influence of those developments on the compressive mechanical response.
For each composition, a temperature range exists where it is possible to significantly tailor lamella
wall microstructure but without affecting strength. Ice-templated lamellar structures are observed
to be highly prone to thermal distortion at higher sintering temperatures, but the structural
distortion could be reduced through the incorporation of large ceramic platelets. This study shows
the importance of deeply probing into the structure-mechanical property relationships of icetemplated ceramics as a function of temperature and composition, providing valuable guidance
into the microstructure design of these materials.

7.4 Conclusions
This study revealed that sintering temperature (a processing variable) and large anisometric
particles (a material variable) can be judiciously employed in tailoring porosity, microstructure,
and compressive mechanical response of ice-templated porous ceramic materials. In the icetemplated Al2O3 materials without platelets, increase of sintering temperature resulted in a gradual
decrease of lamella wall porosity and thus total porosity, enhanced grain growth within the walls,
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and caused significant abnormal grain growth at higher sintering temperatures. Sintering at
elevated temperatures also resulted in significant deformation (bending) of lamella walls and
thereby structural distortion and reduced pore directionality. Ice-templated materials without
platelets exhibited low strength but gained significant strength at higher temperature, which is,
however, attributed to the increased density due to structural deformation. On the other hand,
addition of large Al2O3 platelets significantly modified ice-templated structure by increasing
lamellar bridge density and remarkebly impacting lamella wall microstructure including limiting
abnormal grain growth. Ceramic platelets caused drastic strength enhancement which was
achieved at intermediate sintering temperature regime and the strength gain was maintained at
higher temperatures. Moreover, in the presence of platelets, ice-templated materials exhibited
significant resistance to temperature-induced structural instability, further illustrating the critical
role of large anisometric particles in the development of mechanically robust ice-templated
directionally porous ceramic materials.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Over the ages, materials have been playing a predominant role in the advancement of civilizations.
Everlasting quests and continuous endeavors are leading to the development of materials that are
tailored to our needs. Even though we have advanced significantly, we are still far from our future
necessities related to materials. Thus, directional porous ceramics are candidate materials for
various applications including biomedical, structural, and energy-related applications. Icetemplating is one of the techniques to process such directional porous ceramics. However, the
processing-structure-property relationships in these materials have not been explored fully.
Therefore the present research work is focused on investigating the role of anisometric particles in
aqueous ceramic suspensions during ice-templating of porous ceramics, microstructure evolution,
and mechanical properties in them. The following are the summaries of findings and suggestions
for future work in this area.

8.1 Summary
8.1.1 Effects of platelet-shaped particles and FFV on the microstructural evolution and
mechanical properties in ice-templated porous ceramics
Replacing a small fraction of equiaxed particles with platelet-shaped particles in the aqueous
suspensions of ice-templated ceramics resulted in dendritic pore morphology and enhanced
compressive mechanical strength. Further, the systematic variation in FFV and platelet content is
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found to greatly influence the structure-mechanical property in these materials. The following are
the findings from this study:
•

For a given solids loading, increasing FFV resulted in more dendritic morphology and the

interlamellar bridges formed predominantly by the platelets only.
•

Pore morphology gradually transitioned from lamellar to dendritic by increasing platelets

content in the aqueous suspension of particular solids loading.
•

Rigorous microstructural analysis revealed that the fraction of lamellar bridges containing

platelets increased substantially with increasing platelet content.
•

An innovative method is proposed to calculate the ratio of interlamellar vs. interlamellar

platelets. Interestingly, it showed that by increasing the platelet content in the suspension, this ratio
remained the same.
•

Uniaxial compressive mechanical properties of these materials improved over 200% for an

addition of 5 vol.% platelets of total solids loading.
•

Overall, this investigation revealed a unique strategy that can be implemented to stiffen

and strengthen the ice-templated porous ceramics.

8.1.2 Role of matrix phase particle size
Further, variation in the particle size of ceramic powder showed a significant influence on the
microstructure and mechanical response of ice-templated porous ceramics. Finer, equiaxed
ceramic powder particles sintered better than those of coarse particles. Also, significant
interactions occurred between fine, equiaxed particles and platelets that are present in the lamella
walls. Due to the better sinterability of fine particles, platelets-induced ice-templated porous
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ceramics processed from fine, equiaxed particles showed enhanced mechanical properties
compared to the materials processed from coarse matrix particles.

8.1.3 Fracture mechanisms within the lamella walls of platelets-induced ice-templated
ceramics
This investigation revealed the fracture mechanisms within the polycrystalline lamella walls of
platelets-induced ice-templated porous ceramics. Intergranular cracking was found to be the
dominant fracture mechanism. Rigorous microstructural analyses suggested that intergranular
cracks evolved mainly in two orientations, parallel and perpendicular to the compressive loading
direction. In the lamella walls of platelets-induced ice-templated materials, crack deflection at the
interface of fine equiaxed grain and large grain formed by platelet is observed. Probably, this crack
deflection could lead to an extrinsic toughening of the lamella wall and might have contributed to
the enhancement of compressive strength along with the contribution from the presence of plateletbridges.

8.1.4 Effects of porosity and strain rate on the compressive response of ice-templated
materials without platelets
A transition from cellular-like failure to brittle-like failure in ice-templated porous ceramics as the
porosity decreases from 70 vol.% to 54 vol.%. When the materials with 70 vol.% porosity are
uniaxially compressed, due to limited resistance to buckling lamella walls undergo localized
failure, whereas the macroscopic structure remains intact at peak stress. Upon further compression
beyond peak stress, the structure continues to undergo localized failure and the measured
compressive response proceeds through a prominent plateau region where stress decreases
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progressively with increasing strain. On the other hand, due to thick lamella walls and extensive
lamellar bridging, lamella walls of the porous materials with 54 vol.% porosity exhibited marked
resistance to buckling-induced instability. In the vicinity of peak stress, the applied load could be
sufficient enough to cause the failure of the bridges and simultaneous axial splitting of the lamella
walls throughout the structure. Thus, the ice-templated porous ceramics containing no platelets
exhibited an abrupt drop of compressive stress beyond the peak stress which can be termed as
brittle-like failure. Interestingly, in the dynamic or high-strain rate regimes of loading, icetemplated materials of 70 and 54 vol.% porosities showed enhanced peak stress and cellular-like
compressive response beyond peak stress. Such behavior can be attributed to the inherent strain
rate-sensitivity of the constituent material and micro-inertia effects.

8.1.5 Effects of strain rate on the compressive response of ice-templated porous ceramics
containing platelets
Strain rate remarkably influenced the compressive mechanical properties of platelets-induced icetemplated porous ceramics. In the quasistatic loading conditions, the ice-templated materials
containing platelets with 75 vol.% porosity showed brittle-like failure. However, in the high-strain
rate loading conditions, these materials showed cellular-like compressive behavior. Also, these
materials showed different strain rate-sensitivity at different loading regimes depending upon
elastic vs. inelastic deformation.
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8.1.6 Effects of temperature on microstructure evolution and structural stability of icetemplated porous ceramics containing platelets
In the ice-templated porous Al2O3 ceramics, increasing sintering temperature resulted in a gradual
reduction in lamella wall porosity, enhanced grain growth, and caused significant abnormal grain
growth at higher temperatures. Sintering at elevated temperatures also resulted in significant
deformation (bending) of lamella walls and thereby structural distortion and reduced pore
directionality. This excessive deformation caused the resintering of lamella walls which resulted
in a marked increase in compressive strength in these materials which are sintered at the elevated
temperatures. On the other hand, the addition of platelets significantly modified the ice-templated
structure by increasing lamellar bridge density and remarkably impacted the lamella wall
microstructure including limiting abnormal grain growth. Moreover, in the presence of platelets,
ice-templated materials exhibited significant resistance to temperature-induced structural stability.

8.2 Direction for future research
8.2.1 Explore the effects of other processing parameters on the structure of ice-templated
porous ceramics
As stated in this study, the interaction of particle-freezing front plays a major role in the
microstructural development in ice-templated porous ceramics. The observed increase in bridge
density of ice-templated ceramics structures in this dissertation has been rationalized based on the
variation in few intrinsic parameters such as particle size and morphology, FFV, and solids loading
that influenced the particle-freezing front interactions. However, other parameters such as different
solvents and additives to the suspension can significantly influence those interactions [10,46].
Also, external fields such as magnetic field and electric fields are used to tailor the microstructure
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of ice-templated porous ceramics [10,46]. Thus, systematic studies on the effects of variation in
these intrinsic and extrinsic parameters on the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties
can significantly enhance the understanding of processing-structure-property relationships of icetemplated porous ceramics.

8.2.2 Effects of variation in platelets content on microstructure evolution and mechanical
response in ice-templated materials
During the ice-templating process, the presence of a small fraction of platelet particles in aqueous
suspensions containing mainly fine equiaxed particles affected the particle packing in the lamella
walls and resulted in a slight increase in the porosity of the materials. On the other hand, in spite
of higher porosity, the presence of interlamellar bridges formed by the platelets markedly enhanced
the compressive strength of ice-templated porous ceramics. While a small number of platelets in
the matrix of fine equiaxed particles improves the compressive strength, the particle packing may
deteriorate by increasing the platelet content that may result in the increase in porosity and thereby
decrease in compressive strength. Thus, the enhancement in compressive strength may go through
a maximum. A future study can be directed to understand this aspect by systematically varying the
platelets' content for a given solids loading suspension. Also, this dissertation investigated the
effects of platelets in ice-templated ceramics containing porosities between 75 to 82 vol.%. An
important question is whether the platelets will also lead to the marked compressive property
enhancement in ice-templated materials having porosities below 75 vlo.% and above 82 vol.%?
To answer this, further studies are required that focus on the effects of platelets in ice-templated
ceramics over a wide range of porosity.
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8.2.3 Direct observation of failure in platelets-induced ice-templated ceramics
The understanding of the origin of elastic compressive response and compressive behavior in icetemplated ceramics after reaching the peak stress in quasistatic and dynamic loading conditions
can be further enhanced by probing into the fracture events with the help of high-speed image
capturing techniques.

8.2.4 Effects of platelets on functional properties in ice-templated porous ceramics
Ice-templated porous ceramics can provide several functional advantages such as less pore
tortuosity with easily accessible porosity and high surface area. While the addition of platelets to
the ice-templated porous materials can further enhance the surface area of the materials, the
entrapment of platelets between lamella walls may affect the accessibility of pores. As such the
pore tortuosity and permeability of the ice-templated porous ceramics can be affected by the
addition of platelets. Therefore, it can be interesting to further study the effects of platelets on
functional properties such as pore tortuosity and permeability in ice-templated porous ceramics.

8.2.5 Platelets-induced composites prepared from ice-templated porous preforms
Ice-templated porous materials can be used as preforms to prepare composite materials by
infiltrating the porous structures with varieties of materials such as metals, polymers, and ceramics.
By taking the advantages of mechanical or functional properties of both constituent materials, the
composite materials result in enhanced material properties. Since the ice-templated preforms
provide a laminar type of skeleton to the composites, the resulted composite materials form a
laminar composite structure. Mechanical properties such as strength and toughness of composite
materials depend on several factors such as adhesion between the interfaces of constituent phases,
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the morphology of reinforcement phase material, and volume fraction and distribution of phases.
Thus, further studies can be focused on the understanding of the role of platelets in strength
enhancement and toughening mechanisms such as crack deflection or bridging in ice-templated
preforms of composite materials.
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